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ABSTRACT
First and Second Generation New York City Bilinguals: What is the Role of Input in their
Collocational Knowledge of English and Spanish?
by
Ingrid T. Heidrick

Advisors: Ricardo Otheguy and Gita Martohardjono

This study compares monolinguals and different kinds of bilinguals with respect to their
knowledge of the type of lexical phenomenon known as collocation. Collocations are word
combinations that speakers use recurrently, forming the basis of conventionalized lexical patterns
that are shared by a linguistic community. Examples of collocations typically used by speakers
of English in the United States are make a decision, take a step, and have a coffee. Examples of
collocations typically used by speakers of Spanish in Latin America and Spain are tomar una
decisión ('make a decision', lit.: take a decision), dar un paso (‘take a step', lit.: give a step), and
tomar un café (‘have a coffee', lit.: take a coffee). While these examples in English and their
translation counterparts in Spanish have roughly the same denotation, different verbs are used to
express them.
Research on collocational knowledge has focused almost exclusively on cross-linguistic
effects observed in bilinguals, in direct comparison to English monolinguals (e.g., Siyanova &
Schmitt, 2008; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013; Sonbul, 2015). Differences between bilinguals and
monolinguals have typically been interpreted as indicating a deficit in bilinguals’ collocational
knowledge, revealing an underlying assumption on the part of researchers that collocational
knowledge is categorical, i.e., collocations are either ‘correct’ or ‘incorrect’, as attested in
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monolingual usage, and bilinguals have or have not managed to attain the knowledge of
monolinguals.
We asked whether examining the linguistic input – the language speakers hear in their
daily lives – in a contact setting like New York City would reveal more about collocational
knowledge overall, and specifically about collocational knowledge in bilinguals, as well as about
cross-linguistic effects in bilingual collocational knowledge. Linguistic input with regard to
collocations can be broken down into its different properties, including (1) the frequency of the
collocation and (2) the collocation's Mutual Information score (MI), which quantifies the degree
to which the statistical association between the component words of the collocation is greater
than chance. For bilinguals, an additional property of a collocation is the extent to which it
overlaps with its translation counterpart in the other language in terms of meaning, context, and
form. Sociolinguistic studies in contact settings like New York City (e.g., Ortigosa & Otheguy,
2007) and the Netherlands (e.g., Doğruöz and Backus, 2009) have shown that the property of
overlap is related to the influence that collocational knowledge in the majority language can have
on that of the minority language.
Based on widely attested conventional collocations consisting of combinations of verb
plus direct object that are found in the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA)
(Davies, 2008) and the Corpus del Español (CDE) (Davies, 2002), and based also on less
commonly documented equivalent alternatives, e.g., The student made a question in class about
the reading (cf. The student asked a question in class about the reading), the data in this study
consist of experimental behavior by bilinguals in acceptability judgment tasks. Three groups of
English-Spanish bilinguals, and a group of English monolinguals and one of Spanish
monolinguals were tested on site in Mexico City, New York City (NYC), and Puerto Rico. The
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three bilingual groups were: First generation bilinguals (tested in NYC) who were born in Latin
America or Spain and acquired English as adult newcomers to the United States; second
generation bilinguals (also tested in NYC) who were born in the U.S. to first generation parents;
and Latin American bilinguals residing in Puerto Rico (tested in Puerto Rico). For all three
bilingual groups, we selected participants who were highly proficient in both English and
Spanish. In addition, a group of English monolinguals was tested in NYC and a group of Spanish
monolinguals was tested in Mexico City.
The results showed the following: (1) Both monolinguals and bilinguals similarly
preferred collocations with higher levels of frequency and MI, challenging widely-held
assumptions that bilingual collocational knowledge is deficient even in highly proficient
bilinguals or that it deviates significantly from that of monolinguals; (2) All speakers, including
members of all bilingual and monolingual groups, and irrespective of whether they were tested in
NYC, Mexico City, or Puerto Rico, exhibited variability in their judgments of acceptability,
showing that collocational knowledge is not categorical in either bilinguals or monolinguals;
collocations are not simply judged as correct or incorrect, but induce gradient reactions; (3)
While cross-linguistic effects were observable among all bilingual groups in both languages,
second generation speakers exhibited the most significant effects in their acceptance of Spanish
collocations that were direct translations from English, e.g., tomar un paso (instead of the
conventional dar un paso) and hacer una decisión (instead of the conventional tomar una
decisión).
The results are for the most part in line with existing findings, and tend to lend support to
usage-based theories (e.g., Goldberg, 1995, 2006; Bybee, 2006, 2013) that view language as
form-meaning pairings, or “constructions”, which are acquired through exposure to the linguistic
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input. Furthermore, the results show that bilinguals’ knowledge of collocations, even at high
levels of proficiency, is affected by cross-linguistic influence from the language of more input.
This suggests that in contact situations especially, bilinguals tend to converge their knowledge,
or employ optimization strategies (Bullock & Toribio, 2004; Otheguy, 2011; Muysken, 2013),
where one of two existing linguistic forms expressing the same meaning in the two different
languages is chosen over the other.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1. Introduction to the study
The purpose of this study is to compare English and Spanish monolinguals and different
kinds of English-Spanish bilinguals with respect to their knowledge of a type of lexical
phenomenon known as collocation. Knowledge is defined here as the judgments speakers make
about the acceptability of different kinds of collocations in an experimental setting. Examples of
collocations used by speakers of English in the United States are make a decision, take a step and
have a coffee. Examples of collocations typically used by speakers of English in the United
States are make a decision, take a step, and have a coffee. Examples of collocations typically
used by speakers of Spanish in Latin America and Spain are tomar una decisión ('make a
decision', lit.: take a decision), dar un paso (‘take a step', lit.: give a step), and tomar un café
(‘have a coffee', lit.: take a coffee). While these examples in English and their counterparts in
Spanish have roughly the same denotation, different verbs are used to express them. These and
other lexical and structural differences between collocations in the two languages form the basis
for the experimental stimuli created for the present project.
A general expectation is that the English-Spanish bilinguals participating in this study
will judge collocations differently than their monolingual counterparts, due to differences in
linguistic knowledge. These differences are seen here as the result of bilinguals' exposure to two
different languages. We refer to this exposure – the language speakers hear (or read) in their
daily lives – as linguistic input. Linguistic input, with regard to collocations, can have many
different properties, including the frequency with which speakers hear words and the contexts in
which they hear them.
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The monolingual participants in this study were residents of New York City (NYC) and
Mexico City and were tested in those locations in English and Spanish, respectively. The
bilingual participants in this study were residents of NYC and San Juan, Puerto Rico and were
also tested onsite. We recruited two types of highly proficient bilinguals in NYC: bilinguals born
in Latin America or Spain and bilinguals born in the United States. Following convention, we
refer to the former as first generation bilinguals and to the latter as second generation bilinguals.
In addition, we recruited speakers in San Juan, Puerto Rico as a comparison group. We refer to
them as Latin American bilinguals.
The present study shows, through a detailed analysis of the lexical and statistical
properties of collocations, that differences in the input these different groups of speakers have
been exposed to have led to both similarities and differences in their collocational knowledge.
On the one hand, we will see that despite differences in input, speakers show remarkable
uniformity in their judgments of certain kinds of collocations. On the other hand, we will see that
they also show striking variability in their judgments of other kinds of collocations.
In order to develop the inventory of collocational stimuli used in this study, we
referenced two large corpora of spoken language, the Corpus of Contemporary American
English (COCA) (Davies, 2008) and the Corpus del Español (CDE) (Davies, 2002), as well as
two dictionaries of collocations, the Oxford Collocations Dictionary (McIntosh et al., 2009) for
English and the REDES Diccionario Combinatorio del Español Contemporáneo (Bosque
Muñoz, 2004) for Spanish. In addition, we use two bilingual English-Spanish dictionaries,
www.wordreference.com and the Collins Spanish Unabridged Dictionary, 8th Edition (2005) as
sources of translations of collocations. Reflecting a general assumption about the nature of
collocations (and of linguistic utterances in general), the experimental stimuli in the present
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study consist of two types of collocations: We label the first type as conventional collocations, in
that they are frequently and unremarkably used by both English and Spanish mono- and bilingual
communities, as evidenced by their existence in the language corpora and collocations
dictionaries, for example ask a question and tocar música (‘play music’). We label the second
type as alternative collocations, in that they are less frequently or never used in monolingual
communities, although they are sometimes used in bilingual communities, for example make a
question and jugar música. Furthermore, they occur less frequently, or never, in the language
corpora, nor are they listed in collocations dictionaries.
We show that there are both similarities and differences in the way monolinguals and
bilinguals judge collocations. But more important, we show that our initial distinction between
conventional and alternative, which can be compared to the familiar classification in syntax
between grammatical and ungrammatical sentences, is not tenable. We find that neither
bilinguals nor monolinguals produce categorical judgments of acceptability based on a partition
of collocations into conventional and alternative, a result that calls for a different way of thinking
about the data.
Another general expectation when we began our study was that the variability in
judgments found among different groups of speakers would be a direct reflection of the different
conditions under which they have received their linguistic input: first generation speakers grew
up as Spanish monolinguals but acquired English in adulthood; second generation speakers grew
up with both languages; first generation speakers acquired Spanish in an environment in which
Spanish is the majority language (a Spanish-speaking country); second generation speakers
acquired Spanish in NYC, where English is the majority language. With respect to collocations,
this means that there would have been different levels of frequency and different contexts they
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heard collocations in. For bilinguals, the addition of being exposed to the collocational patterns
of two languages is another aspect of the input that we expected to be likely to predict variability.
But as in the case of the distinction between conventional and alternative collocations, we found
that the distinction between monolinguals and first and second generation bilinguals with respect
to input does not categorically align with our results.
To reiterate, despite differences in the input, our speakers across groups showed
agreement on certain kinds of collocations, i.e., conventional collocations. At the same time, the
expectations we had of a particular group’s judgments of alternative collocations do not line up
with our findings. We believed bilinguals would be more accepting of alternative collocations;
but some were and some were not. We also believed monolinguals would reject alternative
collocations entirely; but they did not. We are thus forced, in the present study, to interpret the
data outside the bounds of any strictly binary categorical concepts.
In this chapter, we first introduce the concept of collocation as a linguistic phenomenon
with regard to the larger range of phenomena it fits into, namely formulaic language and
naturalness, or conventionality in language, and what the theoretical implications for linguistic
knowledge are. We also consider how conventionality, as it is manifested in collocations, is a
fluid phenomenon, rather than a static one. Next, we examine some important differences in the
various definitions of collocations, and discuss which ones have helped shape the definition of
collocation in this study.
We then introduce the three main variables of the study: (a) frequency of occurrence in a
natural language corpus, (b) mutual information as a measure of strength of association between
words in the corpora (Church & Hanks, 1990), and (c) overlap, or the degree to which a
collocation in one language is similar to its translation equivalent in the other language. We
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elaborate on why we have labeled collocations as conventional and alternative for the purposes
of the study. We also discuss the notion of translation equivalence, and how it has been defined.
Finally, we present our own operationalized definition of collocation in relation to the research
questions.
1.1 Understanding collocations within the concepts of formulaic and natural, or conventional
language
Before discussing the specific variables of the study and giving a definition of collocation,
we first provide some context of where collocations fit into the larger picture of the speaker’s
lexical knowledge, including what formulaic and conventional language is, and how it might be
acquired.
Collocations such as ask a question and tocar música (‘play music’) are recurrently used
by speakers of English and Spanish, respectively. The English speakers in this study (both monoand bilinguals) overwhelmingly preferred the underlined collocation in the sentence The student
asked a question in class about the reading to The student made a question in class about the
reading, with the verb make instead of ask. Likewise, the Spanish speakers in this study
overwhelmingly preferred La filarmónica tocó música de Beethoven durante la gira ‘The
philharmonic played music by Beethoven during the tour’ to La filarmónica jugó música de
Beethoven durante la gira, this time with the verb jugar (primarily translated as ‘play’ in
English) instead of tocar (primarily translated as ‘touch’). Importantly, these were preferences,
not categorical judgments. Speakers showed a considerable amount of variability in their
responses, alluding to the fluid nature of collocational knowledge.
1.2 Formulaic language
Why do speakers prefer one collocation over the other, with only the change of a verb?
At the heart of the question is a more significant issue, namely the extent to which language is
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formulaic, i.e., comprised of recurrent combinations of words that are believed to be retrieved
whole from memory. As such, these combinations act as units that aid in the acquisition and
processing of language, as well as serve socio-pragmatic functions of group membership in a
speech community (Wray, 2005).
There can be no doubt that collocations form the bulk of formulaic lexical patterns in
language. While we can identify other types of formulaic language – idioms like kick the bucket
and bury the hatchet, social routines like how are you and good morning, and discourse markers
that lend organization to a text, like as a result, in other words, on the contrary – these types of
formulae tend to be fixed, meaning they are syntactically frozen chunks that are used in specific
contexts.
As opposed to these other types of formulaic language, collocations comprise every
imaginable syntactic structure and can be modified, making them pervasive throughout all
linguistic contexts. They include combinations of adjective plus noun, strong tea, lavish feast,
heated argument; adverb plus verb, deeply respect, extensively quote, irreparably damage;
adverb plus adjective, awfully quiet, extremely powerful, innately gifted; verb plus infinitive, fail
to comply, hasten to add, seek to destroy; and verb plus preposition, to backfire on, testify
against, mistake someone for. Collocations can also constitute complex causal constructions like
a verb followed by a prepositional phrase and a subordinate clause with that, e.g., be under the
impression that. They differ from other formulae in that they tend to be less restricted in the
substitutability of their elements; for example, ask in ask a question can be replaced by pose a
question or raise a question (Oxford Collocations Dictionary, McIntosh et al., 2009).
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1.3 Acquisition of collocations
When considering their pervasiveness in language, it is worth taking a moment to reflect
on how collocations might be acquired. Considering the size of the lexicon of any given
language, one can imagine that the adult speaker has access to tens of thousands of collocations
and, consequently, has acquired implicit knowledge of the ways in which words combine. We
assume that the infant is exposed to thousands of words of spoken language a day; that input can
increase exponentially once the child enters school and is exposed not only to different types of
spoken language, but also written language. From infancy through adulthood, the lexicon
naturally continues to grow, eventually reaching an estimated 20,000 lexemes (a word like
‘govern’ and all its related forms governed, governing, government, governor, etc.) for the
typical monolingual English-speaking adult (Nation & Waring, 1997). The quantity and
pervasiveness of collocations lend support to a view of language acquisition that is based on the
child isolating meaningful ‘chunks’ of language from the input, i.e., formulae, and using them to
build a grammar (Goldberg, 1995; Hoey, 2005; Wray, 2005). This implies that the child’s first
task is to build an inventory of meaningful units, whether they be isolated words like milk or
mama, collocations like go to sleep and have a snack, or even full sentences like I want juice.
It follows then, that children acquire those collocations (and other lexical patterns) that
are preferred by speakers. Children hear certain patterns in the input that subsequently shape
their linguistic knowledge as to which collocations are recurrently used in their speech
community.
1.4 Naturalness, or conventionality, in language
Our study shows that speakers have clear preferences in terms of which collocations they
find acceptable. This speaks to Hoey’s (2005) claim that collocations are a key factor in what
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makes language “natural” (p.2). Theoretically, we need not only an account of what is
grammatical – that is, which patterns are structurally possible in a language – but also of what is
natural, or ‘conventional’ – which patterns are actually used by speakers (Hoey, 2005)1.
Sinclair (1991) makes reference to conventionality in his discussion on the roles of
grammar and lexis in shaping speaker choice. The open-choice principle posits that language
users have a very wide and complex range of choices to make when constructing language.
Syntactic constraints are a guiding force throughout the many possible choices. Sinclair argues,
however, that the open-choice principle cannot account sufficiently for word choice. There also
must be an idiom principle, which states that there are a large number of pre-constructed phrases
in language, which, although analyzable into segments, constitute whole units that a language
user can choose from.
Pawley and Syder (1983) define conventionality as native-like selection, i.e., speaker
choices, and native-like fluency. Nativelike fluency refers to the idea that formulaic language
enables the speaker to use language quickly (at a rapid rate of several hundred words of speech
per minute) and efficiently (without causing cognitive strain through conscious effort). Without
necessarily subscribing to the problematic and controversial term 'native' that is used by Pawley
and Syder, it is clear that speakers of a linguistic community are exposed to and make regular use
of similar patterns in phonology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. For example, speakers of
American varieties of English regularly glottalize /t/ before a consonant or word-finally in words
like kitten, mountain, got; they regularly use a third person singular verb form with collective
nouns like media, staff, government; they regularly use the words subway and apartment, as

1

‘Structure’ here refers to any lexical, syntactic, or phonological pattern in a language.
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opposed to other options like underground or flat; and they regularly use the phrase how are you
as a greeting. They also regularly make use of collocations like ask a question.
In this study, we show that conventionality in language manifests itself when a
community of speakers exhibits predictable, i.e., non-random, preferences in the linguistic
patterns it uses despite other possible grammatical and lexical choices. By non-random, we mean
that conventionality can be quantitatively measured in terms of statistical patterns in the input
like frequency and context of occurrence in large language corpora. It can also be measured by
examining overlap, or cross-linguistic patterns in the speaker’s input, meaning the extent to
which a collocation in one language is similar to or different from its equivalent in the other
language, as well as to what extent the speaker has been exposed to one language’s collocational
patterns more than the other.
1.5 Problems with investigating conventionality using long-standing, categorical
linguistic concepts
Conventionality has and continues to be conceptualized and investigated in linguistic
research within the framework of long-standing, categorical concepts, particularly in the field of
second language acquisition (SLA). In studies of collocations, a typical investigation examines
collocational processing and/or production in speakers who have acquired English in adulthood,
and compares it to that of monolinguals. Regardless of the participants’ proficiency level or the
social context of their English use, adult bilinguals continue to be referred to as second language
(L2) learners. Differences between bilinguals’ and monolinguals’ knowledge of collocations are
characterized as ‘learner errors’ or ‘mistakes’ (e.g., Nesselhauf, 2003, 2005). In other words,
monolingual collocational knowledge continues to be the benchmark against which bilingual
collocational knowledge is assessed (e.g., Altenberg & Granger, 2001; Nesselhauf, 2005;
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Siyanova & Schmitt 2008; Laufer & Waldman, 2011; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013; Granger &
Bestgen, 2014; Kochmar & Briscoe, 2015).
Another category that bilinguals are often placed into by researchers is that of heritage
speaker. The term heritage speaker typically refers to second generation bilinguals raised
speaking the language of their parents and who do not typically have high proficiency and/or
literacy skills in that language (Valdés, 2005). The term implies that they are not considered
‘native speakers’ of Spanish. Some studies have investigated aspects of their linguistic
knowledge of Spanish, in particular morpho-syntax, and compared them to those of Spanish
monolinguals or sometimes first generation bilinguals (in a U.S. university setting) (e.g.,
Montrul, 2002; Zapata, Sánchez & Toribio, 2005). Any differences in the experimental group
(second generation speakers) compared to the control group (monolinguals or first generation
bilinguals) are commonly interpreted as manifestations of ‘simplified’ or ‘incomplete’ linguistic
competence (linguistic competence being the abstract, mental system of rules that make up our
linguistic knowledge (Chomsky, 1965)).
From our perspective, the observed differences need not be explained in terms of errors
or non-errors or whether a speaker’s competence is complete or incomplete but rather, in terms
of the differences between the amount and type of input speakers have received. Monolinguals or
first generation speakers who have acquired Spanish as children in a Spanish-speaking country,
i.e., speakers who have been exposed as children to a maximum amount of input in a mostly
monolingual setting, and across a broad variety of contexts (home, school, work, etc.) naturally
have a different linguistic competence from second generation speakers who have been exposed
as children to less input in Spanish in a bilingual setting, in which English is the majority
language.
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It has rarely, if ever, been made explicit in such linguistic research what degree of
language proficiency is required to be classified as a heritage speaker, or an L2 learner, or for
that matter, a native speaker of a language. The first generation speakers in this study cannot be
classified as L2 learners of English in that they are no longer ‘learning’ English, but rather have
become highly proficient speakers, as indicated by their performance on objective measures of
English proficiency and vocabulary size. The second generation speakers in this study cannot be
classified as heritage speakers, because they are also highly proficient speakers, as shown by
their performance on objective measures of Spanish proficiency and vocabulary size.
Therefore, our speakers do not fit into the categories of L2 learner or heritage speaker, as
conceptualized in SLA research. Furthermore, our data also do not fit into the binary
categorizations of errors vs. non-errors. Not only did speakers from different groups
(monolingual vs. bilingual; different kinds of bilinguals) show variability in their responses, but
speakers within the same group showed variability, e.g., many monolingual speakers accepted
make a question and jugar música. This highlights a key position in our interpretation of the
results, namely that traditional concepts in linguistic research such as learner errors, mistakes,
first (L1) vs. second language (L2), native speaker vs. heritage speaker or L2 learner are
ultimately flawed in that they attempt to strictly categorize fluid linguistic phenomena and
speakers in rigid, static terms.
One needs only to consider any number of common linguistic situations in such U.S.
bilingual settings as NYC, where the bilingual English-Spanish speakers in this study live, to
understand that these concepts are inadequate. For example, children who speak two or three
languages in the home from birth; children who arrive in the U.S. at a very young age, rapidly
acquire English at school and soon stop speaking, or speak much less frequently, the language of
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their parents; children who have spent extensive periods of time living in the U.S. and another
country, often going back and forth and acquiring both languages with comparable proficiency;
children born and raised in the U.S. living in insular immigrant communities who are often more
comfortable speaking their home language than English; adults who arrive in the U.S., acquire
English with great proficiency and stop speaking their home language; adults who arrive in the
U.S., acquire English with great proficiency and actively continue using their home language;
children who are schooled in two languages; children who arrive at a point between adolescence
and adulthood and speak both the language learned in childhood and their new language fluently,
etc.
We must therefore approach the idea of conventionality in language carefully. On the one
hand, we can predict speaker preferences to a large degree. There is no doubt that ask and
question and tocar and música are strongly associated in the minds of speakers, perhaps even
representing a holistic lexical unit. The existence of dictionaries of collocations exemplifies this
point: How have lexicographers decided what constitutes a collocation to qualify it for inclusion
in a dictionary? Until the publication of the Collins COBUILD English Language Dictionary
(Sinclair, 1987), the first dictionary of its kind to be based on a corpus of spoken language,
lexicographers based their inclusion criteria almost solely on their intuitions as speakers of
English, or, native-like selection. According to Maurer-Stroh (2004), even the very first
published dictionary of English collocations – the BBI Combinatory Dictionary of English
(Benson, 1986), which contains 18,000 entries and 90,000 collocations – was compiled
exclusively on the intuitions of the three American lexicographer-authors (p.68). The fact that
lexicographers can compile dictionaries of collocations based on intuition alone shows that
collocations are a ‘psychologically real’ entity (Hoey, 2005; Durrant, 2008) in the minds of
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speakers. According to Siepmann (2005), this means that speakers can isolate them as
meaningful units out of a linguistic context.
On the other hand, we cannot show that speakers will reject make a question and jugar
música. On the contrary, many speakers accepted these collocations. This tells us that labeling a
collocation as ‘conventional’ does not necessarily predict speaker behavior. We must find other
means of describing collocations: we must look at the linguistic properties of collocations in the
input to try and predict speaker behavior.
2. Collocations: Definitions and Properties
2.1 The structural view
Linguists have been studying collocation for decades, but attempts to define it as an
aspect of speakers’ linguistic knowledge have been difficult and inconclusive. There have
historically been two distinct views of collocation, one structural and one textual. The structural
view analyzes collocations and their individual constituent words as semantic units within a
larger lexical typology of phraseologism, a term introduced by Russian semanticists Vinogradov
(1947) and Mel’čuk (1998). This typology attempts to classify formulaic language including
collocations, idioms, figurative, and pragmatic expressions apart from non-formulaic language.
Semanticists of this approach believe that a collocation’s constituent words have either an
underlying semantic or syntactic structure, or both, based on Saussure’s (1916) distinction
between parole and langue, where parole, or speech, is the physical realization of langue, the
abstract, mental system of linguistic knowledge. Trying to define collocations by assuming they
are the manifestation of a semantic or syntactic structure implies that collocations are not
arbitrary in terms of the specific lexical items that make up their individual constituents.
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Semantic features of collocations include compositionality (to what degree the meaning
of the whole can be construed from the sum of its parts; for example make the bed is more
compositional than face a challenge) and combinatorial restrictions (to what degree the
constituents of a collocation can be substituted, for example make in make the bed has no
apparent substitutes while face in face a challenge can be replaced by meet, take on, and accept).
Syntactic features include how many words make up a collocation, and which word of
the collocation is the ‘base’, or ‘semantically autonomous’ (Hausmann, 1999, 2003), and the
other the ‘collocate’ or ‘semantically dependent’. For example in face a challenge, challenge is
the base, and face is the collocate. Challenge is semantically autonomous and functions in other
lexical environments, while face (as a verb) depends more on the words it collocates with to
construe its meaning. Tutin (2008) claims that collocations can essentially be analyzed as
argument-predicate structures, where one word of the collocation is the argument (challenge)
and the other the predicate (face).
In sum, the structural view of collocations is concerned with classifying collocations
according to semantic and syntactic features in order to reveal an underlying structure. This view
emulates earlier theories of subcategorization and selection restraints (Katz & Fodor, 1963) that
attempt to account for lexical selection by proposing an underlying structure to the semantic
features of words, where entries in the speaker’s lexicon contain specific features that govern
what that lexical item can combine with.
This approach runs into problems, because like speaker judgments, collocations tend not
to fit into neat classifications. The idea that collocations are distinct from idioms in that they are
compositional, while generally true, is challenged by collocations that border on the idiomatic
like do time (go to prison), make the light (cross the street or drive past the traffic light before it
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turns red). The idea that there is a hierarchy among the constituents of a collocation, in that one
is semantically autonomous, and the other dependent, is also problematic in that there are many
collocations where one can claim both constituents are either autonomous (break the law, save
money) or dependent (shuck an oyster, shrug (one’s) shoulders). Thus, while the structural view
has brought to light many important observations of the linguistic features of collocations, the
pervasiveness of collocations makes it inevitable that there will always be numerous exceptions
that preclude the linguist from being able to analyze them according to strict classifications.
2.2 The textual view
In contrast to the structural view of collocation, which sees it as having underlying
semantic and syntactic features, the textual view of collocation sees it as a purely arbitrary
phenomenon that can be observed in natural language, or text (both spoken and written). It has
its roots in British linguist J.R. Firth’s (1890-1960) view of collocation as a level of linguistic
analysis. In a much-cited example, Firth (1957) states: “Meaning by collocation is an abstraction
at the syntagmatic level and is not directly concerned with the conceptual or idea approach to the
meaning of words. One of the meanings of night is its collocability with dark, and of dark, of
course, with night” (p.196).
This implies that not only do speakers hear (in spoken language) or read (in written
language) dark night a certain number of times in the input (1.3 times per million words in the
COCA spoken corpus, and 6.7 times per million words in the fiction corpus) but they are also
able to predict that when they encounter one word, they will also encounter the other. Firth
(1968) describes this as “mutual expectancy” (p.181) between words.
According to Hoey (2005), collocation is “a psychological association between
words….evidenced by their occurrence together in corpora more often than is explicable in terms
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of random distribution” (pp. 3-5). Hoey specifies that it is a psychological association because
high frequency words such as and the occur more often than random distribution, but they do not
form a semantic unit like dark night. Emphasizing Siepmann’s (2005) point again, collocations
can be recognized as meaningful units by the speaker outside of a specific linguistic context.
Halliday and Hasan (1976) define collocation as “…the co-occurrence of lexical items
that are in some way or other typically associated with one another, because they tend to occur in
similar environments” (p.287). Here, co-occurrence refers to how the items are used in spoken
language. M.A.K. Halliday (1966) and Sinclair (1991) are often referred to as ‘Firthians’ or ‘neoFirthians’ for their efforts to advance the notion of collocation as a level of meaning by exploring
how best to measure it quantitatively using large corpora of text. Sinclair’s work, as a
lexicographer, was inclined toward lexis, while Halliday’s interest lay primarily in syntax; both
men are crucial figures in corpus linguistics.
Halliday develops a strong functionalist approach to linguistic analysis, in which he
explicitly rejects the Chomskian (1965) division of lexis and grammar and develops a theory of
Systemic Functional Grammar (SFG) (Halliday, 1994; Halliday & Mathiessen, 2004), which
views language as a system of meaning-making organized around sets of sociolinguistic
functions. His view of syntax as being shaped by natural language, and the need to use tokens
from natural language as a source of analysis was instrumental in prompting linguists, in
particular Sinclair, with whom he worked together briefly, to use new computer technology to
create corpora of natural language, tagged by parts of speech. Halliday (1992) writes:
“It has always seemed to me, ever since I first tried to become a grammarian, that grammar was
a subject with too much theory and too little data…Two points seemed to me to stand out. One
was that we needed to have very large samples of real text….we were going to need not
thousands of clauses but hundreds of thousands for reliable numerical data. The other point was
a strong conviction I’ve always had that it is only in spoken language…that the full semantic
(and therefore grammatical) potential of the system is brought into play” (pp.61-62).
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It was Sinclair who eventually created the 18 million word COBUILD Bank of English
corpus and produced the first-ever dictionary for learners of English, Collins COBUILD English
Language Dictionary (1987), that based its entries on language extracted from the corpus,
including collocations. Today, the COBUILD is over 400 million words and ranks as one of the
largest used in linguistic research, alongside the 520 million word COCA (Davies, 2008), the
100 million word (soon to be two billion word) CDE (Davies, 2002), the 100 million word
British National Corpus (BNC) (Oxford, 2007), and the 26-language Child Language Data
Exchange System (CHILDES) (MacWhinney, 2000).
The textual view of collocation sees collocation as an arbitrary phenomenon in that the
choice of two particular words used together is purely the result of convention in language use,
without an underlying semantic or syntactic structure. Consequently, many corpus linguists are
primarily concerned with applying statistical definitions to collocations and other concordances
and developing methodological methods for extracting them (e.g., Manning & Schütze, 1999).
Others are concerned with lexico-semantic accounts of concordance (e.g., Hunston & Francis,
2000; Hunston, 2001; Stubbs, 2001). Still others have advanced Hallidayan theory (e.g.,
Thompson, 2013).
While all these avenues of corpus linguistics are valuable, they have neglected to a large
extent the social dimension of language use. The corpora mentioned have combined text from
many different kinds of speakers and writers, and so it is often difficult to know if the text was
spoken or written by a monolingual or a bilingual, or by what kind of bilingual, or where and
under what conditions the text was produced. Therefore, any assertion that the language of the
corpora represents the language of a select group of speakers has to be done carefully. Corpora
such as the Otheguy Zentella corpus (2007), which is a corpus specifically made up of spoken
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language from first and second generation English-Spanish bilinguals in NYC, are much rarer to
come across. They do not have the size or search capabilities of the much larger corpora, which
limits their use. We use COCA and the CDE as sources of quantitative information about English
and Spanish collocations that, we believe, represent to an acceptable degree the use of
collocations in the varieties of English and Spanish spoken by our participants. We cannot say,
however, that the COCA and the CDE are directly representative of the input of our speakers;
such corpora do not exist other than the Otheguy Zentella corpus, to our knowledge.
The goal here is not to resolve disparities in the views of collocations as they exist in the
literature, but to decide which of those views is most helpful for the purposes of this study. We
wanted to test if English and Spanish monolinguals and English-Spanish bilinguals would have
similar judgments of collocations listed by lexicographers in collocation dictionaries and
occurring in natural language corpora, and we labeled those collocations as conventional.
However, we also believed that bilinguals would exhibit variability in their judgments of
collocations that reflected differences in the input. This led us to design collocations that were
alternative, in that they were not in the collocations dictionaries.
In the process of designing the study, we realized that while labeling collocations as
conventional and alternative is very convenient as a methodological tool, the term ‘conventional’
is not actually predictive of how speakers might respond. Stated another way, we could not break
the term ‘conventional’ down into anything measurable. We had to define conventionality,
therefore, by properties that the speaker is exposed to in the input. It is for this reason that we
adopt the Firthian definition of collocation as a quantitative linguistic phenomenon.
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2.3 Log-transformed frequency and Mutual Information as linguistic properties of
collocations
Perhaps the speakers in this study preferred ask a question and tocar música over make a
question and jugar música simply because they hear the former on a more frequent basis in their
input. If we look at the frequency of occurrence of those collocations in the corpora, we see that
ask a question occurs approximately 100 times per million words in COCA, while make a
question occurs only two and a half times. Looking at the CDE, we see that tocar música occurs
approximately eight times per million words while jugar música does not occur at all.
In order to be able to better measure how speakers judge frequency, we transformed the
frequencies per million words to their base 10 logarithms, hence we call the variable logtransformed frequency, although we will refer to it from this point on as log frequency.
Transforming raw frequency to a logarithm or log is a common mathematical calculation used in
psycholinguistic and other types of experiments because it better predicts outcomes (Balota et
al., 2001). A log scale compresses differences that have large base values and enables more
accurate judgments. For example, language users have a tendency to perceive the difference in
frequency between words occurring 1 vs. 101 times per million to be larger than the difference
between words occurring 101 vs. 200 times per million, even though the difference of 99
occurrences per million is the same in both cases.
Speakers in our study seemed to prefer both higher and lower frequency conventional
collocations with equal degrees of acceptability. This tells us that frequency of occurrence cannot
be the only linguistic property driving speaker preferences. Perhaps speakers predicted that
question would occur with ask and that música would occur with tocar. Indeed, the probability
of ask and question and tocar and música occurring together is greater than expected given their
individual probabilities in the corpora. That is, where one word occurs, we can predict that the
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other will also occur (and vice versa): they mutually inform each other (Church and Hanks,
1990).
Frequency with respect to collocations differs from mutual information (henceforth
referred to as MI), in that frequency is simply the number of occurrences of the collocation in the
speaker’s linguistic environment. MI, on the other hand, is a measure of the two words’ strength
of association. It takes into consideration the two words’ individual frequencies and
probabilities, and calculates the probability that they would occur together. It then measures the
difference between the expected occurrence of the two words together and the observed
occurrence in a corpus. The higher the MI score, the larger this difference, i.e., the observed
occurrence of the two words together is much larger than the expected occurrence.
For example, ask a question has an MI score of 4.48 in the spoken COCA. Generally, a
score of 3.0 or above indicates a strong association. This concept of association between words is
expressed mathematically with the following formula, where O represents the observed
occurrence and E the expected occurrence:
𝑂

MI = log2 𝐸

Durrant (2008) breaks down the concept of MI by illustrating how to calculate the
expected occurrence of a collocation in a corpus, and then comparing it to its observed
occurrence. For example, we can calculate the expected occurrence of ask a question by first
taking the individual frequencies of each word and dividing them by the corpus size to determine
each word’s probability, or likelihood of occurrence:

89,882

P (ask) 109,391,643 = 0.00082
99,698

P (question) 109,391,643 = 0.00091
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Now we multiply each word’s individual probability to get a joint probability:

P (ask a question) = 0.00082 * 0.00091 = 0.0000007462 or 7.462e-7

Next, by multiplying the probability of ask a question by the size of the corpus, we get the
expected occurrence:

7.462e-7 * 109,391,643 = 81.62

We note the collocation’s observed occurrence in the corpus: 10,932. The observed occurrence
is divided by the expected occurrence, 81.62, which is multiplied by a span of six (three words
on either side of the verb ask). The result is then transformed to its base 2 logarithm, yielding an
MI score of 4.48:2

log2(10,932/(81.62 * 6)) = 4.48

To date, MI is perhaps the most commonly used statistical measure of association in
corpora studies of collocation (Church & Hanks, 1990). There are other measurements of
association between words, like the z-score, t-score, chi-squared and log-likelihood tests.
Durrant (2008) details the differences between each in relation to MI and points out that the most

2

The MI formula used here is also referred to as point-wise Mutual Information (PMI) in the research literature.
Because collocations were searched for in the corpus using a span of three words in one direction and three in the
other, the total span of 6 appears in the denominator to adjust for the use of a window size larger than 1.
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important difference is that these other measurements are methods that test the null-hypothesis:
that the words in the combination ‘appear together no more frequently than we would expect by
chance alone’ (p.77). In other words, they show to what extent we can claim there is an
association between the words (Clear, 1993, as cited in Durrant, 2008, p.82).
In contrast, MI shows the strength of that association. One problem with MI is that when
a collocation’s constituent words have very low frequencies, they can artificially inflate the MI
score. Therefore, MI is often used in conjunction with a minimum frequency threshold (e.g.,
Church & Hanks, 1990, as cited in Durrant, 2008, p.83).
2.4 Equating collocations in English and Spanish: Overlap as a linguistic property of
collocations in bilinguals
While both monolinguals and bilinguals are exposed to properties of the input like
frequency and MI, an additional variable affecting bilinguals in particular is to what degree the
collocational patterns of one language overlap with the collocational patterns of the other
language. A substantial amount of empirical evidence (see van Heuven & Dijkstra, 2010; Kroll
& Rossi, 2013; and Kroll & Bialystok, 2013 for extensive reviews) shows that the bilingual’s
lexicon is non-selective, that is to say, the lexica are not separate systems, but linked together
within a holistic network. As a result, different languages are activated simultaneously during
processing.
In a study of NYC bilinguals (and Latin American bilinguals from San Juan, Puerto
Rico), we propose that these highly proficient bilinguals are exposed to input from English and
Spanish on a daily basis, and that this input contributes to strong activation of both languages in
their processing. Language contact research shows that bilinguals use optimization strategies
(Muysken, 2013) or convergence (Bullock & Toribio, 2004) to streamline different features of
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their languages, for the likely reason of reducing their cognitive processing load. As Otheguy
(2011) states:
“…Conceptual convergence refers to the tendency of bilinguals to abandon saying different
things in their two languages in favor of saying the same things, often aligning the messages
communicated in their socially weaker language with those communicated in their socially
stronger one; conceptual convergence refers to the tendency of Spanish-English bilinguals in
NYC to say in Spanish the same things they say in English” (p. 504-505).
With this in mind, a primary goal of this study is to study collocational overlap, or the
degree to which collocations in English overlap with collocations in Spanish, and what, if
anything, asking bilinguals to judge different degrees of overlap in collocations will reveal.
In order to include overlap as a variable, however, it is important to establish a definition
of equivalence. Since collocations are a unit composed of at least two lexical items with a
particular grammatical form (e.g., verb plus noun, adverb plus adjective, etc.), the question
arises: is equivalence based on the unit’s meaning as a whole, its individual lexical constituents,
its grammatical form, or all three?
Definitions of translation equivalency are not particularly abundant. In addition, the
majority of studies on English language learners’ production of collocations (e.g., Nesselhauf,
2005), which report that the home language is the most significant predictor of whether learners
will produce conventional collocations in English, rarely include a definition of equivalency.
Polish lexicographer Piotrowski (1994) presents the following definition:
“The definition, and the notion [of equivalence] itself, can be understood in two ways: either
as a relation between units in L1 and L2 language systems, or as a relation between constituents
in L1 and L2 texts. In the former case equivalence is based on the identity of the units along
relevant dimensions of meaning. This type of equivalence was called cognitive equivalence. The
latter type is based on adequate substitutability in relevant contexts, and it was called
translational equivalence” (p.196).
Cognitive equivalence refers to when bilinguals make connections between the meanings
of a lexical unit in one language with a lexical unit in the other language. Translational
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equivalence refers to the ability of the speaker to use a particular unit from one language in a
particular context in the other language. For example, make a decision and tomar una decisión
share the same lexical meaning; they are cognitive equivalents. However, the Spanish equivalent
of ‘make’, hacer, cannot be used as a collocate of decisión; the verb typically used is tomar. In
this narrow context, make and tomar are not translational equivalents.
The division between cognitive and translational equivalence is based on Zgusta’s (1971)
distinction between two dimensions of equivalence: meaning (Piotrowski’s ‘cognitive
equivalence’) and translatability (‘translational equivalence’). According to Zgusta, lexical
meaning is composed of three features: designation, or the linguistic sign (Saussure, 1916);
connotation, or the senses of a lexeme; and range of application, or the patterns, both
collocational and colligational,3 the lexeme is used in. Consequently, part of a lexeme’s meaning
is its grammatical category, or part-of-speech. In bilingual lexicography, equivalence is believed
to be categorical, e.g., a verb’s equivalent in one language is also a verb in the other language.
Based on the above discussion, we can formulate a working definition of equivalence
between English and Spanish collocations: 1. Collocational equivalents are semantic (or
cognitive) equivalents – both the English and Spanish collocation express the same meaning; 2.
Collocational equivalents are functional (or translational) equivalents – the constituents in the
English and Spanish collocation share the same contexts, i.e., lexical collocates; and 3.
Collocational equivalents are formal equivalents – the constituents in the English and Spanish
collocation share identical syntactic forms (and sometimes lexical as well, in the case of
cognates).

3

Both terms are from Halliday (1966), where a collocation refers to the lexical environment of a unit, and
colligation, its syntactic and morphological environment.
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Some collocations will overlap on all three points – meaning, context, and form – these
we can call ‘highly overlapping’, e.g. take an exam – tomar un examen, give a speech – dar un
discurso. Others will overlap on meaning and form, but only partially overlap in terms of
context, that is, they do not share the same lexical collocates e.g., make a decision – tomar una
decisión, take a trip – hacer un viaje. These we can call ‘partially overlapping’. Finally, some
collocations will completely lack formal equivalence, e.g., have fun is expressed as a single verb
in Spanish, divertirse. These we will call ‘non-overlapping’.
Table 1 Definition of translation equivalence
Combination’s degree of
overlap with the other
language

highly
overlapping

partially
overlapping

nonoverlapping

lexical meaning of the whole

yes

yes

yes

primary lexical meaning of the
verb

yes

no

no

lexical meaning of the noun

yes

yes

no

syntactic form

yes

yes

no

Example

run the risk –
correr el riesgo

make a decision –
tomar una decisión

have fun divertirse

In Table 1, lexical meaning of the whole refers to the collocation having a translation
equivalent in one of two bilingual dictionaries: www.wordreference.com and/or Collins Spanish
Unabridged Dictionary, 8th Edition (2005). Primary lexical meaning of the verb refers to it
being listed as a primary translation equivalent; these translations tend to give priority to the
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verb’s literal sense in concrete contexts. For example: the verb ‘give’ in English is listed as the
primary translation of dar in both wordreference.com and Collins:
1. Le dio un bocadillo a su hijo – he gave his son a sandwich. Primary sense
2. Le dio un golpe a su hijo – he hit his son.
Secondary sense
Lexical meaning of the noun also refers to a primary listing in the dictionary; since nouns
tend to be more concrete than verbs, their translation is a bit more straightforward. Finally,
syntactic form refers to the categorical units of the collocation, in this case a verb plus its noun
object. Therefore, both highly and partially overlapping collocations are comprised of a verb and
a noun object in both languages; a non-overlapping collocation in English, however, means that
it is not expressed as a verb and a noun object in Spanish.
3. Definition of collocation in this study
This study has two main research aims: 1. to investigate the roles of log frequency and
MI of collocations as linguistic properties of the input that language users are exposed to and 2.
to investigate the role of overlap as a form of cross-linguistic influence in bilinguals’ judgments
of collocations; in a contact setting like NYC and to the extent that both the bilingual’s languages
are activated, overlap can be considered a property of the input.
Transitive verbs and their noun objects, as in reach a conclusion, were chosen as
experimental items, since that syntactic form would likely be the most frequent in a corpus. We
excluded verbs that took something other than a noun as an object, e.g., a prepositional phrase
like come to a conclusion. We also had to decide whether to include verb and noun objects that
usually occur with an additional, third element like a prepositional phrase, e.g., take advantage
of someone/something and give birth to someone, or a possessive pronoun as part of a noun
phrase (NP), for example, change one’s mind. These were included because the object was still a
noun, albeit within a PP or NP with two elements.
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In our definition of conventionality, conventional collocations are those which are listed
in the either the Oxford Collocations Dictionary (McIntosh et al., 2009) or the REDES
Diccionario Combinatorio del Español Contemporáneo (Bosque Muñoz, 2004). In addition, the
combinations occur at least five times per million words in the spoken COCA or the spoken
CDE. This criterion was included because, as noted previously, MI tends to give inflated scores
to collocations that occur very infrequently in a corpus. Including a five times per million word
threshold bolsters the validity of the MI scores of the collocation-stimuli used in the study. It also
reasonably ensures that the participants of the study have heard that collocation before. The
conventional collocations used as stimuli comprised a variety of frequency and MI levels.
Alternative collocations are those which are not listed in the dictionaries and/or occur less
than five times per million words in the corpora. They also have a range of frequencies and MI
scores, however, that range is considerably narrower and lower than that of conventional
collocations. This is simply because the alternative collocations we created do not appear to be
used very much by speakers of English and Spanish, if at all.
In terms of overlap, the conventional stimuli also comprised a variety of levels of
overlap: non, partial, and high. To create alternative counterparts of these conventional
collocations, we replaced the verbs with semantically feasible alternatives. In the case of
partially overlapping collocations, we replaced the verb with an equivalent that is a primary
translation of the verb in the other language. For example, in creating an alternative for tomar
una decisión in Spanish, we took the verb from the English equivalent, make a decision, and
used its primary translation in Spanish, hacer, resulting in hacer una decisión. For highly
overlapping and non-overlapping collocations, we replaced the verb with a semantically feasible
alternative, e.g., for the highly overlapping collocation give a speech – dar un discurso, we
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replaced give with the verb tell, resulting in tell a speech. For the non-overlapping collocation
have lunch – almorzar, we replaced have with take, resulting in take lunch.
4. Summary and conclusion
This study reports on the collocational knowledge of highly proficient English- Spanish
bilinguals, as well as monolinguals. Our participants comprise English monolinguals in NYC and
Spanish monolinguals in Mexico City, as well as three groups of bilinguals: first generation and
second generation bilinguals in NYC, and Latin American bilinguals in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
We define collocational knowledge as the judgments speakers make about the
acceptability of different kinds of collocations in an experimental setting and ask if certain
properties of the input in English and Spanish – log frequency, MI, and overlap – are predictive
of participants’ responses.
In this chapter, we have introduced collocation as a linguistic phenomenon, whereby two
or more words are recurrently used together by speakers as a meaningful semantic unit.
Collocations are part of a broader concept of formulaic language, or word combinations that
function as lexical units, and are believed to make up a significant part of the lexicon. Because
they are so pervasive throughout language, collocations have been identified as a key aspect of
what makes certain lexico-grammatical patterns ‘natural’ (Hoey, 2005), or conventional. We
have emphasized that conventionality in language is a fluid concept, and can and should not be
approached using strict categorical classifications. Furthermore, we stress that the results of our
study show that the data do not fall into such classifications.
Although we have labeled collocations as conventional and alternative for the purpose of
experimental design, we have not used those labels as classifications to predict speaker
judgments. Rather, we adopt a Firthian view of collocation as a phenomenon that can be
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quantitatively defined in natural language text. We break conventionality down into the linguistic
properties of log frequency and MI, where log frequency is based on the number of occurrences
of the collocation in a spoken corpus and MI reflects the observed occurrence of the two words
together compared to their expected occurrence.
In addition, we consider overlap in the collocational patterns of English and Spanish as
another property of the input because the bilingual participants of the study use both English and
Spanish in their everyday lives. As a result, their linguistic input comprises more than one
language. Since we understand that the bilingual’s lexicon is a complex, interrelated network of
knowledge, we expect that bilinguals will make connections between their languages, and that
this property will also be predictive of their judgments.
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Chapter 2: Methodology
1. Introduction
This study tested receptive knowledge of collocations in highly proficient EnglishSpanish bilinguals, as well as in English and Spanish monolinguals. The research questions were
designed to target the random effects of three main variables on participant ratings in an
acceptability judgement task: the (log-transformed) frequency of the collocation in a corpus of
spoken language, its Mutual Information (MI) score as an indicator of the strength of association
between words, and overlap, or the extent to which the collocation in one language is similar to
its translation equivalent in the other language.
2. Participants
The participants of the study consisted of five groups of speakers – three bilingual groups
and two monolingual groups:


16 highly proficient adult English-Spanish bilinguals who acquired Spanish as children in
a Spanish-speaking country and acquired English as adult newcomers to the U.S. (“first
generation bilinguals”);



21 highly proficient adult English-Spanish bilinguals who were born in the U.S. or
arrived as very young children and acquired Spanish as a minority language and English
as a majority language (“second generation bilinguals”);



9 highly proficient adult English-Spanish bilinguals who were born, raised, and currently
reside in San Juan, Puerto Rico (“Latin American bilinguals”); These bilinguals
acquired English in school from a very young age, but Spanish is the majority language
of their home country as well as their home language;



15 adult monolingual speakers of English (“English monolinguals”);
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20 adult monolingual speakers of Spanish (“Spanish monolinguals”).
For the purposes of this study, the definition of “monolingual” comprises English or

Spanish-speaking adults who were born and raised in the U.S. or in Mexico City, respectively.
They are the children of monolingual English or Spanish-speaking parents, spoke only English or
only Spanish at home and at school, and are not highly proficient in another language. The
rationale for including these two monolingual groups is that they serve as comparison groups to
the bilingual groups.
The definition of “first generation bilingual” refers to adults who were born and raised
in a Spanish-speaking country and came to the U.S. at or after 17 years of age. The age of 17
was selected as a cut-off point to ensure that first generation bilinguals began acquiring English
as adults, and are now highly proficient speakers. The rationale for including this group is that
they firstly, serve as a control group to second generation bilinguals in their knowledge of
Spanish and secondly, provide information on the role of linguistic input in relation to age and
context of acquisition.
The definition of “second generation bilingual” refers to adults who either were born
and raised in the U.S. or arrived here before the age of five. An additional criterion was that both
parents are first generation bilinguals. The age of five was selected as a cut-off point to ensure
that second generation bilinguals began acquiring Spanish in the home as young children, so as
to be able to compare their knowledge of Spanish to that of first generation bilinguals.
The definition of “Latin American bilingual” indicates adults who were born, raised,
and currently reside in Puerto Rico. Both their parents are Puerto Rican, and Spanish is the home
language. Given Puerto Rico’s status as a U.S. commonwealth, many Puerto Ricans are fully
proficient speakers of both languages. In this study, these Latin American bilinguals acquired
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English as an additional language in school from a very young age. In addition, they may have
spent some short periods of time (no more than a year in childhood) in the United States with
relatives, etc. These bilinguals did not, however, attend a school where English was the only
language of instruction. The rationale for including this group is that they serve as a comparison
group to second generation bilinguals in that they have acquired both languages from childhood.
In their case, however, Spanish – not English – is the majority language.
2.1 Recruitment and screening process
English monolingual, first generation, and second generation participants were recruited
through flyers and email advertisements on the campuses of the City University of New York
(CUNY), primarily at the Graduate Center. In addition, email advertisements were sent to Latino
cultural organizations in NYC.
Spanish monolingual participants were recruited through contacts at the Colegio del
México (COLMEX) and the Universidad Atónoma de la Cuidad de México (UACM) in Mexico
City, Mexico. Latin American participants were recruited through contacts at the Universidad del
Sagrado Corazón in San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Participants were screened by telephone and email by the researcher in English and in
Spanish to make sure they met the requirements of the study. In the interest of time and
participant availability, participants were not formally tested for proficiency in English and
Spanish during the screening process, but rather, were invited to test based on the researcher’s
initial screening. A large number – close to 30% – of bilingual participants were not included in
the data analysis because their scores on the proficiency measures (outlined below) were not
sufficiently high. The data from participants with lower proficiency was collected and set aside.
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In addition, two English monolingual and three second generation participants were
excluded because it was discovered that they did not meet the requirements of the study until
after they were tested. Two Spanish monolingual participants and two Latin American bilingual
were excluded as well because their data showed their responses to be outliers. The number of
participants tested and the final number selected per group can be seen in Table 2:
Table 2 Number of participants per group
Group
English
monolinguals
Spanish
monolinguals
First generation
bilinguals
Second generation
bilinguals
Latin American
bilinguals
TOTALS:

Number of Participants
Total number of participants
tested
17

Final number of participants
included in the study
15

22

20

29

16

24

21

22

9

114

81

2.2 Questionnaire
Each participant was administered a questionnaire collecting his or her demographic
information and linguistic history (see Appendix 1). The questionnaire was designed borrowing
elements from Otheguy and Zentella (2012) and the Language Experience and Proficiency
Questionnaire (LEAP-Q) (Marian, et al., 2007). The purpose of the questionnaire was to gain a
more complete understanding of the demographic and social variables of the participant’s life
and linguistic experience, so as to be able to include a selection of variables in the analysis.
There were questions pertaining to the participant’s age, sex, occupation, highest level of
education, as well as the occupations and highest levels of education of the participant’s parents.
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The questionnaire also asked the participant how he/she rated him/herself in terms of English and
Spanish proficiency, how much he/she was exposed to English and Spanish in various contexts,
how much Spanish he/she spoke with a fellow highly proficient bilingual, and whether he or she
identified as U.S. Hispanic Latino, and if so, to what extent.
2.3 Demographic variables of the participants: Countries of origin
Table 3 shows the countries of origin of first generation participants and the parents of
second generation participants. The largest groups of participants were from the Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, and Mexico. First generation participants came from a wide variety of
Spanish-speaking countries, while second generation participants were mainly of Dominican,
Ecuadorian, and Mexican heritage. Out of the 21 second generation participants, three were born
outside the U.S. but arrived before the age of five; the rest were born here.
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Table 3 Countries of origin of first and second generation participants or parents
Country of origin of participant
or parents
Argentina

First
generation
1

Chile

1

Colombia

2

3

5

Dominican Republic

1

7

8

Ecuador

1

5

6

1

1

Guatemala

Second
generation

Participant totals per
country
1
1

Mexico

4

4

8

Peru

2

1

3

Spain

3

3

Venezuela

1

1

Participant Totals

16

21
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2.4 Demographic variables of the participants: Age and sex
On average, first generation participants were the oldest group (average age = 34.2 years,
SD=8.2) while second generation participants were the youngest group (average age = 21.7
years, SD=2.0). There was a much larger percentage of female participants than male
participants. The second generation group was mostly made up of female participants (19
females vs. 2 males).
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Table 4 Average age of participants and male to female ratio
Group

Average age Males Females

First generation bilinguals

34.2

7

9

Second generation bilinguals 21.7

2

19

Latin American bilinguals

27.6

5

4

English monolinguals

33.2

3

12

Spanish monolinguals

26.1

9

11

2.5 Demographic variables of the participants: Socio-economic status
Each participant and their parents received a score for socio-economic status (SES). SES
was determined by giving two scores, one for occupational status and one for highest level of
education. Both scores were then used to calculate a composite score for SES.
The occupational scores were based on the Nam-Powers-Boyd (NPB) Occupational
Status Scale (Nam & Boyd, 2004). NPB scores for each occupation were developed based on the
median income and educational levels of persons with these occupations in the 2000 U.S.
Census. This means that the derived composite score for a particular occupation is not based on a
specific individual, but rather on the median income and educational levels of all the individuals
in that occupation, as reported by the census. The score represents the approximate percentage of
individuals in the labor force who have a combined level of education and income lower than
that score. For example, lawyers are given a score of 99, i.e., approximately 99% of the labor
force has combined levels of education and income lower than the average lawyer. The scale was
also used to calculate Spanish monolinguals’ SES rankings, although they were Mexican, in
order to use one scale for all participants.
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To create a composite score for SES for this study, a separate scale was also made to
assign a score for highest level of education per participant and their parents:
Table 5 Scale for highest level of education
Highest level of education

Scale

Less than high school

0

High school or equivalent

1

Associates degree or 2 years of college equivalent 2
3 years of college

2.5

Bachelor’s degree or 4 years of college equivalent 3
Some Master’s study

3.5

Master’s degree

4

Some doctoral study

4.5

Doctoral, medical or law degree

5

To control for level of education, all the participants had to have at least a bachelor’s
degree or – in order to accommodate the large numbers of participants who were still
undergraduate students – be in college working toward completing the degree.
Based on the NPB and highest level of education scores from Table 5, a composite score
was calculated for each participant as well as for their parents. Parents were given an SES score
because many participants were students and the NPB scale does not rank students. This would
have artificially lowered some participants’ rankings, because they came from affluent families.
Therefore, a calculation was done to factor the participant’s individual SES with their parents’ to
create a more representative, modified score for SES.
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A participant’s individual SES was calculated by the number of their occupational
ranking on the Nam-Powers-Boyd scale, and added to their highest level of education multiplied
by 20. Then, the equation was divided by the number of variables. By multiplying by 20, a scale
from 1 to 100 was created:
Occupational Ranking + (Highest Level of Education *20) / 2
For example, a participant who worked for the United Nations as a social service
specialist received a ranking of 68. She had a bachelor’s degree, equivalent to a 3. Her SES index
was calculated as follows:
(68 + (3 * 20)) / 2 = 64
Parental SES was calculated by the score of occupational ranking on the Nam-PowersBoyd scale for both parents, and added to their highest level of education multiplied by 20. Then,
the equation was divided by the number of variables. Using the above example, the participant’s
mother was a child development educator (88) with a Master’s degree (4). Her father was a
lawyer (99) with a JD (5). Her parents’ SES was calculated as follows:
(88 + (4*20) + 99 + (5*20)) / 4 = 91.8
The participant’s score (64) was then added to her parent’s score (91.8) and divided by 2
(representing both scores), to create a score on a scale from 1-100:
(64 + 91.8) /2 = 77.9
In comparison, another participant was a student (0) in her third year of college (2.5). Her SES
index was calculated as:
(0 + (2.5 * 20)) / 2 = 25
Her mother was a housekeeper (7) with a middle school education (0) and her father was a hotel
worker (33) with a middle school education (0). Her parents’ SES index was calculated as:
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(7 + (0*20) + 33 + (0*20)) / 4 = 10
The final score, or the modified SES, was calculated as:
(25 + 10)/2 = 17.5
Table 6 below indicates the average SES for each group of participants. Standard
deviations were based on the variablity within groups.
Table 6 Average socioeconomic status (SES) of participants and their parents (standard
deviation in parentheses)

Average
individual
SES
Average
SES of
parents
Average
modified
SES

First
generation
bilinguals

Second
generation
bilinguals

Latin
American
bilinguals

English
monolinguals

Spanish
monolinguals

63 (16.25)

42 (23)

50 (26)

62.5 (24)

33 (21)

57 (24)

30 (20)

58 (20)

54 (17)

45 (21)

60 (10)

36 (18)

54 (19)

58.5 (17.1)

39 (14)

On average, second generation bilinguals had the lowest modified SES (M=36, SD=18),
as well as parental SES (M=30, SD=20), indicating that the great majority of them were
undergraduate students whose parents were immigrants with working class jobs and lower levels
of education.
In contrast, first generation bilinguals had higher SES scores in all three categories:
individual, parental, and modified. Their individual SES (M=63, SD=16.25) reflected the fact
that they were the oldest group, and, for the most part, were either Master’s or doctoral students,
or had established careers. The SES of their parents (M=57, SD=24) indicated greater affluence
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and level of education than the parents of second generation bilinguals, reflected in the fact that
many could afford to send their children to the U.S. to study. Latin American participants in
Puerto Rico were closer in SES scores to first generation than to second generation participants.
In terms of the monolinguals groups, there was a wide gap between each group’s SES
scores. On average, English monolinguals had nearly twice the score of Spanish monolinguals
for individual SES (M=62.5, SD=24 for English monolinguals vs. M=33, SD=21 for Spanish
monolinguals). This reflects the fact that English monolinguals were on average seven years
older than Spanish monolinguals and many had established careers. Their parents were also more
than ten points apart (M=54, SD=17 for English monolinguals’ parents’ SES vs. M=45, SD=21
for Spanish monolinguals’ parents’ SES).
2.6 Determining participants’ oral proficiency in English and Spanish: the Versant
Test of Spoken English/Spanish
As mentioned earlier, not all the bilingual participants tested were selected for data
analysis. In order to meet the requirements of the study, the bilingual participants had to have
high oral proficiency in both English and Spanish.
In order to assess proficiency, the bilingual participants all completed the Versant Test of
Spoken English/Spanish (Pearson, 2011), in both languages. The Versant is a digitized test in
which the test taker responds orally to computerized prompts. Responses are then analyzed via
speech recognition technology that evaluates pronunciation, proficiency, and fluency. Each test
takes approximately 15-20 minutes to complete.
The Versant is a test designed for adult learners of a new language, and is commonly
used for evaluation and placement purposes by corporations, government agencies, academic
institutions and, to a lesser extent, by academic researchers. The Versant has been shown to
highly correlate in validity and reliability with other tests of English language proficiency,
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including the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) (Verhelst et al., 2009), the
Internet-based Test of English as a Foreign Language™ (TOEFL iBT™) (Educational Testing
Service) (ETS) and the International English Language Testing System (IELTS). Pearson has not
reported how the Versant Spanish correlates with other tests of Spanish proficiency.
The Versant for spoken language calculates a score on a scale of 20 to 80, based on a
weighted combination of four sub-scores: sentence mastery, vocabulary, fluency, and
pronunciation. A score of 80 is characterized as:
“Candidate speaks and understands effortlessly at native-speaker speeds, and can contribute
readily to a native-paced discussion at length, maintaining the colloquial flow. Speech is
completely fluent and intelligible; candidate has consistent mastery of complex language
structures.”
In order to be included in the study, a bilingual participant had to score a minimum of 65.
This was a randomly selected cut-off to ensure speakers fell into the highest range of scores (7080). 65 was selected as the lowest score in order to provide some room for variability among
speakers with slightly less fluency in terms of slower rates of speech and with slightly more
noticeable accents, because the Versant technology tends to lower scores disproportionately for
such speakers, even if they are highly proficient in terms of their accuracy and vocabulary.
Because first generation bilinguals acquired English as adults, they are the intended target
population of the Versant. This is not the case for second generation bilinguals in terms of their
Spanish proficiency, since they acquired Spanish as children, as well as for Latin American
bilinguals, since they are living outside the continental U.S. The Versant’s standard against
which the test taker is scored is a monolingual English or Spanish speaker, which is not ideal for
the purposes of this study.
However, because of a serious lack of standardized measures in linguistic studies for
assessing bilinguals’ proficiency (both oral and written), we determined that the Versant was a
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good choice for providing an objective assessment of oral proficiency, and more importantly, for
showing that second generation bilinguals consistently scored at ceiling (near 80) in Spanish.
2.7 Measures of vocabulary size
In order to be have a more detailed perspective of the results of the study, participants’
vocabulary size was measured using the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, 4th Edition (PPVT)
(Dunn & Dunn, 2007) for English and the Test de Vocabulario en Imágenes Peabody (TVIP)
(Dunn, Padilla, Lugo & Dunn, 1986) for Spanish. Both tests are commonly used in linguistic
research and have been rigorously tested on measures of reliability and validity.
The PPVT-4 is a measure of receptive vocabulary. The participant is presented with four
pictures on a computer screen; the researcher says aloud a vocabulary word, and the participant
points to the picture on the screen. There are 228 items altogether, representing various levels of
vocabulary, however, the participant only completes a sub-set based on his or her baseline
knowledge. The researcher enters the answers on a form, and the raw scores are converted into
norm-referenced scores.
The TVIP is the Spanish-language version of the PPVT. The TVIP has not yet been
digitized, so the pictures are presented on a paper easel instead of on a computer screen. The
procedure is the same. One caveat is that the current TVIP only provides standardized scores for
up to 18 years of age. The PPVT, in contrast, provides standardized scores for up to 90+ years of
age. This means that the raw scores for Spanish of the bilinguals in the study could not be
converted to standard scores according to their specific age. Therefore, a standardized score was
derived from the age category of 17-17, 11 years of age. While not ideal, this assumes that a 1718 year old’s vocabulary is comparable to older adults.
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The vocabulary size, on average, of an educated monolingual English speaker is reported
to be approximately 20,000 word families (the base form of a word plus its inflections and
derivations, e.g., life: lives, lived, alive, lifeless, lively) (Nation & Waring, 1997). About ten per
cent of those word families constitute high frequency vocabulary, including function words. The
other 90 per cent constitute low frequency vocabulary; we may use these words as little as once
or twice per million words, or even less. All words, but especially these low frequency words are
acquired over a lifetime from childhood: years and years of exposure to millions of words in a
language.
The question of vocabulary size is relevant to collocational knowledge in that many
collocations tend to be low in frequency (under five times per million words), and thus it can be
argued that the greater the exposure to language, the greater the speaker’s collocational
knowledge. It is reasonable to hypothesize that the larger a person’s vocabulary in one language,
the greater their collocational knowledge is. Table 7 shows the average scores on the Versant as
well as the Peabody for all groups:
Table 7 Means for English and Spanish proficiency measures by group
Group

Versant English Versant Spanish Peabody TVIP

First generation bilinguals

76

80

101

119

Second generation bilinguals 78

78

93

98

Latin American bilinguals

79

102

117

English monolinguals
Spanish monolinguals

78

114
118

The average scores on both the Versant English and Versant Spanish fell into the
uppermost range of scores on a scale of 20-80. As expected, nearly all first generation bilinguals
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scored at 80 on the Spanish measure. Their average score on the English measure was 76.
Second generation speakers scored on average 78 for both measures, while Latin American
bilinguals scored 79 on the Spanish and 78 on the English measure.
In terms of vocabulary size, all participants but one scored within average range (85-115)
on a standardized scale from 20 to 160 for the Peabody in English and from 55 to 145 for the
TVIP in Spanish. One participant in the second generation bilingual group scored below average
(74) on the Peabody. English monolinguals scored in the high average range on the Peabody at
114, or the 83rd percentile; Spanish monolinguals and first generation bilinguals scored nearly the
same on the TVIP (118 vs. 119, respectively), which is in the above average, moderately high
range in the 90th to 91st percentiles. This reflects the fact that the participants’ raw scores on the
Spanish were converted to standardized scores for the highest age group among children, as
opposed to the Peabody, where they are being compared to adults in their own age group. As a
result, the standardized scores for the TVIP are, to an unknown extent, somewhat inflated.
Second generation bilinguals scored lowest on the vocabulary measures, not only
compared to monolinguals but to other bilinguals as well. On the English, they scored at 93 in
the low average range, or 27th percentile. On the Spanish they scored 98, also in the low average
range, or the 45th percentile. They scored lower than first generation on the English measure,
even though they grew up in the U.S. and acquired both languages simultaneously as children. It
is surprising that Latin American bilinguals, being similar to second generation bilinguals in that
they acquired both languages simultaneously as children, but grew up in a Spanish-majority
environment, also scored higher on the English measure.
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In addition, participants rated themselves on their oral language proficiency in both
languages on the questionnaire. They were asked to rate their speaking and understanding of
English and Spanish on a scale of 1 to 4:
1 poor
2 fair
3 very good
4 excellent
Table 8 below shows how participants’ self-reported oral language proficiency compares to their
scores on the Versant and Peabody/TVIP.
Table 8 Self-reported measures of oral proficiency in English and Spanish compared to the
Versant and the Peabody/TVIP

Group
First
generation
bilinguals
Second
generation
bilinguals
Latin
American
bilinguals

Self-reported
oral language
proficiency
English

Versant
English

Self-reported
oral language
Peabody
proficiency
Spanish

Versant
Spanish

TVIP

3.3

76

101

3.9

80

119

3.7

78

93

3.3

78

98

3.6

78

102

4

79

117

The above table shows that all three bilingual groups rated themselves as having very
good to excellent oral proficiency in both languages, accurately reflecting their scores on the
Versant.
These ratings appear to indicate bilinguals’ perceptions of their proficiency in their less
vs. more dominant language. The overwhelming majority of bilinguals reported having a
dominant language. Ten out of 16 first generation bilinguals reported having a dominant
language, Spanish, while all nine Latin American bilinguals reported Spanish as being their
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dominant language. Correspondingly, both groups gave themselves the highest ratings in
Spanish, and slightly less in English.
19 out of 21 second generation bilinguals reported having a dominant language, English.
In contrast, they rated themselves on average as having a 3.7 level of oral proficiency in English,
several points lower than how the other groups rated themselves in their dominant language.
Second generation bilinguals also rated themselves the lowest in Spanish, at 3.3. In sum, second
generation bilinguals rated themselves lower in both languages than the other two bilingual
groups, although they scored comparably to both groups on the Versant in both languages,
possibly indicating a lack of self-assuredness of their oral language proficiency in either
language.
3. Procedure
The experiment was originally piloted on twelve English monolingual participants and
two bilingual participants, one first generation and one second generation bilingual. The present
methodology reflects changes that were made after the initial testing.
The method selected consists of an Acceptability Judgment Task (AJT) measuring the
judgments of collocations in a sentential context. The software E-Prime (Schneider, Eschman &
Zuccolotto, 2002) was used to conduct the experiment.
In the main task, knowledge of collocations with a verb plus direct object structure such
as ‘ask a question’ was tested. Sentences were constructed to provide context. They were
controlled for length and syntactic structure, and consisted of a Noun Phrase (NP), a transitive
Verb Phrase (VP) and two Prepositional Phrases (PP). The participants were presented with both
conventional collocations and unconventional, alternative equivalents. To direct the participant’s
focus to the stimuli within the sentence, the collocation was underlined, e.g., The student asked a
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question in class about the reading or, alternatively, The student made a question in class about
the reading.
The participant saw the sentence on the computer screen; underneath the sentence was a
six-point Likert scale. Participants were asked to judge the sentence in terms of its acceptability,
with ‘1’ being ‘terrible’ and ‘6’ being ‘great’ in English. In Spanish, ‘1’ was terrible and ‘6’ was
muy muy bien. More specifically, participants were asked to judge the phrase according to
whether they themselves would use it or hear others use it. Emoticons were included for easier
rating. Before the main task, participants read instructions and completed practice items. One
example from the English task and one example from the Spanish task are presented below:
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English:
The student asked a question in class about the reading.
On a scale of 1 to 6, how would you rate the underlined phrase
in the context of this sentence?

1

2

3

4

5

6

TERRIBLE

GREAT

Spanish:
El bebé dio un paso por primera vez con su abuela.

Utilizando una escala de entre 1 y 6, ¿qué valor le daría a la frase subrayada
en el contexto de esta oración?

1
TERRIBLE

2

3

4

5

6
MUY MUY BIEN
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There was no time limit for participants to rate the sentences, however, they were
instructed to make judgments as quickly as possible. Filler items were included so as to distract
the participant from the aim of the experiment. Instructions, stimuli, and the acceptability rating
scale were presented in English and/or Spanish.
Monolingual participants took the corresponding English or Spanish test; bilingual
participants took both the English and Spanish tests. Each participant saw both the conventional
and alternative versions of the collocation-stimuli. This was done to increase statistical power
and reduce the number of participants that would have otherwise been required. Participants
were presented with 60 test sentences: 30 consisting of conventional collocations and 30
consisting of their alternative equivalents, e.g., ask a question vs. make a question. Out of the
collocation-pairs, ten were highly overlapping with the other language, ten were partially
overlapping and ten were non-overlapping. The collocation-pairs ranged in frequencies and MI
scores. On the English and the Spanish tests, the collocation-pairs, respectively, were not
translations of each other, i.e., the Spanish equivalent of ask a question – make a question was
not on the Spanish test. Each set of 30 collocation-pairs was unique to the language being tested.
The presentation order was pseudo randomized in order to prevent the participant from
seeing a conventional form right after its alternative form, or vice versa. The two forms of a
stimulus pair were placed as far apart as possible. In order to prevent possible effects that could
occur due to the non-randomized presentation order, 12 blocks of sentences were created, each
designed to include different patterns of overlap and conventional/alternative sequencing. In
addition, each conventional/alternative pair appeared 60 sentences apart in the order, e.g., if ask
a question was presented in sentence 1, then make a question appeared in sentence 61. Each test
also included two sequences of sentences, each with an order that was the opposite of the other.
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Half the participants were presented with one sequence (“Viewing 1”), and half with the other
(“Viewing 2”).
To further randomize the conditions to the greatest extent possible, half the bilingual
participants completed the English sequence of testing first (the PPVT, the main task, the
Versant) and the other half complete the Spanish sequence first (the TVIP, the main task, the
Versant). At the end, the researcher completed a linguistic history questionnaire with the
participants. For the monolingual participants the procedure was the same, except that the time
commitment was half of that of the bilingual participants since they only completed one
language sequence of testing.
3.1 Selection of test items
First, in order for an item to be considered a collocation, it had to appear in either the
Oxford Collocations Dictionary (McIntosh et al., 2009) or the REDES Diccionario
Combinatorio del Español Contemporáneo (Bosque Muñoz, 2004).
Next, the collocations tested were chosen using the Corpus of Contemporary American
English (COCA) (americancorpus.org) and the Corpus del Español (CDE)
(http://www.corpusdelespanol.org) (Davies, 2008, 2002). COCA is a corpus of over 450 million
words from various genres of American English (spoken, fiction, etc.). Test stimuli were selected
based on the spoken corpus of over 109 million words, collected from unscripted conversations
of television and radio programs in the U.S. The CDE is a comparable corpus to the COCA, and
comprises 100 million words from various time periods, genres, and varieties of Spanish. Test
stimuli were selected based on the 20th century spoken corpus of over five million words
collected from unscripted conversations of television and radio programs in Latin America and
Spain.
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The language of the corpora comes from radio and television programs such as All Things
Considered (NPR), Newshour (PBS), Good Morning America (ABC), the Today Show (NBC),
60 Minutes (CBS), Hannity and Colmes (FOX) and Jerry Springer (syndicated) for English and
programs such as Habla Culta, Congreso de España, and ABC Cultural for Spanish, including
interviews with public figures. The justification for using such corpora, as opposed to corpora of
recorded naturally occurring conversations, is that the amount of text (109+ million words for
COCA and 5+ million words for CDE) is greater than any current corpus of spoken American
English, for instance the American National Corpus (approximately 3.2 million words), the
Santa Barbara Corpus of Spoken American English (approximately 250,000 words) (University
of California, Santa Barbara), or the Switchboard Corpus (approximately 3+ million words)
(Linguistic Data Consortium) (LDC). For spoken Spanish, the Corpus de Referencia del Español
Actual (CREA) (Real Academia Española) is larger than the CDE (approximately 10+ million
words). However, because the CDE is a sister corpus to the COCA and contains the same
structure, it provided more comparable figures to the English corpus than the CREA.
While these sources from radio and television do have rough scripts that are followed
during programming, the great extent of the reporting and interviews that take place consist of
spontaneous conversations between the journalist and interviewee. In this respect, the language is
‘natural’. While the register from such sources is more formal than would be used in ordinary
communication, many collocations, such as give a speech tend to be low in frequency, and so
would not necessarily be found in a corpus of less formal spoken English.
The COCA and CDE are not necessarily representative of the specific linguistic input of
the participants of the study – no such corpora exist, to our knowledge, with the exception of the
Otheguy Zentella (2007) corpus of NYC Spanish. However, they are adequately representative
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samples of mainstream varieties of English and Spanish. The frequency rates and MI scores of
the spoken English and Spanish in the corpora are assumed to be comparable, but not identical,
to the frequency rates and MI scores that the participants may have experienced in real life, in the
input they have been exposed to in English and in Spanish.
Verbs were selected from the top most highly frequent verbs in the corpora. Next, a
verb’s noun collocates occurring within a span of three words in one direction and three words in
the other were searched for. Those combinations occurring at least five times per million words
and their corresponding MI scores were recorded. In addition, it was determined what the level
of overlap with the other language was for each collocation (see Chapter 1, Table 1 Definition of
Overlap). From this larger list, a selection of collocations was made representing a range of
frequencies and MI scores.
There were a few items that required a more restrictive search in the corpora. For
example, one CV item was have fun in the sentence ‘The children had fun on the swings in the
park’. The alternative collocation make fun was used in the same sentence, ‘The children made
fun on the swings in the park’. Make fun was unattested in the COCA, however the collocation
make fun of (someone or something) exists. In such cases, it was necessary to subtract the
frequency of make fun of from the frequency of make fun, before calculating the MI score.
In addition, the frequencies, MI scores, and levels of overlap were determined for
alternative collocations. This was slightly more complicated, because some of the collocations
were unattested. First, we recorded the per million frequencies and calculated the MIs for those
alternative collocations that were, in fact, attested. If a collocation was unattested, we assigned it
a frequency of 1 in 109,391,643, the size of the spoken English COCA corpus, and calculated an
MI score for it using COCA’s formula. In this way, the MI scores of the unattested Spanish ALT
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stimuli were calculated using the same formula as the unattested English ALT stimuli. It also
prevented the MI scores of the unattested Spanish collocations from being artificially inflated
due to the small size of the Spanish corpus, approximately five million words.
We categorized ALT collocations according to their own levels of overlap, i.e., to what
extent they are similar syntactically and lexically with their CV counterpart in the other
language. For non-overlapping collocations like tener cuidado, which is syntactically and
lexically distinct from its English translation equivalent to be careful, the corresponding ALT
form sentir cuidado or ‘feel careful’ was also coded as non-overlapping. For partially
overlapping collocations like tomar una decisión, whose English equivalent uses a different verb,
make a decision, the corresponding ALT form hacer una decisión was coded as highly
overlapping, because it is a direct translation of the English equivalent. For highly overlapping
collocations like correr el riesgo, which are syntactically and lexically identical to their English
equivalents, run the risk, the corresponding ALT form poner el riesgo was coded as partially
overlapping, because it has a different verb than the Spanish equivalent.
We coded ALT collocations in this way in order to be able to analyze them with respect
to their CV forms. However, it is very important to point out that overlap as a construct is only
really applicable to CV collocations. In other words, when discussing the idea of cross-linguistic
influence on the collocational knowledge of bilinguals, we can only concretely discuss the results
in the context of how they rated CV collocations, i.e., attested collocations. The ALT
collocations that were created were either unattested in the corpora, or occurred only rarely. If
our bilingual speakers accepted them, it was because they were open to ALT forms, but not due
to a specific type of overlap with the other language. The only exception to this were the ALT
forms that were direct translations from the other language, e.g., hacer una decisión – make a
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decision. In language contact setting such as NYC, it is expected that direct translations like
hacer una decisión are commonly used by bilinguals in the minority language.
4. Analysis
The participants’ acceptability ratings on a 6-point Likert-type scale (from “1terrible/terrible” to “6-terrific/muy muy bien”) were analyzed with mixed-effects models using
participants and sentences as random effects, and degree of overlap, log frequency, MI, and
viewing as fixed effects.
For the English part, 61 participants (nested in four groups – 15 English monolinguals, 16
first generation bilinguals, 21 second generation bilinguals and 9 Latin American bilinguals)
provided acceptability judgments for 58 experimental sentences: 29 containing CV English verbobject collocations (ten each nested in three levels of overlap with equivalent Spanish
constructions – highly overlapping, partially overlapping, and non-overlapping), as well as 29
containing ALT collocations, matched to their CV counterparts, make a question – ask a
question.
For the Spanish part, 66 participants (nested in four groups – 20 Spanish monolinguals,
16 first generation bilinguals, 21 second generation bilinguals and 9 Latin American bilinguals)
provided acceptability judgments for 46 experimental sentences: 23 containing CV Spanish verbobject collocations (ten each nested in three levels of overlap with equivalent English
constructions – highly overlapping, partially overlapping, and non-overlapping), as well as 23
containing ALT collocations, matched to their conventional counterparts, tomar una decisión –
hacer una decisión.
The reason for the difference in number of stimuli from the original 60 was because after
preliminary analyses of responses to CV vs. ALT items, several items had to be eliminated. It
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was found that for one Spanish item, there was a typo in the presentation of the CV item, and so
the majority of participants rated it low on the scale. For another item, dar una orden (‘give an
order’) an overwhelming majority of participants rated its alternative form, mandar una orden,
as highly acceptable, giving us reason to doubt that it was truly an ALT form. In addition, despite
careful preliminary item selection, two stimuli, one in English and one in Spanish, were
mistakenly included in both experiments when in fact they were translations of each other, spend
the night – pasar la noche.
There were also four non-overlapping CV items that produced unusually low ratings by
all the participants. They were all non-overlapping with English: dar pena (to have pity, to be
sorry), dar vergüenza (to be ashamed), dar risa (to laugh, to make laugh) and hacer falta (to
miss, to need). After careful consideration, it was decided to eliminate the items because
participants did not like the word order of the sentences in relation to these particular
collocations, and therefore their judgments did not reflect the purpose of the experiment.
Altogether, for English there were 3,538 responses (61 participants multiplied by 58
stimuli (29 + 29 sentences)), while for Spanish there were 3,036 responses (66 participants
multiplied by 46 stimuli (23 + 23 sentences)), which produced adequate power to detect main
effects and interactions of moderate to strong size.
To analyze the participant acceptability ratings data statistically, mixed effects linear
regression models were applied using the R software package, version 3.2.1 (R Development
Core Team, 2010), the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler & Bolker, 2013), and nloptr package
(Johnson, 2014).
Log frequency per million, MI, degree of overlap, viewing, as well as select
sociolinguistic variables, were designated as fixed effects. For monolinguals, we did not include
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overlap as a fixed effect. To reiterate, log frequency per million is the raw number of tokens of
the collocation per million words transformed to a base 10 logarithm (e.g., tomar una decisión
occurred 79.85 times per million words in the spoken CDE corpus of over five million words.
The base 10 log of this number is 1.9). This conversion was done to elicit more accurate
judgments of frequency.
While log frequency is a measure that tells us how often a speaker hears a collocation, MI
is a measure that tells us what the difference is between the expected co-occurrence of two words
(based on their individual probabilities and the assumption that they are independent) and their
observed occurrence. Collocations with high MI scores are those whose observed occurrence is
much higher than expected.
Viewing is a variable that specifies whether a given stimulus was shown to a participant
during the first or the second half of the experiment. For example, half the participants saw the
CV collocation ask a question first, while the other half saw it second. The presentation of CV
and ALT forms was varied to the greatest extent possible. As explained previously, this was
added to the design of the experiment in order to collect the maximum amount of data from
participants, to ensure enough statistical power for the modeling. While viewing was included as
a fixed effect, it will only be analyzed where relevant, because it was not a part of the original
research questions.
The conventional vs. alternative label (‘CV’ vs. ‘ALT’) was not included as a fixed
effect. This was because the primary goals of the study are to investigate the effects of log
frequency and MI, and not the categorization of collocations as CV and ALT. The analyses,
however, will include interpretations of results, where relevant, in relation to CV and ALT.
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Participants and stimulus pairs (the CV form of collocation, and its ALT counterpart)
were designated as random effects. In the random effects structure of the models, participants
had random intercepts and random slopes for log frequency, MI, and overlap, and stimulus pairs
had random intercepts and random slopes for log frequency and MI. Overlap was not included as
a random slope for stimulus pairs because, while CV and ALT items differed in level of overlap
for some stimulus pairs, they did not differ for all pairs. In particular, non-overlapping CV
collocations also had non-overlapping ALT counterparts.
Participant acceptability ratings were modeled by group and by language. A maximal
model was first fitted to the data with a four-way interaction of log frequency, MI, overlap, and
viewing, as well as all the possible three-way and two-way interactions of these four main
variables. Non-significant interactions between the main variables (MI, log frequency, overlap,
and viewing) were eliminated one by one in order of complexity of interaction (i.e., first the
four-way interaction between MI, log frequency, overlap, and viewing, then the three way
interactions, etc.). Within the same level of complexity, interactions were eliminated in the order
of descending p-values4, that is, the least significant interactions were removed first based on the
highest p-values (smallest absolute t-values).
If a higher order interaction was retained because its p-value (or its t value) indicated that
the interaction was significant, then all of the lower-order interactions consisting of variables
found in higher order interaction were retained. For example, if the four-way interaction was first
eliminated, and then all but one three-way interaction was eliminated, then the final model
included that one significant three-way interaction, all the two-way interactions among the

4

Because of the complexity of the models, in some cases there were issues of non-convergence. The lmerTest
package only supplied p-values when the model converged. In the absence of convergence, the t-value score was
used to identify the interaction to be eliminated.
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variables found in the three-way interaction, as well as all the individual main variables.
Conversely, if the four-way interaction included in the maximal model turned out to be
significant, then that was the final model as all of the lower order interactions and all of main
variables were retained.
Sociolinguistic variables (modified SES, age of arrival, length of residence, the English
Versant, the Spanish Versant, the Peabody, the TVIP, input in English and input in Spanish)
were added into the model to see if they were able to account for some of the variability; they
were not removed from the model if they did not reach levels of significance. In this way, the
final model for each group by language was reached via two paths: a stepwise elimination
process for experimental variables and their interactions to test the study’s hypotheses, as well as
exploratory modeling to see if any sociolinguistic variables could account for variance.
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Chapter 3: Results of the Spanish experiments
1. Introduction
The Spanish experiments comprise four out of the eight experiments detailed in the
methodology. Data were collected from four groups of Spanish speakers, totaling 66 participants:
20 Spanish monolinguals, 16 first generation bilinguals, 21 second generation bilinguals, and 9
Latin American bilinguals. There were 46 stimuli: 23 conventional (CV) collocations, e.g., tomar
una decisión, and 23 alternative (ALT) corresponding forms, e.g., hacer una decisión, producing
a total of 3,036 ratings.
Research Question 1 asked to what extent the log frequency and MI scores of the stimuli
in the Corpus del Español (CDE) (Davies, 2002) predicted the ratings of these four groups of
speakers. Research Question 2 investigated what effects, if any, were due to overlap, or the
extent to which the Spanish collocation was similar lexically and syntactically to its English
equivalent.
As detailed previously in Chapter 2, viewing was included as an experimental design
variable, given that a repeated measures design was used, in order to collect the most data
possible from the least number of participants. Out of all eight experiments across both
languages, only in two did viewing significantly interact with other variables as a predictor of
rating. Its effects are considered a secondary outcome to the main variables of log frequency per
million (designated in the results tables as LogFreq_PM), MI, and overlap, and therefore it will
only be included in the analysis where relevant.
Each group’s data were analyzed with mixed effects linear regression models using R (R
Development Core Team, 2010) with the lme4 package (Bates, Maechler & Bolker, 2013), and
nloptr package (Johnson, 2014). To reiterate, log frequency, MI, degree of overlap, viewing, as
well as select sociolinguistic variables were designated as fixed effects. In order to observe the
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effect of the variable on individual participants’ responses, random slopes were added for log
frequency, MI, and overlap for participant, and log frequency and MI for stimulus pair. (A
stimulus pair was the two forms of a collocation, CV, e.g. tomar una decisión and ALT, hacer
una decisión). Overlap was not included as a random slope for stimulus pair because not all
stimulus pairs (i.e., the non-overlapping pairs) differed in level of overlap. Viewing was also not
included as a random slope to reduce the complexity of the model. The results from the Spanish
experiments are presented below.
2. Spanish monolinguals
The results of the mixed effects linear regression model for ratings of collocations by
Spanish monolinguals are reported in Table 9. Participants all resided in Mexico City and grew
up with monolingual Spanish-speaking parents. None had attended bilingual schools, nor had
they traveled or studied abroad for extended periods of time. While most had studied some
foreign language at school, especially English, all reported limited to no proficiency. For this
group of 20 speakers, there were 920 responses.
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Table 9 Summary of mixed effects linear regression model for ratings of collocations by
Spanish monolinguals
Estimate Std. Error
df t-value p-value
(Intercept)
4.39
0.27 38.32
16.47 < 0.001 ***
Demographic and Sociolinguistic variables
SES.modified
0.00
0.01 23.94
0.61
0.55
Experimental Design variables
Viewing
-0.04
0.11 24.38
-0.34
0.74
Main Effects
MI
0.15
0.05 16.83
2.99 < 0.01 **
LogFreq_PM
1.50
0.32 22.86
4.70 < 0.001 ***
Interactions
Viewing:LogFreq_PM
-0.08
0.18 8.65
-0.45
0.67
MI:LogFreq_PM
-0.19
0.05 24.42
-3.60 < 0.01 **
Formula in R: Rating ~ SES.modified + Viewing * MI * LogFreq_PM Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM - Viewing:MI + (MI + LogFreq_PM | Participant_ID) + (MI +
LogFreq_PM | Stimulus_Pair)
2.1 The effects of log frequency and MI on Spanish monolinguals’ ratings
The results showed that, overall, log frequency (β=1.50, SE=0.32, t(22.86)= 4.70,
p< .001) and MI score (β=0.15, SE=0.05, t(16.83)= 2.99, p< .01) were highly significant
predictors of Spanish monolinguals’ ratings. In addition, there was a significant interaction
between these two main variables, (β=-0.19, SE=0.05, t(24.42)= -3.60, p< .01).
In Figure 1 below, log frequency is represented on the x axis with a range from -0.62 to
1.93, and rating is represented on the y axis with a range from 1 to 6. Each point on the plot
represents a cluster of ratings. The blue points represent ratings for CV collocations, while the
red points represent ratings for ALT collocations. The darker points represent larger
concentrations of ratings. The slope indicates the extent to which one unit of log frequency
produced an increase in ratings.
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Figure 1 Spanish monolinguals’ (n=20) ratings of collocations as a function of collocation
log frequency per million and type (CV, ALT)
The dark blue clusters show that the stimuli labeled CV had much higher log frequency
levels than stimuli labeled ALT and that CV stimuli generally received the highest ratings
(above 3). However, there appears to have been quite some variability in Spanish monolinguals’
responses to ALT collocations; while the majority of dark red clusters are at the lower end of
the scale, there are also quite a few at the upper end (3 and higher).
Next, Figure 2 shows the effect of MI score on rating. The MI scores of items, shown on
the x axis, ranged from -6.41 to 7.84.
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Figure 2 Spanish monolinguals’ (n=20) ratings of collocations as a function of collocation
MI score and type (CV, ALT)
Like in Figure 1 for log frequency, we see here that the stimuli labeled CV had much
higher MI scores than those labeled ALT and that they were rated as more acceptable by
participants. We also see that while the majority of responses to ALT collocations fell at 3 and
below on the scale, there was quite some variability, with many responses at the upper ends of
the scale. Furthermore, the significant interaction between log frequency and MI appears to have
further increased ratings. The negative estimate (β=-0.19) indicates that the additive effect of the
two variables, together with a high intercept (β=4.39), caused the estimate to go outside the
upper bounds of the scale. This suggests that the interaction affected the ratings of CV
collocations in particular, since they were mostly rated at the upper half of the scale.
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2.2 Summary and conclusion: Spanish monolinguals
To summarize, the results showed that the log frequency and MI scores of the stimuli
were highly significant independent predictors of Spanish monolinguals’ ratings of collocations,
in addition to producing a significant interaction. Collocations labeled CV were shown to have
higher log frequency levels and MI scores than collocations labeled ALT, and collocations
labeled CV were overwhelmingly preferred by speakers over collocations labeled ALT.
If we consider the categorical distinction between CV and ALT in quantitative terms, we
would predict that participants would rate all CV stimuli above the midpoint on the scale and all
ALT stimuli below it. This prediction was not confirmed by the results.
Categorizing collocations according to statistical properties of the linguistic input, i.e.,
higher or lower levels of log frequency and MI, makes a prediction, namely that the higher the
log frequency and MI score of a collocation, the higher the rating it will receive. This prediction
was generally confirmed. By ‘generally’, we mean that the results show that speakers
overwhelmingly preferred collocations with higher levels of log frequency and MI over those
with lower levels. However, the experiment was not able to show to what extent speakers
preferred collocations within the upper ranges of log frequency and/or MI.
Even with this strong general trend exhibited by Spanish monolinguals to prefer
collocations with higher levels of log frequency and MI score, variability still occurred. Many
speakers accepted ALT collocations, or collocations that were lower in log frequency and MI
score. The ALT collocations receiving a mean rating of 3 or above were tomar un viaje (M=4.45,
SD=1.8); colocar un candidato (M= 4.15, SD=1.7); sacar medidas (M=3.25, SD=1.9) and hacer
un golpe (M=3.05, SD=1.8).
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There was also some variability in ratings of CV collocations, or collocations that were
high in log frequency and MI score, although to a much lesser extent. Of the CV stimuli, the
lowest mean rating was jugar el papel (‘play the role’) (M=4.00, SD=1.8). While there were
some individual responses to CV collocations that fell below 3 on the scale, no CV collocation
received a mean rating below 3.
The variability displayed by Spanish monolinguals is consistent with Dogruöz and
Backus (2009), among other studies. In their study of receptive collocational knowledge in
Dutch-Turkish bilinguals in the Netherlands and Turkish monolinguals in Turkey, variability
among monolinguals in judgments of ALT collocations was also found. Speakers – and in this
case, monolinguals – were willing to accept a collocation they had likely never heard before.
Contrary to the research on bilingual collocational knowledge (e.g., Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013),
which claims a categorical distinction between correct and incorrect collocations, the results here
show that such a distinction is not necessarily valid. This is especially so because the speakers in
this group were monolinguals, the type of speakers that studies generally hold up as expert
speakers of a language, and use as a control group against which bilingual collocational
knowledge is judged. The fact that monolingual Spanish speakers accepted some ALT
collocations from simply being exposed to them in an experiment suggests that while speakers
have strong preferences for CV collocations, new collocations are not necessarily rejected and
can be introduced into a language.
3. First generation bilinguals
The results of the final model for first generation bilinguals for Spanish are reported in
Table 10. The main variables of log frequency, MI, and overlap were significant predictors of
rating, both independently and/or in interaction with each other. There were 16 participants in
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this group, all of whom arrived in the U.S. from a Spanish-speaking country at the age of 17 or
older. All reported that both parents were Spanish-speaking monolinguals and that Spanish was
their home language. In addition, all participants in this group reported acquiring English as
adults. There were 736 responses.
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Table 10 Summary of mixed effects linear regression model for ratings of Spanish
collocations by first generation bilinguals
Estimate Std. Error
(Intercept)
2.86
0.38
Demographic and Sociolinguistic variables
SES.modified
-0.02
0.01
AOA.in.US
-0.03
0.01
LOR.in.US
-0.05
0.01
VersantEnglish
-0.04
0.01
Peabody_Standard
0.01
0.01
TVIP_Standard
-0.02
0.03
INPUT.ENGLISH
0.25
0.11
INPUT.SPANISH
0.05
0.13
Experimental Design variables
Viewing
0.04
0.27
Main Effects
MI
0.22
0.20
LogFreq_PM
1.92
0.71
OverlapPartial
-0.26
0.43
OverlapHigh
0.31
0.42
Interactions
Viewing:MI
-0.10
0.17
Viewing:LogFreq_PM
0.50
0.68
MI:LogFreq_PM
0.22
0.08
Viewing:OverlapPartial
-0.05
0.36
Viewing:OverlapHigh
-0.52
0.36
MI:OverlapPartial
0.33
0.24
MI:OverlapHigh
-0.24
0.25
LogFreq_PM:OverlapPartial
-2.85
0.95
LogFreq_PM:OverlapHigh
0.83
0.87
Viewing:MI:OverlapPartial
0.44
0.23
Viewing:MI:OverlapHigh
0.15
0.22
Viewing:LogFreq_PM:OverlapPartial
-2.71
0.97
Viewing:LogFreq_PM:OverlapHigh
-1.44
0.83

df t-value p-value
18.69
7.49 < 0.001 ***
36.56
36.56
36.56
36.56
36.56
36.56
36.56
36.56

-3.09
-3.30
-3.48
-3.33
1.16
-0.91
2.28
0.38

< 0.01 **
< 0.01 **
< 0.01 **
< 0.01 **
0.25
0.37
< 0.05 *
0.70

19.21

0.14

0.89

20.89
11.17
17.35
16.92

1.11
2.71
-0.61
0.74

0.28
< 0.05 *
0.55
0.47

15.57
16.52
47.50
22.05
22.61
27.09
28.12
19.27
15.66
26.70
28.10
24.97
24.06

-0.61
0.74
2.72
-0.13
-1.46
1.34
-0.96
-3.00
0.96
1.93
0.69
-2.80
-1.74

0.55
0.47
< 0.01 **
0.90
0.16
0.19
0.34
< 0.01 **
0.35
0.06 .
0.50
< 0.01 **
0.09 .
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Formula in R: Rating ~ SES.modified + AOA.in.US + LOR.in.US + VersantSpanish +
VersantEnglish + Peabody_Standard + TVIP_Standard + INPUT.ENGLISH +
INPUT.SPANISH + Viewing * MI * LogFreq_PM * Overlap Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM:Overlap - Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM - MI:LogFreq_PM:Overlap +
(MI + LogFreq_PM + Overlap | Participant_ID) + (MI + LogFreq_PM | Stimulus_Pair)

3.1 The effects of log frequency and MI on first generation bilinguals’ ratings
Research Question 1 asked to what extent the log frequency levels and MI scores of
collocations predicted ratings. Similarly to Spanish monolinguals in the previous section, the
results here show that these variables were significant predictors of first generation bilinguals’
ratings in Spanish. Specifically, log frequency was an independent predictor (β=1.92, SE=0.71,
t(11.17)=2.71, p< .05), while MI was not (p=0.28). However, as in the case of Spanish
monolinguals, the two variables significantly interacted with each other, β=0.22, SE=0.08,
t(47.50)=2.72, p< .01.
In Figure 3, we see the significant effect of log frequency on rating.
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Figure 3 First generation bilinguals’ ratings (n=16) of Spanish collocations as a function of
collocation log frequency per million and type (CV, ALT)
The regression line steeply increases with every unit of log frequency, indicating a
significantly positive effect on rating. One can see that the largest and darkest cluster of blue
points (CV collocations) occurs at the highest point on the scale (6), while that of red points
(ALT collocations) occurs at the lowest points on the scale (1 and 2). CV collocations have
higher levels of log frequency and were strongly preferred by first generation speakers. ALT
collocations have lower levels of log frequency, and were less preferred, falling mainly below
the mid-point on the scale.
While MI was not an independent predictor, it was significant in interaction with log
frequency. In Figure 4, we see the effect of MI on rating.
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Figure 4 First generation bilinguals’ ratings (n=16) of Spanish collocations as a function of
collocation MI score and type (CV, ALT)
The regression line also shows a steep increase of rating for every unit of MI. There is a
clustering of blue points at the highest point of the scale and a clustering of red points at the
lowest point, with quite a bit of variability in responses.
As stated previously, if we think of CV and ALT in quantitative terms, we predict that no
CV stimulus should receive a rating lower than 3. Likewise, no ALT stimulus should receive a
rating above 3, the mid-point on the scale. This prediction fails in the case of first generation
speakers, as it does with Spanish monolinguals.
If we categorize collocations as being higher or lower in log frequency and MI, then we
make a statistical prediction, i.e., that participants will prefer collocations with higher levels of
log frequency and MI. This prediction is confirmed, although variability does exist. Furthermore,
we cannot be sure to what extent, within the upper ranges of log frequency and MI, we can
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predict speaker rating. Nonetheless, it is helpful to define collocations in terms of the statistical
properties of the linguistic input – log frequency and MI – as opposed to categorical labels,
because these properties allow us to observe speaker preferences.
3.2 The effects of overlap on first generation bilinguals’ ratings
Research Question 2 asked to what extent the level of overlap of the Spanish collocation
with its English equivalent affected bilinguals’ ratings. As shown in Table 11 and detailed
previously in the methodology, overlap is defined as the degree to which a CV collocation in one
language and its translation equivalent in the other share the same meaning, the same lexical cooccurrence, and the same syntactic structure.
Table 11 Definition of Overlap – Non, Partial, and High
Combination’s degree of
overlap with the other
language

highly
overlapping

partially
overlapping

nonoverlapping

lexical meaning of the whole

yes

yes

yes

primary lexical meaning of the
verb

yes

no

no

lexical meaning of the noun

yes

yes

no

syntactic form

yes

yes

no

Example

run the risk –
correr el riesgo

make a decision –
tomar una decisión

have fun divertirse

As reported in Table 10, neither partial nor high overlap were significant predictors of
rating on their own. However, partial overlap produced a significant two-way interaction with
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log frequency (β= -2.85, SE= 0.95, t(19.27)= -3.00, p< .01), and a significant three-way
interaction with viewing and log frequency β= -2.71, SE= 0.97, t(24.97)= -2.80, p< .01.
Figure 5 illustrates these complex interactions by showing the mean ratings across
overlap categories, by CV and ALT, and across viewings. CV collocations (shown in blue) and
ALT collocations (shown in red) represent higher and lower levels of log frequency and MI,
respectively.

Figure 5 The interaction of overlap with collocation type (CV, ALT) as a predictor of first
generation bilinguals’ (n=16) ratings of Spanish collocations, across viewings
The figure shows that CV collocations were rated significantly higher than ALT
collocations across both viewings. While the CV-ALT distinction was not included as a variable
in the modeling, it represents higher vs. lower levels of log frequency and MI, which were
significant predictors of increases in rating. Level of overlap had no effect on participants’
responses to CV collocations, in either viewing.
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In contrast, it appears that ALT collocations coded as partial were rated significantly
higher (circled in red) in the second viewing. These were collocations whose CV forms are
identical between languages (correr el riesgo – run the risk), but whose verb had been
deliberately altered to differ with English (poner el riesgo – put the risk). To remind the reader,
half the participants saw one sequence of stimuli (“Viewing 1”) and the other saw the reverse
sequence (“Viewing 2”). This means that some participants saw some CV stimuli first, and some
ALT stimuli second, and vice versa. i.e., the participants saw different collocations in each
viewing. The figure above shows the mean averages of ratings of collocations across overlap
categories. For example, it shows that participants rated correr el riesgo (CV) the same, whether
they saw it first or second. On the other hand, if they saw poner el riesgo (ALT) first, they rated
it low. If they saw it second, they tended to rate it higher. It appears that when participants
encountered these ALT collocations in the second viewing, log frequency lost strength as a
predictor. In other words, despite the low log frequencies of these ALT collocations, participants
gave them higher ratings in the second viewing.
It is interesting to consider why participants became more inclined to accept ALT forms
in the second viewing. After having been exposed to a variety of ALT forms in viewing 1, it
appears that participants grew more willing to accept other ALT forms in viewing 2. Viewing 1
indirectly became a kind of input condition during which participants were exposed to some
ALT forms. After receiving this input, it appears that they were more likely to accept other ALT
forms.
As discussed in the methodology, when discussing bilingual speakers’ acceptance of
ALT collocations, we cannot necessarily claim an effect of overlap, or cross-linguistic influence,
because these collocations were either unattested in the corpus, or have such few tokens as to be
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nearly unattested. The main result regarding overlap is that it had no effect on how first
generation bilinguals rated CV collocations. This speaks to the idea of conventionality in
language introduced in Chapter 1; CV collocations represent shared lexical knowledge and are
not subject to cross-linguistic influence in highly proficient speakers. Overlap did, however,
cause participants in this group to be more accepting of ALT forms of collocations. In the case of
first generation bilinguals, we cannot claim that it was a particular level of overlap with English
that caused them to give higher ratings. It seems like the effect of overlap was a more global
consequence of bilingualism; bilinguals have a certain level of cognitive flexibility due to
knowledge of more than one language that can cause them to be more open to variation in
linguistic forms (e.g., Kroll & Bialystok, 2013; Graf Estes & Hay, 2015; Kovács, 2015).
The higher ratings of ALT forms coded as partial does, however, set those forms apart
from the non-overlapping ones, which were not rated higher. This tells us that bilinguals were
more accepting of Spanish ALT forms whose CV counterparts share a similar syntactic structure
with English.
3.3 The effects of demographic and sociolinguistic variables on first generation bilinguals’
ratings
Besides the main effects of log frequency, MI, and overlap, a number of demographic
and sociolinguistic variables predicted variance in the data. The participant’s SES, age of arrival,
and length of residence in the U.S., score on the English Versant, and self-reported input in
English were significant predictors of rating.
For every unit of SES, the estimate of rating went down, β= -0.02, SE= 0.01, t(36.56)=
-3.09, p< .01. First generation speakers as a group had a mean modified SES of 60 on a scale of
1-100, with a range of 48 to 79. To remind the reader, modified SES was a composite score of
the participant’s individual score and parental score (for a detailed description of the
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participants’ sociolinguistic profiles, please refer to Chapter 2, the methodology). Figure 6 below
shows the effect of the participant’s modified SES score on rating. There are two data points for
every participant: the participant’s mean for ratings of CV collocations, and that for ratings of
ALT collocations. There are two regression lines representing the effect on CV vs. ALT
collocations.

Figure 6 Modified SES score as a predictor of first generation bilinguals’ (n=16) ratings of
Spanish collocations, by CV and ALT
The plot shows that only the regression line for ALT collocations slopes downward. This
suggests that the higher SES of first generation speakers, the more critical they were in their
judgments of ALT forms.
In addition, the older a participant was when they arrived in the U.S., the lower the rating
(β= -0.03, SE= 0.01, t(36.56)= -3.30, p< .01) and the longer he or she had spent living here, the
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lower the rating, β= -0.05, SE= 0.01, t(36.56)= -3.48, p< .01. Furthermore, the higher he or she
scored on the English Versant, the lower the rating β= -0.04, SE= 0.01, t(36.56)= -3.33, p< .01.
These predictors suggest that in terms of input, the more Spanish a speaker was exposed
to, the lower they rated ALT collocations. This is expected in an experiment in which half the
stimuli may have been unfamiliar to participants. We might predict that speakers with higher
SES levels have higher levels of education and literacy and thus have more access to privileged
varieties of Spanish, where conventional language is more standardized through print and media.
Higher levels of SES make it more likely that the participant scored better on the English
Versant, also a significant predictor. Furthermore, the older the participant was when they
arrived in the U.S., the more exposure he or she had to Spanish in the home country. Conversely,
the more time a participant has lived in the U.S., the less Spanish he or she has been exposed to.
Taken together however, these results suggest that more input in Spanish led participants to
exhibit more preference for established patterns of conventional collocations.
At the same time, input in English was also a significant predictor of rating, β= 0.25, SE=
0.11, t(36.56)= 2.28, p< .05. The estimate indicates that the more input a participant reported
receiving in English, the higher they rated Spanish collocations. Input in English was measured
on a scale of one to four, and was aggregated from different questions such as interaction with
friends and family, use of English in the workplace and at home, and reading, writing, and
watching television (see Appendix 1, Questionnaire). Figure 7 shows the effect of self-reported
input in English on ratings of Spanish collocations with two mean ratings per participant, one for
CV and one for ALT. First generation bilinguals reported a range starting at 2.5 to 4.
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Figure 7 Self-reported input in English as a predictor of first generation bilinguals’ (n=16)
ratings of Spanish collocations, by CV and ALT
The plot shows that participants who reported a higher level of input in English tended to
rate ALT collocations in Spanish higher. This suggests that the more input a participant had in
English, the more likely he or she was to accept ALT forms of a collocation, and, at the same
time, judge CV forms more critically. In other words, it appears that the gap between ratings of
CV vs. ALT collocations in Spanish narrowed the more input in English a participant received.
This result makes sense in light of the fact that these highly proficient bilinguals live in a
language-contact setting, where English is the majority language. While the effects of the
demographic and sociolinguistic variables suggest that more input in a language (in this case
Spanish) reinforces patterns of conventionality in that language, the result seen here shows that
those established patterns can become weaker the more contact there is to another language.
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3.4 Summary and conclusion: First generation bilinguals, Spanish experiment
The main effects of the model – log frequency, MI, and overlap – all significantly
predicted ratings of Spanish collocations by first generation bilinguals, either independently
and/or in interaction with other variables. With regard to Research Question 1, log frequency was
a significant independent predictor of rating. Log frequency together with MI produced a
significant interaction. Like Spanish monolinguals, first generation bilinguals overwhelmingly
preferred CV forms of the collocation. Also like Spanish monolinguals, there was robust
variability in ratings. Just because a stimulus was categorized as ALT did not mean it received a
low rating (and vice versa – CV stimuli did not necessarily receive high ratings, although there
was much less variability in ratings for CV than for ALT stimuli). This suggests that categorical
labeling of language, in this case collocations, cannot accurately predict speaker behavior.
In terms of Research Question 2, overlap had no effect on participant ratings of CV
collocations. In the second viewing however, ratings of Spanish ALT collocations coded as
partial rose significantly. Rather than analyzing this result as an effect of a particular syntactic or
lexical influence from English, we interpret this increase in ratings as a global effect of
bilingualism, in that speakers were more open to variation in collocational forms. However, input
in English was a significant predictor of rating, causing first generation speakers to rate ALT
collocations in Spanish higher.
Ratings of CV collocations were not impacted by overlap, indicating that they represent
established patterns of lexical knowledge in highly proficient first generation bilinguals. On the
other hand, speakers rated some ALT collocations significantly higher. Ratings of ALT
collocations whose CV forms are non-overlapping with English remained unaffected, suggesting
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that collocations that are syntactically distinct across languages are less likely to be subject to
variation.
Finally, first generation bilinguals’ ratings were predicted by a number of demographic
and sociolinguistic variables. Speakers with higher levels of SES, higher English Versant scores,
an older age of arrival, and a longer length of residence, rated ALT collocations lower. A way of
interpreting this is that the more input a speaker had in Spanish, the more critically they rated the
ALT stimuli. At the same time, the more input in English a speaker reported having, the more
likely they were to accept ALT collocations.
These results lend support to the hypothesis that collocational knowledge in bilinguals is
affected by linguistic input: the more exposure a speaker has to a language, the more established
collocational patterns are reinforced (in the case of more input in Spanish leading to more critical
ratings of Spanish collocations) or, conversely, the more likely it is that established collocational
patterns are prone to variation (in the case of more input in English leading to more acceptance
of ALT collocations, and less acceptance of CV ones). This hypothesis, discussed by researchers
such as Backus (2004, 2005) and Johanson (2002) among others, is also supported by empirical
findings on bilingual collocational knowledge in contact-settings (e.g., Dogruöz & Backus, 2009;
Dogruöz & Gries; 2012, Treffers-Daller, 2011; Verschick, 2007), which show changes to the
minority language as a result of contact to the majority language and the amount of input
speakers are exposed to.
Thus, we argue that acceptance of ALT collocations is not due to a lack of linguistic
knowledge in Spanish. Rather, bilinguals are influenced by input from both their languages. In a
contact setting like NYC, even highly proficient bilinguals who grew up with maximum
exposure to Spanish can be influenced by the majority language, English.
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4. Second generation bilinguals
The results of the final model for second generation bilinguals in the Spanish experiments
are reported in Table 12. There were 21 participants in this group. All were born in NYC or
arrived from a Spanish-speaking country before the age of five. Both parents were from Spanishspeaking countries and Spanish was reported as the home language. There were 966 responses
from second generation bilinguals to the Spanish stimuli.
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Table 12 Summary of mixed effects linear regression model for ratings of Spanish
collocations by second generation bilinguals (n=21)
Estimate Std. Error
df t-value p-value
(Intercept)
4.62
0.30 34.68
15.54 < 0.001 ***
Demographic and Sociolinguistic Variables
SES.modified
0.01
0.01 36.46
1.52
0.14
VersantEnglish
-0.02
0.02 36.46
-1.04
0.31
VersantSpanish
0.05
0.04 36.46
1.17
0.25
Peabody_Standard
0.01
0.02 36.46
0.60
0.55
TVIP_Standard
0.01
0.01 36.46
1.15
0.26
INPUT.ENGLISH
0.59
0.29 36.46
2.04 < 0.05 *
INPUT.SPANISH
0.05
0.21 36.46
0.25
0.80
Experimental Design variables
Viewing
0.16
0.09 79.95
1.80
0.08 .
Main Effects
MI
0.20
0.06 128.14
3.14 < 0.01 **
LogFreq_PM
0.39
0.39 11.76
1.00
0.34
OverlapPartial
-0.58
0.33 28.29
-1.77
0.09 .
OverlapHigh
0.16
0.32 27.33
0.49
0.63
Interactions
Viewing:LogFreq_PM
-0.32
0.11 102.77
-2.98 < 0.01 **
MI:LogFreq_PM
-0.05
0.03 137.29
-1.46
0.15
MI:OverlapPartial
0.05
0.08 68.91
0.64
0.52
MI:OverlapHigh
-0.27
0.09 125.55
-3.13 < 0.01 **
LogFreq_PM:OverlapPartial
-0.06
0.48 13.70
-0.12
0.91
LogFreq_PM:OverlapHigh
0.74
0.50 17.74
1.47
0.16
Formula in R: Rating ~ SES.modified + VersantEnglish + VersantSpanish +
Peabody_Standard + TVIP_Standard + INPUT.ENGLISH + INPUT.SPANISH + Viewing *
MI * LogFreq_PM * Overlap - Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM:Overlap - Viewing:MI:Overlap Viewing:LogFreq_PM:Overlap - Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM - MI:LogFreq_PM:Overlap Viewing:Overlap - Viewing:MI + (MI +
LogFreq_PM + Overlap | Participant_ID) + (MI + LogFreq_PM | Stimulus_Pair)
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4.1 The effects of log frequency and MI on second generation bilinguals’ ratings
The results with respect to Research Question 1 showed that MI score was a significant
independent predictor of rating of Spanish collocations by second generation bilinguals (β=0.20,
SE=0.06, t(128.14)=3.14, p< .01). In addition, there was a significant interaction between MI
and high overlap, which will be analyzed in the next section. Log frequency was not significant
as an independent predictor, but the interaction between log frequency and viewing was
significant, β=-0.32, SE=0.11, t(102.77)=-2.98, p< .01. Overall, the significant effects of log
frequency and MI on participant ratings are consistent across Spanish monolinguals, first
generation bilinguals, and now second generation bilinguals.
In Figure 8, the scatter plot shows the significant effect of MI (shown on the x axis) on
rating (shown on the y axis).

Figure 8 Second generation bilinguals’ (n=21) ratings of Spanish collocations as a function
of collocation MI score and type (CV, ALT)
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The regression line shows an increase in rating for every unit of MI score. There are a
number of striking observations to make here. Firstly, like other groups of Spanish speakers,
second generation bilinguals also preferred CV collocations to ALT ones, in that they rated them
predominately on the upper half of the scale. However, ratings for CV collocations show much
more variability than they do for Spanish monolinguals and first generation bilinguals. Secondly,
the red points representing ALT collocations appear to be evenly dispersed across all the ratings
on the scale. Lastly, the regression line intercepts the y axis at almost the midpoint on the scale.
Taken together, this indicates that a large number of the ALT stimuli, despite low MI scores in
the CDE, were acceptable to second generation bilinguals, suggesting that perhaps the MI scores
from the CDE were not adequately representative of collocations in the participants’ actual input.
We have noted that trying to categorize collocations as CV or ALT would quantitatively
predict that no CV collocation should be rated below 3, and no ALT collocation should be rated
above it. So far the prediction has failed, and the variability seen here by second generation
bilinguals emphasizes even more so that categorical concepts do not adequately describe the
phenomenon of conventionality in language. If we alter the prediction to ask if MI scores of
collocations are able to determine ratings, then the prediction is confirmed by the upward slope
of the regression line, while allowing for variability.
With respect to log frequency, Figure 9 shows its effect in interaction with viewing. The
range of log frequencies of the stimuli is located on the x axis. The plot is divided between the
responses to the stimuli in the first viewing (on the left) and those in the second viewing (on the
right).
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Figure 9 The effects of the interaction of collocation log frequency per million with viewing
on second generation bilinguals’ (n=21) ratings of Spanish collocations
Log frequency, while not significant by itself (p= 0.39), increased the estimate positively,
indicated by the upwards slope of the regression lines. However, in viewing 2 we see that log
frequency lost strength as a predictor, in that the regression line intersects the y axis just over the
mid-point on the scale, becoming flatter. Despite the low frequencies of the ALT stimuli, many
of which were unattested in the CDE, participants rated them on average as acceptable. This
suggests, as is the case for MI, that the values for these stimuli taken from the CDE were not
adequately representative of the values in the participants’ actual input. With regard to viewing
in particular, it seems that second generation bilinguals’ rated ALT collocations even higher after
having been exposed to a number of them in viewing 1.
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4.2 The effects of overlap on second generation bilinguals’ ratings
As reported in Table 12, partial overlap as an independent predictor of rating approached
significance (p= 0.09), while high overlap (p=0.63) was not significant. However, high overlap
did produce a significant two-way interaction with MI
β=-0.27, SE=0.09, t(125.55)=-3.13, p< .01.
In order to study this interaction in more detail, we look at Figure 10, which shows the
group’s mean ratings by CV and ALT, by the three overlap categories, and across viewings.
While viewing only approached significance as an independent predictor (p=.08), the effect of
overlap was seen specifically in viewing 2, as it was for first generation bilinguals.

Figure 10 The interaction of overlap with collocation type (CV, ALT) as a predictor of
second generation bilinguals’ (n=21) ratings of Spanish, across viewings
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The plot shows that CV collocations, representing higher levels of log frequency and MI,
were rated much higher than ALT ones, and that the significant interaction between high overlap
and MI had no effect on ratings of CV collocations, in either viewing. The interaction appears
only to have affected ratings of ALT collocations coded as high (circled in red) in the second
viewing. These were collocations whose CV forms differ with English in terms of the verb (e.g.,
tomar una decisión), but whose verbs were deliberately altered to be direct translations from
English (e.g., hacer una decisión – make a decision).
In contrast to first generation bilinguals, who were overall more conservative in their
ratings of ALT collocations, but who nevertheless showed some variability in their responses, it
appears that second generation bilinguals were much more accepting overall of ALT
collocations, rating them at the mid-point and above on the scale. This indicates that the Spanish
collocational knowledge of second generation bilinguals is much more varied than that of the
first generation. Moreover, while we attribute the acceptance of ALT collocations to an overall
effect of bilingualism, it appears that in this case, second generation bilinguals accepted ALT
collocations that were direct translations from English, e.g. hacer una decisión (M=4.6, SD=1.9)
as CV collocations.
To visualize the interaction between high overlap and MI from another perspective,
Figure 11 shows the effect of MI on ratings (on the y axis) across overlap categories (on the x
axis). This time, the data from both viewings is collapsed into one scatter plot.
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Figure 11 The interaction of overlap and collocation MI score as a predictor of second
generation bilinguals’ (n=21) ratings of Spanish collocations
The effect of MI is the same across the non- and partially overlapping categories, i.e., the
higher the MI score of a Spanish collocation, the higher the rating, regardless of its translation
equivalent in English. However, when participants encountered ALT collocations coded as high,
which were direct translations from English, the variable of MI lost considerable strength as a
predictor of rating. In other words, the low MI scores of these ALT collocations would otherwise
produce lower ratings, but in the case of direct translation alternatives, participants actually rated
them higher. This is evident from the regression line intercept at nearly 4 on the scale, flattening
the slope considerably.
Table 13 lists the mean ratings of ALT stimuli coded as high that received a rating of 3 or
above. Standard deviations are listed in parentheses.
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Table 13 Mean ratings of second generation bilinguals’ (n=21) for ALT collocations that
are direct translation from English
Stimulus
tomar un paso
tomar un viaje
tomar una vuelta
hacer una decisión
tomar un salto
tener un café
jugar música

Mean Rating
5.4 (1.1)
5.4 (1.1)
4.9 (1.4)
4.6 (1.9)
3.8 (1.8)
3.3 (1.9)
3.0 (2.0)

English equivalent
take a step
take a trip
take a walk, a stroll
make a decision
take a leap
have a coffee
play music

Spanish CV form
dar un paso
hacer un viaje
dar una vuelta
tomar una decisión
dar un salto
tomar un café
tocar música

Tomar un paso and tomar un viaje received the highest ratings of any ALT collocations.
It is interesting to note that while the majority of these highly rated collocations had
delexicalized verbs (e.g., tomar, hacer), there was one that had a lexical verb, jugar. One might
expect collocation equivalents with delexicalized verbs in both languages to be more subject to
cross-linguistic influence because they are so highly frequent, however we show here with this
one example that collocations with lexical verbs can also elicit high ratings.
As mentioned previously, the log frequencies and MI scores of these ALT stimuli came
from the CDE. In many cases, the ALT stimuli created did not exist in the corpus, and an MI
score was calculated for them based on a Laplacean smoothed frequency of one occurrence in
the corpus5. The reduced effect of MI score on the ratings of direct translation ALT collocations
(hacer una decisión – make a decision), as well as the reduced effect of log frequency in viewing
2 indicates that these low levels did not prevent this group from rating them above the mid-point

5

As explained in the methodology, the calculation for MI score artificially inflates scores of rarely occurring
collocations in small corpora (the CDE is currently 4,233,058 words), and would have thus skewed the data by
giving very high MI scores to the unattested ALT stimuli. To rectify this, we scaled up the MI scores of the
unattested Spanish stimuli to reflect an occurrence of one in 109,391,643 words, which is the current size of the
English corpus, COCA. In this way, the MI scores of the unattested Spanish ALT stimuli were calculated using the
same formula as the unattested English ALT stimuli.
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on the scale. This strongly suggests that these collocations were familiar to second generation
speakers, and that they are possibly conventionalized in their lexicon.
4.3. The effects of demographic and sociolinguistic variables on second generation
bilinguals’ ratings
In addition to significant main effects and interactions reported in the model, participants’
self-reported input in English was found to significantly account for variance in the data, β=0.59,
SE=0.29, t(36.46)=2.04, p< .05. This result is consistent with the data from first generation
bilinguals, which showed that the more input a participant reported receiving in English, the
higher they rated ALT collocations in Spanish. Figure 12 shows the effect of self-reported input
in English on ratings of Spanish collocations. There are two means per participant, indicating CV
and ALT. On a scale of 1 to 4, second generation bilinguals reported a range of input from 2.8 to
4.

Figure 12 Self-reported input in English as a predictor of second generation bilinguals’
(n=21) ratings of Spanish collocations, by CV and ALT
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The plot shows that input in English did not affect ratings of CV collocations in Spanish.
However, the more input in English a participant reported being exposed to, whether at home,
school, work, interacting with friends, watching television, etc., the higher they rated ALT
collocations in Spanish. This is a similar pattern to that of first generation bilinguals, who
showed that the more input they received in English, the more the gap between CV and ALT
collocations in Spanish narrowed. However, perhaps the reason that input in English did not
affect second generation bilinguals’ ratings of CV collocations is because the gap between CV
and ALT in their case was not as large; second generation bilinguals did not rate CV collocations
as high as first generation bilinguals. In sum, this is an expected result from second generation
bilinguals, given that they have grown up in NYC, an English-majority environment, which has
had a unique influence on the Spanish spoken here.
4.4 Summary and conclusion: second generation bilinguals, Spanish experiment
The results for second generation bilinguals show that MI score was a significant
predictor of participants’ collocational knowledge in Spanish, both independently and in
interaction with other variables. Log frequency was a significant predictor in interaction with
viewing. Overall, the higher a collocation’s log frequency and MI, the better it was rated.
In terms of overlap, it had no effect on participant ratings of CV collocations in any
category, either as an independent variable or in interaction with other variables. However, high
overlap significantly interacted with MI. We saw in Figure 10 that when participants encountered
ALT collocations that were direct translations from English, e.g., hacer una decisión, ratings
increased, particularly in the second viewing, despite low MI scores. While viewing only
approached significance as an independent predictor, it did significantly interact with log
frequency, reducing its strength. Taken together, this shows that, as with first generation
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bilinguals, second generation bilinguals were significantly more likely to rate ALT collocations
higher after having been exposed to them in viewing 1.
The log frequency and MI scores of ALT collocations like hacer una decisión
from the corpus could be very different than the actual levels of these properties in the speakers’
input and usage. The extremely high ratings of some of the ALT stimuli (at nearly the very top of
the scale) suggests that second generation speakers were familiar with these collocations and
may even use them in their productive language. We see that using a corpus such as the CDE has
its limitations, in that the language of the corpus does not necessarily reflect the language of
participants. We conclude then, that collocations such as tomar un paso, tomar un viaje, tomar
una vuelta and hacer una decisión were accepted as legitimate collocations by second generation
bilinguals and possibly widely used in the Spanish of New York.
5. Latin American bilinguals
The results of the final model for Latin American bilinguals in the Spanish experiments
are reported in Table 14. The participants in this group resided in San Juan, Puerto Rico. They
were all born and raised in San Juan, and both parents were Puerto Rican Spanish speakers. All
reported having Spanish as a home language, and were assessed as being highly proficient
speakers of English. Since there were only nine participants in this group, the interpretation of
the results is limited, especially with regard to the sociolinguistic variables, which will not be
reported on. However, the many similarities in Latin American bilinguals’ responses to the data
regarding the main variables of log frequency, MI, and overlap follow similar patterns to the
other groups and lend support to the overall results of the Spanish experiments. In total, there
were 414 responses from this group of speakers, n=9.6

6

There were originally eleven participants. Two were excluded from the modeling, one due to outlier responses, and
one due to missing demographic data.
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Table 14 Summary of mixed effects linear regression model for ratings of Spanish
collocations by Latin American bilinguals (n=9)
Estimate Std. Error
df t-value
(Intercept)
2.70
0.53
93.50
5.10
Demographic and Sociolinguistic variables
SES.modified
0.02
0.00 348.90
5.33
VersantEnglish
0.17
0.04 348.90
3.91
VersantSpanish
0.26
0.08 348.90
3.27
Peabody_Standard
0.03
0.01 348.90
3.74
TVIP_Standard
-0.12
0.03 348.90
-4.85
INPUT.ENGLISH
-0.82
0.38 348.90
-2.16
INPUT.SPANISH
0.23
0.28 348.90
0.84
Experimental Design variables
Viewing
1.34
0.50
34.80
2.66
Main Effects
MI
0.77
0.24
15.00
3.28
LogFreq_PM
0.30
0.53
9.10
0.57
OverlapPartial
-0.21
0.59
78.50
-0.35
OverlapHigh
0.85
0.61
85.70
1.39
Interactions
Viewing:MI
-0.57
0.22
19.00
-2.56
Viewing:LogFreq_PM
0.76
0.43
6.80
1.78
MI:LogFreq_PM
0.57
0.25
37.90
2.27
Viewing:OverlapPartial
-1.56
0.57
38.70
-2.73
Viewing:OverlapHigh
-1.21
0.58
41.20
-2.07
MI:OverlapPartial
-0.53
0.26
18.90
-2.04
MI:OverlapHigh
-0.79
0.28
21.50
-2.86
LogFreq_PM:OverlapPartial
0.30
0.70
17.90
0.44
LogFreq_PM:OverlapHigh
1.55
0.65
15.50
2.37
Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM
-0.66
0.25
36.90
-2.59
Viewing:MI:OverlapPartial
0.73
0.25
24.00
2.95
Viewing:MI:OverlapHigh
0.59
0.27
27.80
2.20
Viewing:LogFreq_PM:OverlapPartial
-1.27
0.64
19.20
-2.01
Viewing:LogFreq_PM:OverlapHigh
-1.58
0.59
17.00
-2.69
MI:LogFreq_PM:OverlapPartial
-0.27
0.26
37.80
-1.05
MI:LogFreq_PM:OverlapHigh
-0.44
0.33
45.80
-1.33
Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM:Overlap
Partial
0.83
0.27
36.80
3.13
Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM:Overlap
High
0.68
0.33
42.20
2.05

p-value
<0.001 ***
<0.001
<0.001
< 0.01
<0.001
<0.001
< 0.05
0.40

***
***
**
***
***
*

< 0.05 *
< 0.01 **
0.58
0.73
0.17
< 0.05
0.12
< 0.05
< 0.01
< 0.05
0.06
< 0.01
0.67
< 0.05
< 0.05
< 0.01
< 0.05
0.06
< 0.05
0.30
0.19

*
*
**
*
.
**
*
*
**
*
.
*

< 0.01 **
< 0.05 *
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Formula in R: Rating ~ SES.modified + VersantEnglish + VersantSpanish + Peabody_Standard +
TVIP_Standard + INPUT.ENGLISH + INPUT.SPANISH + Viewing * MI * LogFreq_PM *
Overlap + (MI + LogFreq_PM + Overlap | Participant_ID) + (MI + LogFreq_PM | Stimulus_Pair)
5.1 The effects of log frequency and MI on Latin American bilinguals’ ratings
The model of Latin American bilinguals’ data is very large, with complex four-way
interactions between all the main effects of viewing, MI, log frequency and partial overlap
(β=0.83, SE=0.27, t(36.80)=3.13, p< .01), as well as with high overlap (β=0.68, SE=0.33,
t(42.20)=2.05, p< .05). Such complex interactions are difficult to interpret and therefore we will
focus only on the significant main effects and relevant smaller interactions.
MI was an significant independent predictor of Latin American bilinguals’ ratings,
β=0.77, SE=0.24, t(15.00)=3.28, p< .01. Log frequency did not independently predict rating, but
was significant in interaction with MI, β=0.57, SE=0.25, t(37.90)= 2.27, p< .05. Figure 13 shows
the effect of MI on rating.
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Figure 13 Latin American bilinguals’ (n=9) ratings of Spanish collocations as a function of
collocation MI score and type (CV, ALT)
The scatterplot shows a nearly identical picture of the data to that of the other groups.
Ratings for CV collocations are mainly clustered at the very top of the scale, with some minor
variability. Ratings for ALT collocations show more variability and are dispersed throughout the
scale, although the majority are clustered at the bottom. The regression line has a steep slope,
indicating that ratings increased sharply by every unit of MI.
Next, Figure 14 shows the effect of log frequency.

Figure 14 Latin American bilinguals’ (n=9) ratings of Spanish collocations as a function of
collocation log frequency per million and type (CV, ALT)
Latin American bilinguals overwhelmingly preferred collocations with higher levels of
log frequency and MI to those with lower levels. However, as before, the labels CV and ALT did
not predict speaker behavior in that there was considerable variability, especially with regard to
ratings of ALT collocations. While casting the distinction in less categorical terms, i.e., higher
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vs. lower levels of log frequency and MI, does predict speaker behavior to a greater degree, it
still cannot account for all the variability.
5.2 The effects of overlap on Latin American bilinguals’ ratings
Overlap was not a significant predictor of rating on its own. However, high overlap
significantly interacted with both log frequency (β=1.55, SE=0.65, t(15.50)=2.37, p< .05) and
MI, β=-0.79, SE=0.28, t(21.50)=-2.86, p< .01. Partial overlap was only significant in more
complex three- and four-way interactions. Figure 15 shows the mean ratings by CV and ALT and
by overlap category (x axis) on rating (y axis).

Figure 15 The interaction of overlap with collocation type (CV, ALT) as a predictor of
Latin American bilinguals’ (n=9) ratings of Spanish collocations, across viewings
Overlap had no effect on ratings of CV collocations across viewings, nor on ratings of
ALT collocations in the first viewing. However, like second generation bilinguals, ALT
collocations that were direct translation equivalents from English such as hacer una decisión
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(circled in red) were rated significantly higher in the second viewing. The significant interaction
between high overlap and MI can be seen here, in that the otherwise positive effect of MI on
rating was significantly reduced when the participants judged ALT forms coded as high in the
second viewing. This also illustrates the significant interaction between MI and viewing, which
shows that the effect of MI was weakened in viewing 2, β=-0.57, SE=0.22, t(19.00)=-2.56, p<
.05.
Specifically, the ALT collocations tomar un viaje (M=4.0, SD=2.2) (‘take a trip’,
corresponding to the CV hacer un viaje), tomar un paso (M=3.8, SD=2.3) (‘take a step’,
corresponding to the CV dar un paso), and hacer una decisión (M=3.0, SD=1.39), corresponding
to the CV tomar una decisión), were judged particularly high on the scale. These are the same
collocations that were highly rated by second generation bilinguals. It appears that some ALT
collocations were clearly acceptable not only to second generation bilinguals, but to Latin
American bilinguals as well, suggesting that the MI scores taken from the CDE may not reflect
speakers’ actual input and usage.
Latin American bilinguals share in common with second generation bilinguals that they
have been speakers of both English and Spanish since childhood. While the majority language of
their respective cities is different, the two groups may be more similar than different, in terms of
having been child bilinguals, as opposed to the first generation group. This is not necessarily a
surprising result, given that Puerto Rico has a long history of English-Spanish language contact
and that influence from English on the Spanish of Puerto Rico is well documented (e.g., de
Granda, 1972; Morales, 2001; Bullock, Serigos & Toribio, 2016).
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5.3 Summary and conclusion: Latin American bilinguals, Spanish experiment
The small number of participants in the Latin American bilingual group limits the
interpretation of results. However, MI was shown to be a significant predictor of Latin American
bilinguals’ ratings, while log frequency was significant in interaction with MI.
In terms of overlap, when participants encountered ALT collocations that were direct
translations from English, the positive effect of MI on rating was significantly reduced. This is
likely because a number of highly overlapping ALT stimuli were acceptable to speakers,
indicating that there may be a mismatch between MI scores from the CDE and what would be
found in speakers’ actual input and use.
These results, although taken from a small pool of participants, bolster the validity of the
findings from other groups, in that they show that Latin American bilinguals followed similar
patterns to those of Spanish monolinguals and first and second generation bilinguals with respect
to the effects of the main variables investigated.
6.0 Synthesis of the results, post-hoc analysis and conclusions: Spanish experiments
6.1 Research Question 1: The effects of log frequency and MI
Research Question 1 asked to what extent, if any, two statistical properties – log
frequency and MI – affected ratings of Spanish collocations. The results showed that log
frequency and MI were significant predictors of speakers’ ratings of Spanish collocations across
all groups, either independently and/or in interaction with each other. The effects were positive:
the higher the level of log frequency and MI of a collocation, the higher the rating.
Figures 16 and 17 show the significant effects of log frequency and MI, respectively, on
ratings of Spanish collocations, by group.
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Figure 16 Ratings of Spanish collocations as a function of collocation log frequency per
million, all groups
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Figure 17 Ratings of Spanish collocations as a function of collocation MI score, all groups
The regression lines in both figures are nearly identical in slope for Spanish
monolinguals, first generation bilinguals, and Latin American bilinguals, adding weight to the
earlier analyses by individual group of the significant effect of the variables. While the
regression lines for second generation bilinguals (shown in green) illustrate a significant
increase, it is striking how reduced the effects were for this group in particular. It is clear that
these reduced effects, seen by the much flatter regression lines, are reflected in the high ratings
second generation bilinguals gave to ALT collocations, leaving us to consider if many of the socalled ALT collocations we created were, in fact, familiar to them.
This leads us to the question of conventionality. Collocations with higher levels of log
frequency and MI corresponded to what we labeled as ‘CV’. In order to be labeled CV, the
collocation had to be listed in a dictionary of collocations and occur at least five times per
million words in the CDE. Collocations that we created for the purposes of the experiment were
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labeled ‘ALT’. They were not listed in a collocations dictionary and had correspondingly lower
levels of log frequency and MI in the CDE. In fact, many did not occur in the CDE at all and had
to be assigned frequencies and MI scores.
The results showed that Spanish speakers across all groups – mono- and bilingual –
overwhelmingly preferred CV collocations to ALT ones. Regardless of the differences in the
amount of Spanish input, speakers across all groups generally rated CV collocations above a 3 on
the scale and ALT collocations below 3. In addition, there was relatively little variability in
ratings of CV collocations compared to ALT ones, indicating that speakers are very much in
agreement on which collocations are acceptable. This suggests that there are certain collocational
patterns that represent shared lexical knowledge across different varieties of Spanish and types of
speakers. However, it should be noted that among first generation bilinguals, the more English
they reported being exposed to in their daily lives, the lower they rated CV collocations in
Spanish, and the higher they rated ALT collocations, in effect, narrowing the gap between CV
and ALT. This suggests that cross-linguistic influence in a language contact environment could
potentially change CV patterns.
To test whether there were any significant differences between the groups in how they
rated CV vs. ALT collocations, two post-hoc pair-wise t-tests were performed. Figure 18 shows
each group’s mean rating (on the y axis) by CV and ALT collocations (on the x axis).
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Figure 18 Mean ratings of Spanish collocations by CV and ALT, all groups
The results showed that in mean ratings of CV collocations in Spanish, there was no
significant difference between the groups. In contrast, in mean ratings of ALT collocations,
second generation bilinguals rated ALT collocations on average significantly higher than first
generation bilinguals (M=3.3, SD=0.7, t(63)=7.36, p< .001), Latin American bilinguals (M=3.3,
SD=0.7, t(63)=-4.38, p< .001), and Spanish monolinguals, M=3.3, SD=0.7, t(63)=-4.62, p<
.001. Interestingly, first generation bilinguals rated ALT collocations significantly lower than
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Spanish monolinguals, M=1.5, SD=0.4, t(63)=2.98, p< .05. It appears that although first
generation speakers are bilinguals, they were more conservative in their approach to ALT
collocations than Spanish monolinguals were. Latin American bilinguals’ ratings of ALT
collocations did not significantly differ from those of first generation bilinguals or Spanish
monolinguals ratings.
The significant variability between groups in ratings of ALT collocations underscores an
important result of the study, namely that all speakers showed variability in their responses to
ALT collocations. In labeling collocations as CV or ALT, we tested a prediction, namely that
speakers would rate CV collocations on the upper half of the scale, above 3, and ALT
collocations on the lower half of the scale, below 3. As mentioned previously, this prediction was
not confirmed for any group: all participants showed variability in that they rated some ALT
collocations above 3, and to a lesser extent, some CV collocations below 3. In other words, we
found that neither bilinguals nor monolinguals produced categorical judgments of acceptability.
Thinking about the categories of CV and ALT quantitatively, in terms of levels of log
frequency and MI, we tested a prediction that speakers would rate collocations with higher levels
of log frequency and MI on the upper half of the scale, and those with lower levels on the lower
half. This prediction was generally confirmed, with the exception of the variability we observed,
particularly with respect to ALT collocations.
Another general expectation was that the different amount of aggregate input in Spanish,
meaning the overall amount that speakers have been exposed to over the course of their lives,
would lead to different outcomes in their judgments of collocations. Specifically, we expected
that bilinguals, being highly proficient speakers of two languages, would be more accepting of
ALT collocations. In fact, second generation speakers were very accepting, while first generation
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speakers generally were not. We also expected that monolinguals would reject ALT collocations
entirely; however, they exhibited robust variability. Thus, the predictions made with respect to
input and variability did not categorically align with our results.
To summarize, all Spanish speakers in the study preferred CV to ALT collocations,
consisting of higher levels of log frequency and MI scores. However, all speakers also exhibited
variability, to varying degrees; many ALT collocations were judged as acceptable (above 3 on
the scale). There was comparably much less variability in judgments of CV collocations. Second
generation speakers stood out in that they rated ALT collocations the highest of any group.
6.2 Research Question 2: the effects of overlap
Research Question 2 asked to what extent the equivalency between Spanish collocations
and their English equivalents affected bilingual speakers’ judgments. Focusing on this variable in
particular was crucial to understanding speakers’ collocational knowledge because we
understand from psycholinguistic studies that the bilingual’s languages constitute a unified
network of knowledge. We also know from the language contact research that in contact settings
the majority language has the potential to introduce unique variation into the minority language.
With regard to collocational knowledge, this means specifically that bilinguals may know
distinct collocational patterns, some of which are identical between languages in meaning,
lexical co-occurrence, and form (‘high overlap’, e.g., run the risk – correr el riesgo), some of
which are similar but not identical (‘partial overlap’, e.g., make a decision – tomar una decisión),
and some which exist in only one language (‘non-overlap’, e.g., make a mistake – equivocarse).
Our prediction was that overlap would be a significant predictor of rating in the language
of less input, i.e., second generation bilinguals in particular would show significant effects of
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overlap in Spanish. Specifically, we hypothesized that ALT collocations like hacer una decisión,
which are direct translations from English, may be an area of variability in the data.
The results show that overlap had no effect on ratings of CV collocations, suggesting that
CV collocations represent shared lexical knowledge among different groups of speakers.
However, overlap was a significant predictor of rating of ALT collocations across all bilingual
groups, regardless of amount of input, both independently and in interaction with other variables.
The effect of overlap was observed in viewing 2 for all groups, which raises the question of
whether it can be interpreted as cross-linguistic influence and/or bilingual variability, or whether
it is somehow due to the effects of viewing. The fact that viewing was not an independent
predictor in any of the models (except in the model for Latin American bilinguals, which had a
very small number of participants and is thus difficult to interpret), as well as the fact that it
interacted with overlap in one very specific way, consistently across all the groups, leads us to
conclude that its effect was not significant.
As discussed in the methodology, in our discussion of how speakers reacted to ALT
collocations, we do not want to claim that acceptance of ALT collocations was a result of a
specific aspect of cross-linguistic influence, because the ALT collocations we created for the
purposes of the study were either very rare or unattested in the CDE. However, we do make that
claim with respect to those ALT collocations that were direct translations from English, e.g.,
hacer una decisión, because in a language contact setting like NYC, such collocations are likely
to exist. Where there were higher ratings of ALT collocations that were not direct translations,
we interpret overlap in a more global sense, i.e., in the sense of bilinguals being more flexible in
their linguistic judgments as a result of their knowledge of more than one language. Thus, when
interpreting the results of overlap here, our prediction, that second generation bilinguals were
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uniquely influenced by ALT collocations like hacer una decisión, was confirmed. This was also
the case for Latin American bilinguals.
Figure 19 below shows the results of a pair-wise t-test by overlap and by group. The
collapsed means across viewings of each group are shown for CV and ALT collocations, across
overlap categories.
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Figure 19 Mean ratings of Spanish collocations by CV and ALT and overlap, bilingual
groups
The results of the t-test show that there were no significant differences between groups in
ratings of CV collocations across overlap categories. The non-significance between the bilingual
groups in their ratings of different types of CV collocations underscores an important point, i.e.,
in the case of highly proficient bilinguals, cross-linguistic influence and amount of input play no
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role in collocational knowledge: CV collocations are entrenched receptive lexical knowledge,
across different types of Spanish speakers.
In contrast, there were significant differences between some groups in their ratings of
ALT collocations across overlap categories. In particular, second generation bilinguals rated
ALT collocations coded as high, which were direct translations from English like hacer una
decisión, significantly higher than first generation bilinguals (M=3.9, SD=2.0, t(63)=8.69, p<
.001), Latin American bilinguals (M=3.9, SD=2.0, t(63)=-5.06, p< .001), and Spanish
monolinguals, M=3.9, SD=2.0, t(63)=-6.39, p< .001. Second generation bilinguals also rated
ALT collocations coded as partial and non significantly higher than the other groups.
With regard to ALT collocations, it appears that cross-linguistic influence and amount of
input do play a role, as evidenced by the significant differences between the bilingual groups and
the significant role of input in English as a predictor of rating for both first and second
generation bilinguals. Second generation bilinguals, having had the most input in English of any
group, rated Spanish ALT collocations higher than any other group, and specifically, ALT
collocations that were direct translations from English. We conclude that the variability
displayed by bilinguals is indicative of influence from English on their Spanish, and suggests
that collocations that are direct translations from English may be used by speakers in the Spanish
of New York. The results of the Spanish experiments will be discussed in more detail in the final
chapter, from the perspective of language contact, as well as from constructionist, usage-based
theories of language.
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Chapter 4: Results of the English experiments
1. Introduction
The four English experiments consist of data collected from four groups of participants:
15 English monolinguals, 16 first generation bilinguals, 21 second generation bilinguals and 9
Latin American bilinguals. There were 58 stimuli, 29 conventional (CV) collocations (e.g., learn
a lesson) and 29 alternative (ALT) collocations (e.g., study a lesson). Altogether, the
experiments produced 3,538 responses from a total of 61 participants.
The research questions were the same for the English experiments as they were for the
Spanish experiments. Research Question 1 asked to what extent the log frequency and MI scores
of the stimuli in the COCA predicted the ratings of these four groups of speakers. Research
Question 2 investigated what effects, if any, were due to overlap between the English collocation
and its Spanish equivalent.
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2. English monolinguals
The results of the final model for English monolinguals are reported in Table 15 below.
There were 15 participants in this group and 870 responses.
Table 15 Summary of mixed effects linear regression model for ratings of collocations by
English monolinguals (n=15)

(Intercept)
SES.modified
Viewing
MI
LogFreq_PM
MI:LogFreq_PM

Estimate Std. Error
df t-value p-value
3.53
0.14 45.48
24.84 < 0.001 ***
Sociolinguistic and Demographic variables
0.00
0.00 15.4
-0.96
0.35
Experimental Design variables
-0.16
0.12 38.33
-1.41
0.17
Main Effects
0.36
0.05 20.54
7.04 < 0.001 ***
1.34
0.23 25.77
5.80 < 0.001 ***
Interactions
0.10
0.02 31.07
3.87 < 0.001 ***

Formula in R: Rating ~ SES.modified + Viewing * MI * LogFreq_PM Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM - Viewing:MI -Viewing:LogFreq_PM + (MI + LogFreq_PM |
Participant_ID) + (MI + LogFreq_PM | Stimulus_Pair)
2.1 The effects of log frequency and MI on English monolinguals’ ratings
In terms of Research Question 1, which asked to what extent the log frequency levels and
MI scores of collocations found in the COCA predicted rating, the results showed that both log
frequency (β=1.34, SE=0.23, t(25.77)= 5.80, p< .001) and MI (β=0.36, SE=0.05, t(20.54)= 7.04,
p< .001) were significant predictors of English monolinguals’ ratings. There was also a
significant interaction between the two main effects, (β=0.10, SE=0.02, t(31.07)= 3.87, p< .001.
These results are nearly identical to the results of the Spanish experiments, suggesting that log
frequency and MI are significant predictors of collocational knowledge across languages.
In Figure 20, the scatter plot shows the significant effect of log frequency on rating by
CV and ALT stimuli. Here, log frequency is represented on the x axis with a range from -2.04 to
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2, and rating is represented on the y axis with a range from 1 to 6. The log frequency range of
CV stimuli was 0.63 – 2.0, while for ALT stimuli it was -2.04 – 1.10. As in previous figures,
each point on the plot represents a cluster of ratings. The blue dots represent ratings for CV
collocations (e.g., learn a lesson), while the red dots represent ratings for ALT collocations (e.g.,
study a lesson).

Figure 20 English monolinguals’ (n=15) ratings of collocations as a function of collocation
log frequency per million and type (CV, ALT)
The regression line slopes upward, indicating that for every unit of log frequency, rating
increased. We see that the great majority of CV stimuli are tightly clustered in the upper right
hand corner of the scale. This illustrates that CV collocations are composed of higher levels of
log frequency than ALT collocations. The majority of CV collocations also received the highest
rating, 6. The majority of responses to ALT collocations were at 1 and 2. At the same time,
English monolinguals, just like their Spanish-speaking counterparts, showed variability in their
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responses, with some ALT stimuli rated at 3 or above on the scale. In contrast, there was much
less variability in responses to CV collocations.
Figure 21 shows the significant effect of MI score on rating. MI score is represented on
the x axis with a range from -11.39 to 7.20, and rating is represented on the y axis. CV stimuli
had a range of MI scores from 0.97 to 7.20; for ALT stimuli the range was -11.39 to 2.28. The
large negative range for MI score was because there were three unattested ALT collocations in
the corpus whose MIs had to be calculated based on one occurrence in 109,391,643 words. An
occurrence of one in such a large corpus inevitably produces a large disassociated score.

Figure 21 English monolinguals’ (n=15) ratings of collocations as a function of collocation
MI score and type (CV, ALT)
As for log frequency, the regression line here also has a steep slope. The majority of
ratings for CV collocations are clustered at 5 and 6 on the scale, while those for ALT
collocations are more evenly distributed across the lower half of the scale. There is, however,
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variability. Ratings for ALT collocations, while primarily below 3, are present at the upper half
of the scale. There is much less variability for CV responses.
2.2 Summary and conclusion: English monolinguals
The results of the English monolingual experiment showed log frequency and MI to be
significant predictors of rating. These two variables also produced a significant positive
interaction. The results add confirmation to a pattern already established by the results of the
Spanish experiments, namely that speakers have a strong preference for collocations with higher
levels of log frequency and MI than for those with lower levels. Collocations with higher levels
of log frequency and MI correspond to those stimuli we have labeled CV, while those with lower
levels tend to correspond to stimuli we have labeled ALT. The labels of CV and ALT, as
explained in detail in our methodology, were used for the purposes of experimental design, but
also to see if categorical classifications of collocations could be applied to the data. We see that
so far in all cases, including here with English monolinguals, the prediction that all CV stimuli
will be rated above 3 and all ALT stimuli below 3 was not confirmed. We do not see categorical
judgments by English monolinguals according to these classifications.
However, we can confirm the prediction that speakers prefer collocations with higher
levels of log frequency and MI. We can now speak of collocational knowledge based on
properties of the linguistic input, as opposed to descriptive labels. Yet even here we can only
speak of preferences: English monolinguals displayed considerable amounts of variability in
their responses to ALT collocations. This suggests that while speakers generally follow
conventionalized patterns, they are nonetheless willing to accept a collocation they may have
never heard before.
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3. First generation bilinguals
The results of the final model for first generation bilinguals in the English experiment are
reported in Table 16. There were 16 participants in this group, resulting in 928 responses.
The main effects of log frequency, MI, and high overlap were all significant predictors of
rating, both alone and in interactions. In addition, participants’ self-reported input in Spanish and
their scores on the English Versant were shown to significantly account for variance in the data.
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Table 16 Summary of mixed effects linear regression model for ratings of English
collocations by first generation bilinguals

(Intercept)
SES.modified
AOA.in.US
LOR.in.US
VersantEnglish
Peabody_Standard
TVIP_Standard
INPUT.ENGLISH
INPUT.SPANISH

Estimate Std. Error
df t-value p-value
3.02
0.20 32.12
15.41 < 0.001 ***
Demographic and Sociolinguistic variables
-0.01
0.01 228.06
-1.49
0.14
-0.01
0.01 228.06
-1.66
0.10 .
0.00
0.01 228.06
-0.29
0.77
-0.03
0.01 228.06
-2.30 < 0.05 *
0.00
0.01 228.06
-0.38
0.70
0.03
0.02 228.06
1.29
0.20
0.03
0.10 228.06
0.31
0.76
0.32
0.11 228.06
2.84 < 0.01 **

Experimental Design variables
Viewing
0.30
0.15
Main Effects
MI
0.70
0.07
LogFreq_PM
0.57
0.45
OverlapPartial
0.11
0.28
OverlapHigh
0.66
0.26
Interactions
Viewing:MI
0.01
0.04
Viewing:LogFreq_PM
-0.20
0.12
MI:LogFreq_PM
0.16
0.03
Viewing:OverlapPartial
0.02
0.24
Viewing:OverlapHigh
-0.32
0.22
MI:OverlapPartial
-0.42
0.09
MI:OverlapHigh
-0.56
0.08
LogFreq_PM:OverlapPartial
0.75
0.55
LogFreq_PM:OverlapHigh
1.39
0.55

40.41

1.94

0.06 .

43.09
16.67
42.95
38.65

10.56 < 0.001 ***
1.28
0.22
0.38
0.71
2.53 < 0.05 *

27.26
30.35
23.51
26.02
32.70
32.62
20.80
17.62
16.64

0.23
0.82
-1.74
0.09 .
5.52 < 0.001 ***
0.10
0.92
-1.44
0.16
-4.65 < 0.001 ***
-6.64 < 0.001 ***
1.34
0.20
2.54 < 0.05 *

Formula in R: Rating ~ SES.modified + AOA.in.US + LOR.in.US + VersantEnglish +
VersantSpanish + Peabody_Standard + TVIP_Standard + INPUT.ENGLISH +
INPUT.SPANISH + Viewing * MI * LogFreq_PM * Overlap Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM:Overlap - Viewing:MI:Overlap -Viewing:LogFreq_PM:Overlap Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM - MI:LogFreq_PM:Overlap + (MI + LogFreq_PM + Overlap |
Participant_ID) + (MI + LogFreq_PM | Stimulus_Pair)
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3.1 The effects of log frequency and MI on first generation bilinguals’ ratings
With respect to the first research question, the results showed that MI (β=0.70, SE=0.07,
t(43.09)= 10.56, p< .001) was a significant independent predictor of first generation bilinguals’
ratings of English collocations. Log frequency was not significant as an independent predictor,
but produced a significant interaction with MI, β=0.16, SE=0.03, t(23.51)= 5.52, p< .001.
Figure 22 shows the effect of MI on the responses by CV and ALT of first generation
bilinguals.

Figure 22 First generation bilinguals’ ratings (n=16) of English collocations as a function of
MI score and type (CV, ALT)
The regression line shows a positive upward slope. Participants rated CV collocations
at the highest point on the scale with some variation. Very few CV stimuli were rated below a 3.
In contrast, ALT collocations received varied responses. The majority of dark red clusters can be
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seen at 1 and 2 on the scale; however, quite a few responses fell at 3 or above, suggesting that for
first generation bilinguals, some ALT stimuli were acceptable. Notably, there are several clusters
of dark red points at 6 on the scale.
Next, Figure 23 shows the effects of log frequency:

Figure 23 First generation bilinguals’ ratings (n=16) of English collocations as a function of
collocation log frequency per million and type (CV, ALT)
The regression line slopes upwards, indicating a positive effect on rating for every unit
of the variable. There is a high concentration of blue points at the very top of the scale, showing
uniformity among participant ratings of CV collocations. While most of the ratings of ALT
collocations fall at the lowest ends of the scale, variation does exist, notably even at the highest
rating on the scale. As with English monolinguals, there is much less variability in responses to
CV collocations. These results, along with those for log frequency, follow the same patterns as
the data from English monolinguals, as well as the collective data of the Spanish experiments.
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3.2 The effects of overlap on first generation bilinguals’ ratings
Research Question 2 asked to what extent the level of overlap of an English
collocation with its equivalent in Spanish affected bilinguals’ ratings. The results of the mixed
effects model showed that first generation bilinguals were affected by cross-linguistic influence
from Spanish. High overlap on its own was a significant predictor of rating, β=0.66, SE=0.26,
t(38.65)= 2.53, p< .05. High overlap produced a significant interaction with MI (β=-0.56,
SE=0.08, t(20.80)= -6.64, p< .001), as did partial overlap, β=-0.42, SE=0.09, t(32.62)= -4.65, p<
.001. In addition, high overlap produced a significant interaction with log frequency, β=1.39,
SE=0.55, t(16.64)= 2.54, p< .05.
To gain a better understanding of the numbers reported in the model, and to see how
overlap affected ratings for CV and ALT collocations, let us first look at the group’s mean
ratings by overlap category, by CV and ALT, and across viewings. Viewing was not a significant
predictor in this group’s model, either as an independent variable or in interaction with other
variables. In order to be able to compare results across groups, we include viewing here.
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Figure 24 The interaction of overlap with collocation type (CV, ALT) as a predictor of first
generation bilinguals’ (n=16) ratings of English collocations, across viewings
Figure 24 shows that overlap had no effect on rating of CV collocations, consistent
with the results of the Spanish experiments.7 The positive effect of high overlap (β=0.66) can be
seen in the increased ratings of ALT collocations (circled in red) in viewing 2. ALT collocations
coded as high were those whose CV forms use a different verb than in Spanish, e.g., ask a
question – hacer una pregunta, but whose verbs were deliberately altered to be direct translation
equivalents from Spanish, make a question. In this respect, first generation bilinguals in the
English experiment mirrored the response of second generation bilinguals in the Spanish
experiment in that they tended to accept ALT collocations in English that were direct translations
of equivalents in Spanish, their language of more input. Among the highest rated of these

7

Although the confidence interval bars in viewing 2 for highly overlapping CV collocations appear to be
significantly lower than the base of non-overlap, they actually resemble the pattern established by English
monolinguals. While overlap was not a factor for monolinguals, their means were calculated in the same way so as
to be able to differentiate mono- from bilingual patterns.
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collocations were make a question (M=3.8; SD=2.0), make a song (M=3.1; SD=1.9) and give a
look at (M=2.9; SD=2.1).
With respect to the interactions, when participants encountered ALT collocations
coded as partial (β=-0.42) and high (β=-0.56), the effect of MI was significantly reduced. This
result is consistent with the results of the Spanish experiment, in which first generation bilinguals
also exhibited effects of cross-linguistic influence.
3.3 The effects of sociolinguistic variables on first generation bilinguals’ ratings
Of the sociolinguistic variables, the participant’s score on the English Versant was a
significant predictor of variance in the data. The higher the score, the lower the rating, β=-0.03,
SE=0.01, t(228.06)= -2.30, p< .05. Figure 25 shows the effect on rating of the English Versant
score, shown on the x axis with a range from 20-80. First generation bilinguals had a range of
scores from 67-80, with half scoring a perfect score, 80. There are two data points for every
participant: the participant’s mean for ratings of CV collocations, and that for ratings of ALT
collocations. There are two regression lines representing the effect on CV vs. ALT collocations.
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Figure 25 Standardized English Versant score as a predictor of first generation bilinguals’
(n=16) ratings of English collocations, by CV and ALT
The regression line for ALT collocations shows that the higher the score on the English
Versant, the lower the ratings of ALT collocations. Because half the participants had a perfect
score of 80, and because ratings for ALT collocations were varied, with a few approaching the
midpoint of the scale, the regression line starts at a relatively high point and then is pulled
steeply downward. In a larger group with a more varied range of Versant scores, it is likely that
the slope would not be as steep. Nonetheless, it appears that participants with higher oral
proficiency in English were more critical in their ratings of ALT collocations. In contrast, the
regression line for CV collocations shows that a higher score caused a very slight increase in
rating. This supports an interpretation that participants with higher proficiency in English likely
have more access to conventionalized language, and would thus be more critical when presented
with ALT forms.
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Self-reported input in Spanish was also a predictor of rating, β=0.32, SE=0.11,
t(228.06)= 2.84, p< .01. The higher the level of reported input in Spanish for first generation
bilinguals, the higher the rating in English. Input in Spanish was measured on a scale of one to
four, and was aggregated from different questions such as interaction with friends and family,
use of Spanish in the workplace and at home, and reading, writing, and watching television (see
Appendix 1, Questionnaire). Figure 26 shows the effect of self-reported input in Spanish on
ratings of English collocations. The plot shows two mean ratings per participant, one for CV and
one for ALT. First generation bilinguals reported a range starting at 2 and reaching 3.3, as can be
seen on the x axis.

Figure 26 Self-reported input in Spanish as a predictor of first generation bilinguals’
(n=16) ratings of English collocations, by CV and ALT
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The plot shows that input in Spanish caused an increase in ratings for both English CV
and ALT collocations. The beginning of the regression lines are pulled slightly downwards
because there were many more participants on the lower end of the input scale than on the upper
end. With a larger group of participants with more varied levels of input, the effect might be
more muted, if at all significant.
However, this result is nearly identical to the one reported for this group in the Spanish
experiment, in which there was much more variability in ratings. In that experiment, input in
English was a predictor of ratings of Spanish collocations. In particular, the effect caused a rise
in ratings of ALT collocations. The same result for this group across both languages adds
strength to an interpretation that first generation bilinguals were affected by cross-linguistic
influence when rating collocations in either language, whether it be collocations in Spanish, the
language in which they have received the most input, or English, the language they have learned
as adults and in comparison to Spanish, have received less input in. In particular, cross-linguistic
influence appeared to make participants more likely to accept ALT forms of collocations.
3.4 Summary and conclusion: First generation bilinguals, English experiment
To summarize, the model produced by first generation bilinguals’ English data showed
the main effects of log frequency, MI, and overlap to be significant predictors of rating. With
respect to Research Question 1, MI predicted higher ratings independently, and MI and log
frequency together produced a significant interaction. This finding is consistent with a pattern
already established in the data from English monolinguals as well as all the data from the
Spanish experiments, namely that speakers generally prefer collocations that have higher levels
of log frequency and MI, i.e., CV collocations, over collocations that have lower levels.
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With respect to Research Question 2, the findings showed that high overlap was an
independent predictor, causing an increase in rating. A detailed analysis of the data showed that
there were no differences in ratings of CV collocations across the overlap categories, however
participants rated highly overlapping ALT collocations like make a question significantly higher.
In addition, there were significant two-way interactions between partial overlap and
log frequency and MI, respectively, and high overlap and MI. When participants encountered
ALT collocations coded as partial and high, MI lost strength as a predictor. This occurred
primarily in viewing 2, after participants had received exposure to a variety of ALT collocations.
It appears that while first generation biliguals were specifically influenced by their Spanish
collocational knowledge in some ways, i.e., in their higher ratings of ALT collocations that were
direct translations from Spanish, they were also more accepting of ALT collocations in general,
i.e., in their acceptance of other kinds of ALT collocations.
Lastly, participants’ scores on the English Versant and their self-reported input in
Spanish were significant predictors of variance in the data. For the Versant, the higher the score,
the lower participants rated ALT collocations in English. This is similar to the results of first
generation bilinguals’ Spanish data, in that a higher English Versant score appears to have led
speakers to more critically rate the stimuli. This suggests that higher oral proficiency in English
predicts more knowledge of CV collocations.
In contrast, the more input speakers in this group reported having in Spanish, the
higher they rated both CV and ALT collocations in English. While it is difficult to have a
conclusive finding from such a small number of participants, a similar result occurred in the
Spanish experiment, in reverse, adding weight to the finding. These results suggest that even
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highly proficient bilinguals’ collocational knowledge is influenced by both their languages, even
if they have received maximum exposure to one language in childhood.
4. Second generation bilinguals
The results of the final model for second generation bilinguals in the English experiment
are reported in Table 17. There were 21 participants in this group, and 1,218 responses. All the
participants were either born in the U.S. or arrived before the age of five and had not spent
significant amounts of time outside the U.S. In this model, the variables had to be converted to zscores because of issues with convergence. Thus, for every standard deviation of the variable, the
estimate predicts the change in rating. This is in contrast to the other models, in which the raw
units of the variable predicted changes in rating. However, the conversion does not
fundamentally affect the interpretation of the results in comparison to the other models.
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Table 17 Summary of mixed effects linear regression model for ratings of English
collocations by second generation bilinguals (n=21)
Estimate
(Intercept)

Std. Error

df t-value

3.12
0.25 31.39
Demographic and Sociolinguistic variables
SES.modified
0.11
0.07 27.02
VersantEnglish
0.02
0.06 27.02
VersantSpanish
-0.02
0.09 27.02
Peabody_Standard
-0.17
0.08 27.02
TVIP_Standard
0.04
0.07 27.02
INPUT.ENGLISH
0.01
0.07 27.02
INPUT.SPANISH
-0.03
0.08 27.02
Experimental Design variables
Viewing
0.21
0.24 34.23
Main Effects
MI
0.60
0.49 28.83
LogFreq_PM
1.56
0.57 25.06
OverlapPartial
1.38
0.39 43.82
OverlapHigh
-0.08
0.32 30.61
Viewing:MI
0.60
0.35 23.64
Viewing:LogFreq_PM
-0.22
0.32 28.80
MI:LogFreq_PM
1.13
0.33 35.22
Viewing:OverlapPartial
0.52
0.39 52.22
Viewing:OverlapHigh
-0.99
0.31 38.26
MI:OverlapPartial
0.45
0.64 33.43
MI:OverlapHigh
0.30
0.59 32.08
LogFreq_PM:OverlapPartial
-0.30
0.78 24.14
LogFreq_PM:OverlapHigh
0.05
0.72 25.40
Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM
-0.48
0.40 50.58
Viewing:MI:OverlapPartial
-1.83
0.54 27.23
Viewing:MI:OverlapHigh
-1.01
0.48 33.55
Viewing:LogFreq_PM:Overlap
Partial
0.53
0.63 25.11
Viewing:LogFreq_PM:OverlapHigh
1.12
0.54 32.86
MI:LogFreq_PM:OverlapPartial
-2.01
0.71 32.23
MI:LogFreq_PM:OverlapHigh
-0.55
0.36 44.89
Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM:Overlap
Partial
0.76
0.74 31.69
Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM:Overlap
High
0.82
0.43 51.05

p-value

12.56 <0.001 ***
1.55
0.36
-0.27
-1.98
0.57
0.19
-0.36
0.84

0.13
0.73
0.79
0.06 .
0.57
0.85
0.72
0.41

1.21 < 0.05 *
2.74 <0.001 ***
3.56
0.00
-0.25
0.80
1.69
0.10
-0.69 < 0.01 **
3.48
0.00
1.34 < 0.01 **
-3.18
0.00
0.70
0.49
0.51
0.61
-0.38
0.71
0.07
0.94
-1.19 < 0.01 **
-3.36 < 0.05 *
-2.13
0.04
0.85
2.07
-2.85
-1.54

< 0.05 *
< 0.01 **
0.01
0.13

1.03

0.31 .

1.93

0.06
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Formula in R: Rating ~ SES.modified + VersantEnglish + VersantSpanish +
Peabody_Standard + TVIP_Standard + INPUT.ENGLISH + INPUT.SPANISH + Viewing *
MI * LogFreq_PM * Overlap + (MI + LogFreq_PM + Overlap | Participant_ID) + (MI +
LogFreq_PM | Stimulus_Pair)
4.1 The effects of log frequency and MI on second generation bilinguals’ ratings
The results pertaining to the Research Question 1 showed that MI (β=0.60, SE=0.49,
t(28.83)= 1.21, p< .05) and log frequency (β=1.56, SE=0.57, t(25.06)= 2.74, p< .001) were
significant predictors of second generation bilinguals’ ratings of English collocations. Figure 27
shows the effect of MI on responses by CV and ALT.

Figure 27 Second generation bilinguals’ (n=21) ratings of English collocations as a function
of collocation MI score and type (CV and ALT)
The regression line slopes upward, showing the significant effect of MI on participant
ratings. The majority of ratings of CV collocations, represented by the blue points, are clustered
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in the upper half of the scale, with a little variation appearing in the lower half. Ratings for ALT
collocations, on the other hand, are much more scattered across the scale, although the majority
fall below 3.
Figure 28 shows the effect of log frequency on the responses of second generation
bilinguals.

Figure 28 Second generation bilinguals’ (n=21) ratings of English collocations as a function
of collocation log frequency per million and type (CV and ALT)
Here we see a similarly positive effect of log frequency on rating. Ratings of CV
collocations, representing higher levels of log frequency, fall mainly above the midpoint of the
scale, with little variability seen below the midpoint. In contrast, ratings of ALT collocations can
be seen across the entire scale, albeit with a heavier concentration of ratings in the lower half.
In contrast to this group’s responses in the Spanish experiment, here the regression lines
in Figures 27 and 28 intersect the y axis at a point much lower in the scale. This indicates that the
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group’s means for ratings of collocations with the lowest MI scores were much lower than those
for Spanish. It appears, then, that second generation speakers were generally not as accepting of
ALT collocations in English with lower levels of log frequency and MI as they were in Spanish.
This reflects the fact that these speakers grew up in an environment where English is the majority
language; it is therefore not surprising that their response patterns in English more closely
resemble those of English monolinguals.
4.2 The effects of overlap on second generation bilinguals’ ratings
The results for overlap show that second generation bilinguals’ ratings of English
collocations were affected by cross-linguistic influence from Spanish. Partial overlap was
significant in a two-way interaction with viewing (β=0.52, SE=0.39, t(52.22)= 1.34, p< .01) as
well as in three-way interactions with viewing and MI (β=-1.83, SE=0.54, t(27.23)= -3.36, p<
.05) and with viewing and log frequency β=0.53, SE=0.63, t(25.11)= 0.85, p< .05. High overlap
also significantly interacted with viewing and log frequency, β=1.12, SE=0.54, t(32.86)= 2.07,
p< .01.
Figure 28 shows the group’s mean ratings by CV and ALT, across the three overlap
categories, and across viewings.
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Figure 29 The interaction of overlap with collocation type (CV, ALT) as a predictor of
second generation bilinguals’ (n=21) ratings of English collocations, across viewings
The figure shows a wide gap in terms of mean averages between ratings of CV vs. ALT
stimuli, across the overlap categories. As with all other models in both the English and the
Spanish experiments, overlap had no significant effect on rating of CV collocations.
In terms of the significant effects of partial overlap in the two- and three-way
interactions, we can see clearly in Figure 29 that a rise in rating occurred for ALT collocations in
viewing 2 primarily. ALT collocations coded as partial were those whose verbs were altered,
e.g., tell a speech, from their CV forms, which highly overlap with Spanish, e.g., give a speech –
dar un discurso.
When participants encountered collocations coded as partial in the second viewing, MI
lost strength as a predictor β=-1.83. In contrast to the Spanish data for second generation
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bilinguals, which showed a very specific effect of ALT collocations that were direct translations
from English, here it appears that second generation speakers simply showed more acceptance of
some ALT forms (not direct translations), especially in the second viewing.
Like in the model for first generation bilinguals in the English experiment, interactions
between overlap and log frequency increased the strength of the two variables on rating.
The significant effect of overlap has now been seen for every bilingual group, across both
Spanish and English. In the Spanish experiments, overlap had no effect on ratings of CV
collocations. Those results are identical to the ones presented for English.
4.3. Summary and conclusions: Second generation bilinguals, English experiment
To summarize, the results of second generation bilinguals in the English experiment
show, with respect to Research Question 1, that both MI and log frequency were significant
predictors of rating, both independently and in interaction with other variables. The effects were
positive: as the log frequency and MI scores of collocational stimuli increased, rating went up.
This result is in line with that of English monolinguals and first generation bilinguals, as well as
all the results from the Spanish experiments.
With respect to Research Question 2 on the effect of overlap, the results showed that
overlap had a significant effect on rating of ALT collocations coded as partial. Specifically,
second generation bilinguals rated ALT collocations coded as partial such as tell a speech
significantly higher. However, as with all other groups in both languages, overlap did not affect
ratings of CV collocations.
Taken together, the results of overlap suggest that second generation bilinguals’
judgments of ALT collocations are prone to variability based on their bilingualism. i.e., they
were more accepting of different forms. It is an especially interesting result considering the fact
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that of all the bilingual groups, second generation speakers have had the most input in English,
having been raised in an English-majority linguistic environment. We might expect that their
judgments would show less acceptance of ALT collocations in English, compared to their
judgments of ALT collocations in Spanish, but variability in rating occurred in both languages.
5. Latin American bilinguals
The results of the final model for Latin American bilinguals in the Spanish
experiments are reported in Table 18. There were nine participants in this group, and 522
responses. Because of the small size of the group, the findings must be interpreted with caution.
However, many of the results reported below are consistent with the results from first and second
generation speakers, and therefore add weight to the findings. The variables of log frequency,
MI, and high and partial overlap were found to be significant main effects, both independently
and in interactions. In addition, a number of sociolinguistic variables significantly accounted for
variance in the data. However, due to the small number of participants, the sociolinguistic effects
are inconclusive and will not be reported on.
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Table 18 Summary of mixed effects linear regression model for ratings of English
collocations by Latin American bilinguals (n=9)
Estimate Std. Error
df t-value p-value
(Intercept)
3.34
0.23 22.94 14.35 < 0.001
Demographic and Sociolinguistic variables
SES.modified
0.02
0.00 48.20
5.29 < 0.001
VersantEnglish
0.07
0.04 48.20
1.94
0.06
VersantSpanish
0.05
0.07 48.20
0.68
0.50
Peabody_Standard
0.01
0.01 48.20
1.78
0.08
TVIP_Standard
-0.05
0.02 48.20 -2.47
< 0.05
INPUT.ENGLISH
-0.63
0.32 48.20 -1.99
0.05
INPUT.SPANISH
0.41
0.23 48.20
1.76
0.08
Experimental Design variables
Viewing
0.04
0.21 31.47
0.22
0.83
Main Effects
MI
0.15
0.17 22.86
0.87
0.39
LogFreq_PM
1.13
0.46 33.47
2.46
< 0.05
OverlapPartial
1.58
0.34 62.61
4.61 < 0.001
OverlapHigh
0.23
0.31 29.65
0.74
0.46
Interactions
Viewing:MI
0.19
0.10 22.52
1.91
0.07
Viewing:LogFreq_PM
-0.36
0.28 30.10 -1.30
0.20
MI:LogFreq_PM
0.20
0.08 43.70
2.52
< 0.05
Viewing:OverlapPartial
0.30
0.28 51.22
1.07
0.29
Viewing:OverlapHigh
-0.38
0.25 43.09 -1.53
0.13
MI:OverlapPartial
0.18
0.21 21.22
0.84
0.41
MI:OverlapHigh
0.09
0.20 20.92
0.46
0.65
LogFreq_PM:OverlapPartial
-0.09
0.59 32.92 -0.16
0.88
LogFreq_PM:OverlapHigh
0.43
0.56 30.38
0.76
0.45
Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM
-0.04
0.05 42.67 -0.80
0.43
Viewing:MI:OverlapPartial
-0.33
0.16 24.85 -2.00
0.06
Viewing:MI:OverlapHigh
-0.25
0.15 34.42 -1.65
0.11
Viewing:LogFreq_PM:Overlap
Partial
-0.20
0.46 49.68 -0.43
0.67
Viewing:LogFreq_PM:Overlap
High
0.96
0.43 49.23
2.26
< 0.05
MI:LogFreq_PM:OverlapPartial
-0.38
0.11 45.76 -3.33
< 0.01
MI:LogFreq_PM:OverlapHigh
-0.14
0.10 37.01 -1.38
0.18

***
***
.
.
*
.
.

*
***

.
*

.

*
**
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Formula in R: Rating ~ SES.modified + VersantEnglish + VersantSpanish +
Peabody_Standard + TVIP_Standard + INPUT.ENGLISH + INPUT.SPANISH + Viewing *
MI * LogFreq_PM * Overlap - Viewing:MI:LogFreq_PM:Overlap + (MI + LogFreq_PM +
Overlap | Participant_ID) + (MI + LogFreq_PM | Stimulus_Pair)

5.1 The effects of log frequency and MI on Latin American bilinguals’ ratings
The results showed that log frequency (β=1.13, SE=0.46, t(33.47)= 2.46, p< .05) was a
significant independent predictor of rating, and produced a significant interaction with MI,
β=0.20, SE=0.08, t(43.70)= 2.52, p< .05. These results are consistent with the data from English
monolinguals, Spanish monolinguals, and first and second generation bilinguals across both
languages.
Figure 30 shows the effect of log frequency on responses, by CV and ALT.

Figure 30 Latin American bilinguals’ (n=9) ratings of English collocations as a function of
collocation log frequency per million and type (CV, ALT)
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The regression line slopes upward, suggesting the positive effect of every unit of log
frequency on rating. Responses to CV collocations (in blue) are located in tight clusters at the
very top of the scale, with only a little variability. On the other hand, responses to ALT
collocations (in red) are scattered across all ratings (with darker points at the lowest point on the
scale).
A similar result can be seen in Figure 31 for the effect of MI on rating.

Figure 31 Latin American bilinguals’ (n=9) ratings of English collocations as a function of
collocation MI score and type (CV, ALT)
The regression line shows that for every unit of MI, rating steeply increases. Similar to
the results of log frequency, responses to CV collocations are clustered at the top of the scale,
while those for ALT collocations are scattered across the whole scale with much more
variability.
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5.2 The effects of overlap on Latin American bilinguals’ ratings
Partial overlap was a significant predictor of rating on its own, β=1.58, SE=0.34,
t(62.61)=4.61, p< .001. In addition, partial overlap produced a significant three-way interaction
with MI and log frequency (β=-0.38, SE=0.11, t(45.76)= -3.33, p< .01). High overlap produced a
significant three-way interaction with viewing and log frequency, β=0.96, SE=0.43, t(49.23)=
2.26, p< .05. These results follow a similar pattern to that of the first and second generation
bilingual English data in that both partial and high overlap were significant predictors of rating,
either independently or in interaction with MI and log frequency.
To see how these predictors affected ratings of CV and ALT collocations, we look Figure
32, which shows the mean ratings by overlap category (on the x axis) and by CV and ALT,
across viewings.

Figure 32 The interaction of overlap with collocation type (CV, ALT) as a predictor of
Latin American bilinguals’ (n=9) ratings of English collocations, across viewings
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The figure shows that the mean ratings of CV collocations were much higher than those
for ALT collocations. In addition, overlap had no effect on ratings of CV collocations, across
either viewing, a common pattern now firmly established across groups and languages. There
was a substantial increase in rating of ALT stimuli coded as partial in the second viewing
(circled in red). The significant three-way interaction between partial overlap, MI and log
frequency is reflected in this increase in ratings in that MI and log frequency lost strength as
predictors.
5.3 Summary and conclusion: Latin American bilinguals, English experiment
In sum, all three main variables – log frequency, MI score, and overlap – were reported
to be significant predictors of Latin American bilinguals’ ratings of collocations in English. MI
significantly increased ratings, both independently and in interaction with log frequency. These
result are consistent across all groups and languages.
Partial overlap was a significant predictor on its own, causing Latin American bilinguals
to rate ALT collocations coded as partial significantly higher in the second viewing. In this
experiment, MI and log frequency lost strength as predictors in interaction with partial overlap.
Latin American bilinguals were affected by cross-linguistic influence from Spanish in
their ratings of English collocations, showing the same pattern as second generation bilinguals.
These two groups also showed similar patterns in the Spanish experiments, suggesting that
despite living in distinct locations with different majority languages, these two groups had more
similarities than differences in their collocational knowledge from having been childhood
bilinguals.
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6.0 Synthesis of the results, post-hoc analysis and conclusions: English experiments
6.1 Research Question 1: the effects of log frequency and MI
The findings of the English experiments were remarkably consistent with those of the
Spanish experiments: log frequency and MI were significant predictors of ratings of English
collocations across all groups, both independently and in interaction with each other. Figures 33
and 34 show the effects of log frequency and MI score, respectively, on rating by group.

Figure 33 Ratings of English collocations as a function of collocation log frequency per
million and type (CV, ALT), all groups
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Figure 34 Ratings of English collocations as a function of collocation MI score and type
(CV, ALT), all groups
The plots show the significant effect of the variables on ratings; the higher the log
frequency and MI score of a collocation, the higher the rating. The regression lines for each
group are nearly identical in slope, regardless of different levels of input in English. Even more
important, the finding has been replicated across languages. We now have a more detailed
understanding of the distributional properties of collocations that speakers are sensitive to in the
input, in two different languages.
Higher levels of MI and log frequency corresponded to our categorization of collocations
as CV or ALT. Like in the Spanish experiments, in the English experiments speakers – both
mono- and bilingual – showed a strong preference for CV collocations over ALT ones. To test
whether there were any significant differences between the groups in how they rated CV vs. ALT
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collocations, post-hoc pair-wised t-tests were performed. Figure 35 shows each group’s mean
rating (on the y axis) by CV and ALT collocations (on the x axis).

Figure 35 Mean ratings of English collocations by CV and ALT, all groups
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The t-tests revealed that second generation bilinguals (represented in green) rated English
CV collocations significantly lower than Latin American bilinguals (M=5.5, SD=0.33, t(58)=
3.28, p< .05). While this is a significant difference, the mean rating is still very high on the scale.
In contrast, there were no significant differences between groups in how they rated ALT
collocations. This result stands out in contrast to that of the Spanish data, where there were
significant differences between all groups in ratings of ALT collocations (except between Latin
American bilinguals and Spanish monolinguals).
Thus, it appears that the same bilingual speakers exhibited significant differences in their
Spanish – but not in their English – collocational knowledge. This is an expected result, given
that English is the majority language of NYC, where our first and second generation bilinguals
reside. It is interesting that even though Latin American bilinguals reside in a Spanish-majority
environment, they too exhibited more variation in Spanish than in English. This is likely because
of the unique influence of English on Puerto Rican Spanish as a result of its history.
To summarize, all English speakers in the study preferred CV to ALT collocations,
consisting of higher levels of log frequency and MI scores, although second generation speakers
rated CV collocations significantly lower than the other groups. In contrast to the results of the
Spanish experiments, while all speakers exhibited variability in that they accepted some ALT
collocations, there were no significant differences among the groups. This indicates that the
aggregate amount of input in English among groups in terms of their unique linguistic histories
was not a significant factor in how they rated English collocations. Rather, it appears that the
current amount of input in English, in terms of their daily lives in an English-majority
environment, resulted in them having a much stricter sense of conventionality in their English
collocational knowledge than they did in their Spanish. The fact that Latin American bilinguals,
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who live in a Spanish-majority environment, also exhibited this effect reflects a bilingualism
unique to Puerto Rico and suggests that Latin American bilinguals were more similar than
different to second generation bilinguals in terms of variability in judgments.
6.2 Research Question 2: the effects of overlap
Research Question 2 investigated to what extent the equivalency between English
collocations and their Spanish counterparts affected speaker judgments. We predicted that
overlap would have a significant effect on the language of less input, i.e., first generation
bilinguals and Latin American bilinguals’ ratings in English would be significantly affected by
overlap from Spanish. Specifically, we predicted that ALT collocations that were direct
translations of collocations from Spanish, e.g., make a question – hacer una pregunta may be an
area of variability.
The results showed that overlap was a significant predictor of rating of English
collocations across all bilingual groups, regardless of amount of input, both independently and in
interaction with other variables. However, overlap had no effect on ratings of CV collocations of
any group. It appears then, that cross-linguistic influence, at least in highly proficient bilinguals,
only plays a role in collocational knowledge of ALT forms. In other words, CV collocations
appear to be entrenched lexical knowledge among highly proficient speakers that does not seem
prone to variability.
On the other hand, cross-linguistic influence does play a role in judgments of ALT forms:
all bilingual speakers were affected by cross-linguistic influence in their judgments of ALT
collocations in both English and Spanish, regardless of amount of input.
With respect to specific groups, high overlap was a significant predictor of first
generation bilinguals’ ratings, as expected. A detailed analysis showed that these speakers rated
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ALT collocations like make a question, which were direct translations from Spanish,
significantly higher. However, first generation bilinguals also tended to rate ALT collocations
coded as partial higher; this is reflected in the significant interactions with MI, which lost
strength as a predictor.
Second generation bilinguals were also affected by overlap but in slightly different ways:
partial overlap was an independent predictor of rating specifically affecting ALT collocations
coded as partial like tell a speech. However, like first generation bilinguals, MI lost strength as a
predictor when participants encountered ALT collocations coded as partial and high. Latin
American bilinguals exhibited the same pattern as second generation bilinguals. Taken together,
these results suggest that while first generation bilinguals did accept ALT collocations that were
direct translations from Spanish, they also accepted other types of ALT collocations. All groups
showed a more general effect of bilingualism in that they tended to show variability by accepting
different kinds of ALT collocations.
Figure 36 below shows the results of pair-wised t-tests for overlap and group. The plot is
divided into the collapsed means across viewings of each group for CV collocations on the top,
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and for ALT collocations on the bottom. The x axis shows the overlap categories by groups.

Figure 36 Mean ratings of English collocations by CV and ALT and overlap, bilingual
groups
The results of the t-tests show that there were no significant differences between groups
in ratings of ALT collocations across overlap categories. Thus, while overlap was a significant
predictor of rating for each individual group, it did not significantly distinguish the groups from
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each other. This underscores an important difference between participants’ collocational
knowledge in the two languages, namely that speakers exhibited much less variability in their
knowledge of English collocations compared to that of Spanish.
With regard to ratings of CV collocations, second generation bilinguals rated highly
overlapping CV collocations significantly lower (M=5.3, SD=1.27, t(58)= 3.51, p< .01) than
Latin American bilinguals (M=5.8, SD=0.65). However, while significant, it is important to
point out that these differences are relatively small considering all the means for CV collocations
were above 5 on the scale. Still, these group differences reveal that established collocational
patterns are not as firmly entrenched in second generation bilinguals as in other groups.
To summarize, all English speakers in the study preferred CV to ALT collocations,
consisting of higher levels of log frequency and MI score. There were no group differences in
ratings of ALT collocations, neither as a whole nor divided by overlap category. In contrast to
the results of the Spanish experiments, bilingual speakers showed much less variability in their
acceptance of ALT forms in English.
In terms of ratings of CV collocations, second generation speakers stood out in that they
rated CV collocations significantly lower than Latin American bilinguals, albeit still above 5 on
the scale.
Thus, despite different amounts of input, speakers showed remarkable uniformity in their
collocational knowledge of English. This suggests that for highly proficient bilinguals, living in a
majority-English linguistic environment (and, in the case of Puerto Rico, in a linguistic
environment heavily in contact with English) is more of a predictor of uniformity of
collocational knowledge than each group’s specific aggregate amount of input collected over the
course of their life. That is to say, regardless of the fact that first generation bilinguals have had
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less input in English because they acquired it as adults, and that second generation bilinguals
have had more input in English because they acquired both languages simultaneously, the
influence of living in a majority English environment is a stronger predictor of collocational
knowledge than the specific amount of input each group has received throughout their linguistic
histories. The prediction for Latin American bilinguals was that because they live in a Spanishmajority environment, they may show more variability in English. However, this prediction was
not confirmed. It appears that the English collocational knowledge of Puerto Ricans who are
highly proficient speakers of both languages is comparable to that of first and second generation
speakers living in NYC.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
1. Introduction
In these eight experiments, we investigated the effects of three properties of the linguistic
input – log frequency, Mutual Information (MI), and overlap – on the receptive collocational
knowledge of three groups of Spanish-English speakers: first generation NYC bilinguals, second
generation NYC bilinguals, and Latin American bilinguals. In addition, we tested the effects of
log frequency and MI on English and Spanish monolinguals. We also labeled collocations as
‘conventional’ (CV) and ‘alternative’ (ALT) to add another aspect to the analysis, one that
examines how these labels hold up, and whether they support categorical notions of
conventionality.
The choice of first and second generation bilinguals represented an attempt to see
whether different amounts of input in the speakers’ linguistic experience would lead to different
outcomes in collocational knowledge in a language contact setting such as NYC, where English
is the majority language, and Spanish an immigrant, minority language, albeit one with a very
large population of speakers. The choice of Latin American bilinguals represented an attempt to
study a different type of language contact setting – Puerto Rico – where Spanish and English
have a unique history together due to Puerto Rico’s status as a U.S. territory. Finally, the choice
of English and Spanish monolinguals, in NYC and Mexico City respectively, provided us with
two comparison groups.
The participants in the three bilingual groups were similar in that they were all highly
proficient speakers of both English and Spanish. High proficiency was an important criterion for
participation in the study. We wanted to be able to examine knowledge of collocations in
bilinguals within the context of the type of language variation that is a natural part of any
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population of high-proficiency speakers. More specifically, we wanted to examine knowledge of
collocations in the context of the type of language variation that occurs where two languages are
in contact. Further similarities between the bilingual groups in our study were that they were all
born to Spanish-speaking parents, and reported speaking Spanish as a home language.
The three bilingual groups in the study were different in that their members have had
different amounts and types of input in English and Spanish. By amount of input, we refer to the
cumulative time in the course of a speaker’s life that he or she has been exposed to a language,
and whether during that time the speaker has been exposed to one or more languages. By type of
input, we refer to whether the speaker was exposed to the language in childhood or adulthood,
and in what sorts of contexts (home, work, school, etc.). First generation speakers grew up as
monolinguals and acquired Spanish in Latin American countries (and some in Spain) but
acquired English as adults in NYC. Second generation speakers grew up in NYC with both
English and Spanish, where Spanish was the language of the home and English the language of
school. Finally, Latin American bilinguals also grew up with both English and Spanish, but in
Puerto Rico, where Spanish is the majority language. Despite differences in their English and
Spanish input, the results showed that members of the three bilingual groups displayed both
striking similarities as well as important differences, giving us a more nuanced understanding of
their receptive collocational knowledge. In addition, these bilingual speakers exhibited both
similarities and differences when compared to the monolingual groups.
There were three major findings in the study:
1. All participants in the study, including monolinguals and all three types of bilinguals,
overwhelmingly preferred collocations that are composed of higher levels of two critical
statistical properties – log frequency and MI.
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2. All participants in the study displayed individual, group-internal variability in their
judgments, not consistent categorical judgments of the type that would allow us to think
of collocations as 'acceptable' or 'unacceptable', 'grammatical' or 'ungrammatical'. While
speakers showed strong preferences for certain types of collocations, the levels of log
frequency and MI did not always predict whether a particular collocation was found to be
acceptable. Within this general pattern of group-internal variability, second generation
bilinguals displayed strikingly high degrees of variability in their judgments of Spanish
collocations, the most of any group.
3. Finally, the results showed that our bilingual speakers, despite advanced proficiency in
Spanish and English, all showed signs of cross-linguistic influence, but not always in the
ways we expected them to. We expected that the ratings of Spanish collocations would
show a very specific kind of English influence, namely the acceptance of collocations
such as hacer una decisión that are direct translations from English, and that we would
find this among our second generation bilinguals. This is in fact what we found. But we
did not expect that influence from English would also be found in our first generation
bilinguals in New York and in our Latin American bilinguals in Puerto Rico, which it
was.
These results point to three overarching themes. The first is conventionality in
collocational knowledge, or preferred patterns, stemming from our speakers’ overwhelming
preference for collocations characterized by higher levels of log frequency and MI, which are
also the collocations that we, from the beginning of our study, labeled CV, as opposed to ALT.
The second is variation in knowledge of collocations, since we have shown that all groups of
speakers, despite differences in input and across languages, showed variability in their
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judgments, in particular by accepting ALT collocations. This is evidence that, when put to the
test as we have done here, the categorical classification of collocations as CV and ALT does not
stand up to scrutiny. Finally, the third theme is what we may call 'bilingualism'. This theme
centers on bilingual collocational knowledge in a contact setting, because all three bilingual
groups, despite differences in input and across languages, showed evidence of cross-linguistic
influence in their judgments of collocations.
In this chapter, we consider how these results fit into a broader context, i.e., how
conventionality, variation, and bilingualism in collocational knowledge should be seen in light of
relevant linguistic theory and current studies. In this chapter we also discuss how the groups
were similar and different. Finally, we consider the limitations of the study and avenues of future
research.
2. Conventionality
In this study we showed that different types of speakers, both mono- and bilingual, in two
different languages, English and Spanish, overwhelmingly preferred collocations that are
composed of higher levels of two critical statistical properties of the linguistic input: log
frequency and MI, and that such collocations correspond to what we have labeled conventional.
Specifying these two properties has allowed us, first, to characterize what constitutes a
conventional collocation, and secondly, to examine how speakers judge collocations with lower
vs. higher levels of frequency and MI.
These results fit into a larger theme, namely the notion of conventionality in language, in
this case, conventionality with regard to collocations, which we believe represents shared lexical
knowledge among different kinds of speakers. Conventionality in language speaks to the idea, as
discussed in Chapter 1, that we use language in preferred patterns, despite a wide variety of
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options (e.g., Sinclair, 1991). Collocations are a linguistic phenomenon of preferred lexicogrammatical patterns, prevalent across language, a phenomenon that can be observed in different
sources of linguistic data, such as the COCA and CDE corpora and the collocations dictionaries
we used in this study.
2.1 Conventional collocations
While we argued against the binary conceptualization of collocations as CV and ALT, the
results showed that such labels correspond roughly to higher levels of log frequency and MI. We
must then ask whether there is a minimum level at which speakers begin to recognize a
collocation as CV, and whether one statistical property or the other is more important in such
recognition.
Just as any highly proficient speaker of a language will have robust knowledge of both
lower and higher frequency words, speakers have robust knowledge of both lower and higher
frequency collocations. The CV collocations we tested occurred at least five times per million
words in the corpora, but collocations are often lower than that, occurring once or even less than
once per million words. While our study was not able to show at what frequency level a
collocation is no longer recognized by speakers, we imagine that a lower threshold exists.
On the other hand, studies show that MI tells the speaker how strongly the individual
words of the collocation are associated; it appears that speakers need some minimum threshold of
MI to be able to process that two (or more) words occur together more often than chance. The
stimuli used in the study with the lowest MI scores were hacer un favor (MI=0.91) ‘do a favor’
and have lunch (MI=0.97). This suggests that collocations with delexicalized verbs tend to have
a much lower MI score than 3, which has been the score regarded in the literature (e.g., Church
and Hanks, 1990) as a threshold for determining an association between words. This makes
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sense, given that delexicalized verbs like have are among the most frequently used verbs in a
language and have dozens of noun collocates.
As detailed in Chapter 1, in the calculation used to determine MI, the expected
occurrence of the collocation is based on the individual frequencies of its word constituents and
then compared to the collocation’s observed occurrence. The difference between the expected
and the observed occurrence is the ‘score’ which represents how closely two words are
associated. If one or both of the words is very high in frequency, the expected occurrence is also
higher. This causes the MI score to be lower because the difference between the expected and the
observed occurrence is not that large. In contrast, if one or both of the words is very low in
frequency, the MI score will be higher because the difference between the expected and observed
occurrence will be larger. Nonetheless, as with log frequency, a highly proficient speaker will
have knowledge of collocations with both stronger and weaker degrees of association between
constituents.
In the next section, our finding, that log frequency and MI are significant predictors of
speakers’ collocational knowledge, will be discussed in the context of empirical evidence which
supports it. It is likely that neither one nor the other has more predictive power in terms of how
speakers judge collocations, but rather that both variables are inextricably linked: an essential
component in the calculation of MI is frequency.
2.2 Empirical evidence on the effects of log frequency and MI on collocational
knowledge
Log frequency and MI are statistical properties of the linguistic input. What makes them
important is that they give information about the distribution of linguistic units and constitute
sources of information that shape the speaker’s knowledge of conventional collocations
regarding how often a collocation occurs, and how strongly associated the two constituents of the
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collocation are. If, as Nation & Waring (1997) estimate, a typical monolingual speaker of
English has a vocabulary of approximately 20,000 lexemes, then that knowledge includes, at
least to a certain extent, how all the individual forms of those lexemes collocate. Given this
estimate, the speaker potentially knows not hundreds, but thousands of collocations.
Log Frequency
The facilitating effects of frequency on collocational processing and knowledge are
merely another aspect of a well-established body of research showing that frequency is a crucial
distributional property of the input that facilitates processing and shapes linguistic knowledge in
both mono- and bilinguals (see N. Ellis, 2002, for a comprehensive review). The effects of
frequency are well documented in the literature on child language acquisition (e.g., Goodman,
Dale & Li, 2008), adult monolingual processing of individual words (e.g., Schilling, Rayner &
Chumbley, 1998), and, to a lesser extent, in the literature on mono- and bilingual processing of
idioms and other types of formulaic language (e.g., Jolsvai, McCauley & Christianson, 2013;
Siyanova-Chanturia, Conklin & van Heuven, 2011).
More recently, studies have emerged that test the effect of frequency on collocational
processing and knowledge specifically. Sonbul (2015), for example, tested collocational
knowledge in both English monolinguals and bilinguals with different home languages, using
both an eye-tracking and acceptability judgment measure. The bilinguals in the study had
varying levels of proficiency, but were all at advanced stages and performed on average similarly
to monolinguals. Synonymous adjective-noun collocations from the British National Corpus
(BNC) of varying raw frequency levels like awful mistake and fatal mistake were used as stimuli.
Raw frequencies were converted to log and the collocations had an MI score of at least one. In
addition, alternative collocations like extreme mistake were included. These “non-collocations”
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were either unattested in the BNC or had a maximum of two occurrences, as well as a negative
MI score. Participants were given collocations in a sentential context and asked to read them for
comprehension. The results showed that for both mono- and bilinguals, the higher the log
frequency of the collocation, the faster the initial “first pass” reading time. The effect, however,
did not last if the participants went back to re-read the collocation (“total reading time”), nor did
it influence how many times in total their eyes fixed on the collocation (“fixation count”). The
proficiency level of the bilingual participants was not significant in how fast they read the
stimuli. In the acceptability judgment task, participants had to rate collocations in a sentential
context according to how typical they were on a scale of 1 to 6. In this task, the log frequency of
the collocation also significantly increased ratings. Proficiency also played a role; the more
proficient the bilingual speaker’s English was, the more effect log frequency had on rating.
These findings on the facilitating effect of log frequency on the processing and receptive
knowledge of collocations in both mono- and highly proficient bilinguals is supported by a
growing body of similar studies such as Sosa and McFarlane (2002), Arnon and Snider (2010),
Durrant and Doherty (2010), Wolter and Gyllstad (2013), and Hernandéz, Costa, and Arnon
(2016).
There are at least two important conclusions that this research brings to light: the first is
that we now have concrete empirical evidence that higher frequency collocations are both
processed faster and identified as more conventional than lower frequency collocations, and
especially unattested, or alternative collocations. The second conclusion is that this is the case
for both monolinguals and highly proficient bilinguals. Our own study both confirms and
strengthens these previous findings.
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Mutual Information
While MI is often used in studies as a criterion for selecting collocational stimuli from a
corpus (e.g., Siyanova & Schmitt, 2008; Millar 2011; Sonbul, 2015), it has rarely, if ever, been
tested as a predictor of speakers’ processing and/or knowledge of collocations or other types of
formulaic language. Durrant (2014) recently did a meta-analysis of nineteen studies,
investigating the effects of both frequency and MI of English collocational knowledge in
students at university in various countries and found that frequency moderately correlated with
collocational knowledge, but MI did not. However, the analysis is problematic in that it mixed
measures of both receptive and productive knowledge, and left out major recent studies such as
Wolter and Gyllstad (2013). This highlights an important problem, namely that researchers have
not yet established standardized methodologies with which to study collocational knowledge in
speakers.
Two studies in particular, McDonald and Shillcock (2003) and Millar (2011) have
demonstrated that lexical predictability is a significant factor in the processing of collocations in
monolingual English speakers. McDonald and Shillcock investigated in an eye-tracking task the
effect of “transitional probabilities” between verbs and nouns, or the degree to which the reader
can predict that a noun will follow a verb, which they calculated based on the words’ individual
frequencies in the BNC. Surprisingly, the researchers neither used MI scores, nor even
mentioned the word ‘collocation’, even though that was the object of their investigation.
Nevertheless, in the task they gave participants sentences to read with collocations with high MIs
like avoid confusion and low MIs like avoid discovery. Participants’ initial fixation on the target
noun was significantly longer for verb-noun combinations with “low transitional probability”,
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e.g., avoid discovery. The significance of high vs. low transitional probability, was confirmed in
a follow-up experiment where participants were asked to read an authentic text.
In a similar eye-tracking study, Millar (2011) gave monolingual English speakers
different adjective-noun collocations in a sentential context. A portion were “malformed”, or
unattested in the BNC, and taken from a written learner corpus of Japanese students. The attested
counterparts to these collocations, all with MI scores at 3 or above, were also presented. For
example, an unattested learner-produced collocation best partner, was paired with an attested
counterpart, ideal partner. The results showed that the target word in collocations, i.e., partner,
were read significantly slower when preceded by an unattested adjective i.e., best than by an
attested adjective i.e., ideal. In other words, both McDonald and Shillcock (2003) and Millar
(2011) show that when monolingual English speakers are given collocations which are unattested
in a large corpus – meaning that if they were to be encountered in the speakers’ linguistic input,
would have very low MI scores (and/or very low frequency) – monolinguals have trouble
processing them, compared to collocations with MI scores at three or above.
In terms of bilingual collocational knowledge, Li and Schmitt’s (2010) study is one of the
first of its kind to attempt to investigate the role of MI in development. The researchers looked at
the role of MI in the development of adjective-noun collocation use in academic writing over the
course of one year by four English-Chinese bilinguals, who were postgraduate students from
China at a British university, and had advanced proficiency in English. The results showed that
after a few months of enrollment in a Master’s program, participants’ use of unconventional
collocations with low or negative MI scores dropped, and their use of collocations with higher
MI scores increased. Academic writing is perhaps the most difficult aspect of productive
language use because of its highly formalized structure, and therefore not necessarily a good
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measure with which to determine collocational knowledge. Nevertheless, the study is valuable in
that it highlights, unsurprisingly, that increased exposure to a language appears to result in the
use of preferred collocations, i.e., those with higher levels of frequency and MI, a preliminary
conclusion supported by other studies that have looked at linguistic exposure and collocation
acquisition (e.g., Durrant & Schmitt, 2010; Sonbul & Schmitt, 2013; González Fernández
& Schmitt, 2015).
In a new study, Nguyen and Webb (2016) investigated if frequency and MI scores
(among other factors) taken from the COCA predicted receptive knowledge of collocations in a
group of 100 Vietnamese speakers with moderate English proficiency at a university in Vietnam.
They administered a multiple-choice test consisting of 180 items, asking participants to choose
the appropriate collocate of a given word; the collocations were either verb-noun or adjectivenoun combinations. While the task was not an acceptability judgment task specifically,
participants did have to make a choice between collocates. The results showed that the frequency
of the collocation’s node, e.g., decision in make a decision or hasty decision, was the single
strongest predictor of receptive collocational knowledge, although the collocation’s MI score
was also a significant, but weaker predictor.
All in all, the findings reviewed here offer strong preliminary evidence that MI, along
with log frequency, is a significant predictor of collocational knowledge and use in both monoand bilingual speakers. While the body of evidence is still very small, it is important that this
core group of studies used similar methodologies such as eye-tracking and acceptability
judgments tasks, and compared monolinguals to bilinguals, adding validity to the findings. The
results of our study are consistent with this body of research. Moreover, the results have now
been replicated in another language, Spanish.
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2.3 Usage-based models as theoretical accounts of conventionality
To reiterate, we have evidence that log frequency and MI significantly predict how
quickly a speaker processes certain word combinations over others. However, we do not yet
know how word combinations with higher levels of frequency and MI, i.e., collocations and
other types of formulaic language, help the speaker process and acquire language in general. A
common claim is that formulaic language, whether it be collocations, idioms, or discourse
markers, etc., aids in the acquisition and processing of language, as well as serves sociopragmatic functions of group membership in a speech community (e.g., Wray, 2005, 2013).
The empirical evidence on log frequency and MI suggests that statistical information in
the linguistic input shapes the speaker’s knowledge of lexico-grammatical patterns. This
distribution, for example how frequently a collocation occurs, reflects how a community of
speakers uses language. That being the case, we look to usage-based models to provide a viable
theoretical account of our knowledge of collocations and other formulae, which likely number
the hundreds of thousands (Pawley & Syder, 1983). Given the pervasiveness of collocation in
language (Hoey, 2005), it is worth considering that it not merely an idiosyncratic aspect of the
lexicon (Chomsky, 1965), but rather, the structure of the lexicon itself.
In fact, usage-based models take a less modular view of language and suggest that the
structure of our entire linguistic knowledge, as opposed to the lexicon specifically, is comprised
of form-meaning pairings, or “constructions”, which are acquired through experiences with the
linguistic input (N. Ellis, 2003; Langacker, 1987; Goldberg, 1995, 2006; Hoey, 2005; Wray,
2005; Bybee, 2006, 2013). An experience with language consists of mapping a linguistic form
onto meaning. This “construction”, or pairing of form with meaning, can be a linguistic unit as
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small as a morpheme or as large as an entire phrase; collocations and other types of formulae are
included (Goldberg, 2006).
In this way, speakers begin to build an inventory of constructions (Langacker 1987) that
form the basis of their mental grammar. Bybee (2006, 2013) calls these experiences exemplars,
or token mental recordings. The speaker processes language by using general cognitive learning
mechanisms that accumulate individual experiences and then generalizes them into abstract
hierarchical knowledge. For example, ask a question has such high frequency and MI that most
exemplars that the speaker encounters expressing this concept take the same form, causing the
linguistic representation of the construction to become ‘entrenched’. In this way, we can explain
how ask a question was overwhelmingly preferred by our participants over make a question.
Ellis (2003, p.6) defines a construction as “a conventional linguistic unit: part of the linguistic
system, accepted as a convention in the speech community, entrenched as grammatical
knowledge in the speaker’s mind.”
Usage-based theories have been offered by their proponents as standing in contrast to
traditional generativist theories (Chomsky, 1965), which posit that while the human capacity for
language acquisition is initially activated by linguistic input, the primary source of linguistic
competence is not input but rather the innate linguistic endowment.
However, Hoey (2005) argues that the existence of collocation and other formulae
requires an account of not only what is grammatical, but also what is conventional. For example,
it is not enough for a model of language to specify that a speaker, through an innate syntactic
endowment, has knowledge that ask is a verb and that it is transitive. It also has to account for
the fact that the speaker has very specific knowledge of which nouns are the most frequent and
strongly associated objects of ask. In English generally, one asks a question, a favor,
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permission, for help, advice etc. Conversely, the speaker also has very specific information about
the verbs that go with question: ask, answer, raise, pose, address. However, make a question is
not conventional. The more proficient the speaker, the more specific this information gets. For
example, in English one does not typically say make a question (in the context of asking a
question) but one can say that someone or something makes one question it (in the context of
bringing something into question).
The position of usage-based theories is supported by research in cognitive science, which
shows that the human brain is extraordinarily sensitive to statistical properties when perceiving
and conceptualizing the outside world, reflecting an associative learning (Miller, 1956)
mechanism that creates hierarchical knowledge structures (e.g., Frost et al, 2015). These
probabilities include frequencies, lexical forms, communicative functions, and the interaction
between these (see Ellis, 2012 for a review).
The question that arises for usage-based approaches to collocation is whether collocation
is a purely statistical phenomenon. Hoey (2005) argues that collocation is too pervasive and
complex a phenomenon to be accounted for in purely statistical terms; collocation is necessarily
a psychological phenomenon. This means that when the speaker encounters one constituent of
the collocation, he or she is psychologically ‘primed’ to expect the other. For example, upon
hearing ask, the language user expects question to follow. Ask a question thus forms a
‘psychologically real’ entity (Hoey, 2005; Durrant, 2008) in the mind of the speaker.
According to Siepmann (2005), this means that speakers can isolate collocations as
meaningful units out of a linguistic context. Hoey (2005) goes so far as to claim that “every word
is mentally primed for collocational use” (p.8). This means that not only do we expect question
to follow ask, but that ask and question are themselves primes which independently cause
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associations with other words. For example, we may recognize words synonymous with question
faster, like problem or issue. We may also associate question with certain semantic contexts like
learning in school or being in a courtroom, phonological contexts with words that sound like it,
e.g., quest, and grammatical, or colligational8 contexts like call something into question. Even
more complex is the idea that this information is nested, e.g., question is itself a prime for other
associations unrelated to ask, for example, question(s) surrounding or leading to something or
someone. In other words, the lexicon is an incredibly rich network of interconnected lexical
patterns: Every word that we know is used with certain other words; those other words, in turn,
are used with other words, and so on and so forth. Hoey’s theory of collocational priming has
been found to have some empirical support in recent research (e.g., Ellis et al., 2008; Durrant &
Doherty, 2010; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2011).
In our own study, monolinguals and bilinguals behaved similarly in their ratings of
collocations with different levels of log frequency and MI. This leads us to conclude that at high
levels of proficiency, bilinguals are just as sensitive as monolinguals to statistical properties like
log frequency and MI and use them to process and acquire complex collocational knowledge.
For bilinguals, it is interesting to consider what cross-linguistic effects, if any, occur with
regard to input. In the present study, second generation bilinguals stood out from all other groups
in the Spanish experiment in that log frequency and MI showed less strength as predictors, due to
the high acceptance rate of alternative collocations, i.e., collocations with low log frequencies
and MI scores. This reduced impact of log frequency and MI is likely because second generation
bilinguals have higher levels of variability in their Spanish compared to first generation

8

Both collocation and colligation are terms are introduced by Halliday (1966), where a collocation refers to the
lexical environment of a unit, and colligation, its syntactic and morphological environment.
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bilinguals, due to having spoken both languages from childhood in a contact setting. It is likely
that higher levels of input in English and cross-linguistic effects have created parallel
collocational forms, e.g., tomar una decisión and hacer una decisión, something that will be
explored in the next sections.
3. Variation
While we may be tempted to conclude that the variation that occurred in our study was
only due to cross-linguistic influence on the part of bilinguals, this would be a wrong conclusion
because monolinguals also exhibited variation. The presence of variability in monolingual
judgments of collocations in particular speaks to one of our central themes, namely that variation
is a naturally occurring phenomenon present in every dimension of language use in both monoand bilinguals, correlated with a variety of factors including social class, gender, ethnicity, age,
geographic region, language contact, etc. (for a comprehensive introduction see Chambers &
Shilling, 2013).
3.1 Variation in monolinguals
The results of the study showed that higher levels of log frequency and MI did not always
predict monolingual speaker judgments; in terms of individual ratings, some alternative
collocations were judged as acceptable (higher than a 3), while some conventional collocations
were judged as unacceptable (lower than a 3) in both the Spanish and English experiments. In
terms of mean ratings by monolingual participants, no conventional collocation received a mean
rating below a 3 in either experiment, but some alternative collocations in the Spanish
experiment received a mean rating above 3, among them tomar un viaje (M=4.45, SD=1.8);
colocar un candidato (M= 4.15, SD=1.7); sacar medidas (M=3.25, SD=1.9) and hacer un golpe
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(M=3.05, SD=1.8). In the English experiment, there was less variability, with no alternative
collocation receiving a mean rating above a 3.
The fact that monolinguals accepted alternative collocations they had likely never heard
before is an important result. It is consistent with findings by key recent studies, namely
Siyanova and Schmitt (2008), Doğruöz and Backus (2009), Wolter and Gyllstad (2013), and
Sonbul (2015), who also found variation in monolingual collocational knowledge. In the first
three studies, participants were tested on acceptability judgment tasks which included “noncollocations”, or alternatives, and the results showed that monolinguals as well as highly
proficient bilinguals frequently accepted them. Sonbul (2015) further found in an eye-tracking
task that while there was a significant effect of collocational log frequency during the first pass
reading time – participants fixated for longer on alternative collocations as they first encountered
them in a sentential context – they were not significantly impeded in terms of later
comprehension processing, as measured by total reading time or fixation count. Finally, Doğruöz
and Backus (2009) collected spoken data from sociolinguistic interviews with monolingual
Turkish speakers in Turkey and compared them to data from bilingual Turkish-Dutch speakers in
the Netherlands. Among a number of findings, they reported variability in Turkish monolinguals’
use of collocations in productive language.
These results are important because we now have preliminary empirical evidence by at
least these three comprehensive studies, in addition to our own, showing that monolinguals do
not show rigid categorical preferences for collocations, that they can process alternative
collocations, and that they use alternative collocations in productive speech. These results also
show that monolinguals and highly proficient bilinguals behave similarly. Variation in bilinguals
is a normal occurrence; it does not signal a deficit. It is a significant step in understanding the
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fluid nature of collocational knowledge; while speakers very much prefer collocations with
higher levels of log frequency and MI, alternatives with lower levels are also found to be
acceptable.
3.2 Variation in bilingual collocational knowledge
As discussed previously in Chapter 1, monolingual collocational knowledge continues to
be the common benchmark against which bilingual collocational knowledge is assessed (e.g.,
Altenberg & Granger, 2001; Nesselhauf, 2005; Siyanova & Schmitt 2008; Laufer & Waldman,
2011; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013; Granger & Bestgen, 2014; Kochmar & Briscoe, 2015). This
speaks to an underlying assumption, prevalent among researchers, that conventionality in
collocations is a binary concept. It sometimes leads to outright claims that variation among
bilinguals is evidence of a deficit in collocational knowledge (e.g., Nesselhauf, 2005).
Collocations have been categorized as “collocations” vs. “non-collocations” (Wolter & Gyllstad,
2013, Sonbul, 2015), “appropriate” vs. “malformed” (Millar, 2007); “collocations” vs. “errors”
(Yamashita & Jiang, 2010; Wolter & Gyllstad, 2013) or “mistakes” (Nesselhauf, 2005); and
“native-like” vs. “atypical” (Siyanova & Schmitt, 2008).
Such a perspective is natural considering the study of collocational knowledge has arisen
in large part out of the field of SLA, which has focused primarily on a specific type of language
user: the adult learner of English in the classroom. Since the goal of the language classroom is to
teach conventional language, it makes sense that the researcher is looking at whether students are
acquiring it or not. In addition, since learners in a language classroom setting are usually not
highly proficient speakers of that language, there is less opportunity to observe the kind of
naturally occurring variation that would be found in other language settings.
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There are a number of problems with such studies, which report that despite high
proficiency in English, adult bilinguals produce fewer collocations in writing than do
monolingual English speakers and that they continue to produce “errors”, most of which are
direct translations from the other language (e.g., Nesselhauf, 2005; Siyanova & Schmitt, 2008,
Laufer & Waldman, 2011). Such studies primarily source their data from corpora of written
student essays, such as the International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE) (Granger et al.,
2002). While such sources do identify levels of proficiency of the writers, it is often not clear
exactly what criteria have been used to evaluate proficiency other than years of learning English
at a university, and therefore one cannot be sure of what advanced proficiency means. In many
cases, no objective measure of proficiency was administered. In addition, the data comprise
mostly academic writing collected at universities, one of the most advanced linguistic tasks.
Therefore, it is uncertain whether these so-called deficits in collocational knowledge are a result
of lack of knowledge of conventional collocations, academic writing skills, weaker productive
language skills as opposed to receptive skills, or a combination of these factors. Finally, these
studies compare bilingual writing to monolingual writing, which is problematic because
bilinguals’ linguistic knowledge is qualitatively different from that of monolinguals. It is
therefore difficult to speak of collocational “errors” on the part of bilinguals when so many
variables remain unclear.
While there are relatively few studies of collocational knowledge in highly proficient
bilinguals, the ones that exist report results remarkably consistent with our own. The studies
mentioned previously that tested monolinguals, namely Siyanova and Schmitt (2008), Sonbul
(2015), Wolter and Gyllstad (2013), and Doğruöz and Backus (2009), also tested bilinguals. The
first two studies are SLA studies of bilingual speakers from a variety of countries living in
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England who acquired English as adults. Wolter and Gyllstad (2013) tested speakers born and
raised in Sweden who had acquired English through schooling. These three studies tested
proficiency using objective measures such as vocabulary size tests, and employed both online
(processing) and offline (judgment) tasks. Doğruöz and Backus (2009) conducted sociolinguistic
interviews in Turkish with immigrants living in the Netherlands and with monolinguals in
Turkey, and is one of the first comprehensive sociolinguistic studies of collocational knowledge
in a contact setting.
Despite the different settings, languages, and methodologies found in these studies, as
well as the different kinds of collocations tested (adjective-noun and verb-noun combinations),
the results conclusively showed that bilinguals (and monolinguals) do not necessarily reject
alternative collocations. That is, bilinguals do not rate alternative collocations at the extreme low
end of the scale on acceptability judgments tasks, or even in the middle of the scale. In addition,
the studies show that bilinguals use alternative collocations in productive speech. In other words,
highly proficient speakers, both mono- and bilingual, exhibit variation in their collocational
knowledge and use. These results, along with the variation reported in this study, are an
important step in acknowledging that, as in all other aspects of language, collocations are also
subject to variation in speakers. For highly proficient bilinguals in particular, this variation is not
a deficit, but rather a natural aspect of their collocational knowledge that monolingual speakers
also display. A firm distinction, then, needs to be made between less proficient bilingual
speakers who are perhaps in a classroom setting still acquiring conventional collocations, and
highly proficient speakers with robust knowledge of conventional collocations who actively use
their languages in their daily lives.
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The fluidity of linguistic knowledge and emergence of new forms are assumed in usagebased theories such as Goldberg’s and Bybee’s. With the help of such theoretical models, it is
unnecessary, and even undesirable, to adhere to a strict view of collocations, in which only
certain forms are considered ‘correct’, or conventional because of the inherent variation found in
speech. Many examples illustrate that we often use multiple forms to express the same meaning:
stand in line vs. stand on line; past tense forms like sneaked and snuck, pronunciations of aunt
[ant] vs. [ænt], and collocations like make a decision and take a decision.
Bybee (2006) underscores that “grammar is the cognitive organization of one’s
experience [emphasis added] with language” (p. 711). This suggests that if one’s experience with
language also includes multiple forms associated with the same meaning, e.g. make a decision
and take a decision, exemplars can become more complex than a simple one-to-one form to
meaning mapping. An exemplar contains many layers of linguistic and contextual information.
In fact, it is common for two related forms to have distinct discourse functions, causing an
exemplar to morph into its own separate representation, creating a “cluster” (p.717).
In sum, when considering the results of the present study, it is important to remember that
variation is the norm, and not the exception. While we know that speakers have very strong
preferences for conventional collocations, we also see that in acceptability judgment tasks, they
do not completely reject collocations that are semantically and contextually similar to their
conventional counterparts, and that they often use alternative collocations in productive
language. These alternative collocations may be completely random occurrences or as we
explore in the next section, in bilingual speakers they may in fact arise out of cross-linguistic
influence.
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4.0 Cross-linguistic influence in bilingual collocational knowledge
The third and final theme of our study refers to our results regarding cross-linguistic
influence, which we show to have played a significant role in bilingual participants’ judgments
of collocations. In each individual bilingual group in each language, degree of overlap between
languages was a significant predictor of rating.
Our specific hypothesis, that alternative collocations that were direct translation
equivalents from the language of more input were significantly more likely to be accepted, was
confirmed. First generation bilinguals accepted English collocations like make a question (from
the Spanish hacer una pregunta) and second generation bilinguals accepted Spanish collocations
like hacer una decisión (from the English make a decision).
Our interpretation that the language of more input – Spanish for first generation
bilinguals and English for second generation bilinguals – was the cause of this particular kind of
cross-linguistic influence was further supported by the finding that, of the sociolinguistic factors
investigated, amount of input in English or Spanish respectively was a significant predictor of
ratings of collocations in the other language. The more input participants reported receiving in
the other language, the higher they rated alternative collocations, i.e., the more input second
generation bilinguals reported receiving in English, the higher they rated alternative collocations
in Spanish, while the reverse was the case for first generation bilinguals.
However, cross-linguistic influence was observed in other ways beyond the acceptance of
translation equivalents. In these cases, it seems like the effect of overlap was a more global
consequence of bilingualism; bilinguals have a certain level of cognitive flexibility due to
knowledge of more than one language that can cause them to be more open to variation in
linguistic forms (e.g., Kroll & Bialystok, 2013; Graf Estes & Hay, 2015; Kovács, 2015).
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These reports support our contention that the acceptance by bilinguals of some alternative
collocations is not a deficit of knowledge, but rather a natural consequence of their bilingualism.
This interpretation is not only justified by the evidence we have presented but also substantiated
by a broad body of evidence from psycho- and sociolinguistic research.
4.1 Empirical evidence of cross-linguistic influence in collocational knowledge and models of
the bilingual lexicon
Cross-linguistic influence in bilingual collocational knowledge has long been reported in
the SLA literature. For example, in an extensive study, Nesselhauf (2005) analyzed over 2,000
verb-noun collocations written by advanced German-English bilinguals. Nesselhauf found that
‘congruent’ collocations, or those collocations that overlapped word-for-word with their German
equivalent, emerged as the most predictive factor of so-called ‘learner error’, or the use of
alternative collocations, which totaled 25% of the data. Approximately half the ‘errors’ were
attributed to non, or partial overlap between the English collocation and its German equivalent,
especially if the German verb was the high frequency verb machen (make or do). Similar
findings on the production of collocations and other formulae have been reported in advanced
learners of English in Irujo (1993), Hasselgren (1994), Granger (1998), Laufer and Waldman
(2011) and Peters (2016).
In terms of receptive language, a few studies on the processing of collocations in highly
proficient bilinguals also report cross-linguistic effects, in particular the facilitating effect of
highly overlapping collocations. For example, Wolter and Gyllstad (2013) tested SwedishEnglish bilinguals on the effects of “congruent” vs. “incongruent” collocations in a timed
acceptability judgment task, during which they were presented with adjective-noun collocations
in isolation and asked to make a binary judgment on whether the collocation was “commonly
used” or not. A collocation was considered congruent between English and Swedish if the
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primary translation of one of its constituents was the same, e.g., handsome man is congruent with
snygg man because snygg is a primary translation equivalent of handsome. Such a collocation is
what we have labeled “highly overlapping”.
In contrast, identical twins is incongruent with the Swedish equivalent because the
primary translation of identical would be indentisk in Swedish, and indentisk tvillingar is
considered an “infelicitous” collocation. The equivalent Swedish form would be
enäggstvillingar, a compound noun. The results showed that bilinguals responded significantly
faster to congruent collocations than to incongruent ones. Wolter and Gyllstad’s study lends
support to earlier findings in Wolter and Gyllstad (2011), as well as Yamashita and Jiang (2010),
who tested Japanese-English bilinguals.
Cross-linguistic influence in advanced learners has puzzled SLA researchers because they
typically consider it to be a consequence of low proficiency in the language being learned, a sign
of how rigid the categorizations of collocations and linguistic knowledge are in this field,
considering what the findings from the psycholinguistic and language contact research tell us
about the bilingual’s lexicon.
The empirical evidence on cross-linguistic influence in the bilingual lexicon is large and
compelling and shows that the bilingual’s lexicon is non-selective, meaning languages are
simultaneously activated both in receptive and productive language tasks (see van Heuven &
Dijkstra, 2010; Kroll & Rossi, 2013; and Kroll & Bialystok, 2013 for extensive reviews).
Recently, computational models based on connectionist, usage-based theories, like the
updated Bilingual Interactivation Model (BIA, BIA+) (Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002; Thomas &
van Heuven, 2005; Dijkstra & Rekké, 2010) have provided an account of why highly proficient
bilinguals exhibit cross-linguistic effects, and can be interpreted in the context of collocational
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knowledge. Such models consider cross-linguistic influence from the perspective of localist and
distributed models. Localist models attempt to capture the adult bilingual’s linguistic knowledge
at a particular moment in time, while distributed models are concerned with language acquisition
and loss.
In a lexicon where both languages are activated, such models assume that different nodes
(letter features, letters, words, and language) are interconnected with each other as well as with
different linguistic levels like semantics and phonology. Researchers have been able to
computationally manipulate the strength of these connections to create a model which should be
able to predict speed of lexical access or outcomes in acquisition or loss. For example, depending
on the amount of exposure to Spanish and English a second generation speaker uses in his or her
daily life, a localist model might be able to predict speed of lexical access in an online translation
or priming task. In other words, second generation bilinguals may react more quickly to highly
overlapping collocations, e.g. run the risk – correr el riesgo.
We can consider how such a model might account for the fact that alternative
collocations in Spanish that were direct translation equivalents from English were accepted by
second generation speakers. It might predict that connections at the individual word and
language levels were stronger to English than to Spanish, likely due to being in an Englishmajority language setting.
While the body of empirical evidence from psycholinguistic studies on collocational
knowledge specifically is still very small, and we have had little discussion on how collocational
knowledge fits into theoretical models like the BIA, there can be no doubt that the bilingual’s
lexicon is integrated. We therefore should not be surprised to observe cross-linguistic influence
in bilinguals’ collocational knowledge. What is important to remember is that despite this
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integrated lexicon, which is unique compared to monolinguals, highly proficient bilinguals
display robust knowledge of conventional collocations. The variation they might exhibit that can
be traced back to influence from the other language is a naturally occurring phenomenon, that we
have shown arises in part from different degrees of input in their languages, as well as in part to a
certain cognitive flexibility that is a natural consequence of bilingualism.
4.2 Evidence of collocational changes in contact communities
Despite differences in amounts of input, the bilingual participants in our study showed
remarkable uniformity in their collocational knowledge of English. At the same time, second
generation bilinguals displayed a great amount of variability in their judgments of Spanish
collocations, in marked contrast to first generation and Latin American bilinguals.
In terms of input, this suggests that for highly proficient bilinguals, living in a majorityEnglish linguistic environment (and, in the case of Puerto Rico, in a linguistic environment
heavily in contact with English) is more of a predictor of uniformity of collocational knowledge
than each group’s specific aggregate amount of input collected over the course of their life. In
other words, regardless of the fact that first generation bilinguals have had less input in English
because they acquired it as adults, and that second generation bilinguals have had more input in
English because they acquired both languages simultaneously, living in an English-majority
environment is a stronger predictor of collocational knowledge than the specific amount of input
each group has received throughout their linguistic histories. While that is not to say that changes
cannot occur in the English of these contact communities, it is more likely that changes will be
present in the minority language, Spanish.
We have already said that variation is a naturally occurring phenomenon in language in
both mono- and bilinguals and that our study has shown that this applies to collocational
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knowledge as well. Like other aspects of language, the potential for a variant to become
conventional is always there; a good example is Alba-Salas (2007), who examines Spanish dar
collocations like dar miedo (‘to make afraid’), and investigates their diachronic change from 16th
century Spanish when the verb hacer was often used instead.
Change can happen for language-internal reasons, e.g., gradual changes in sounds and
structures taking place within a language due to frequency, meaning shift, etc., as well as for
language-external reasons, e.g., influence from another language (Croft, 2000; Thomason &
Kaufman, 2001). Language contact settings such as NYC are uniquely suited to examine external
change due to cross-linguistic influence; typically this influence is one-directional, with the
minority language borrowing from the majority due to outsized exposure and privilege. For
example, Otheguy and Zentella (2012) report the increasing use of Spanish pronouns across
bilingual speakers in NYC, from newcomer immigrants to established first generation bilinguals
to second generation bilinguals. In addition, they report that Spanish-English bilinguals in NYC
who are more proficient in English use more pronouns in their Spanish than those who are less
proficient. As Backus and Nicolai (2014) point out, “contact settings induce outright borrowing
from the other language, increased variability because they trigger insecurity about the norms,
and loss of features that are not supported by the other language, or that are too complex and too
infrequent to be easily maintained in settings of reduced use (p.100).
Backus and Nicolai argue that the study of language contact is necessarily usage-based
from a theoretical standpoint; the researcher must determine to what degree the change has
become entrenched in the minds of speakers through exposure, and if this entrenchment has led
to the variant becoming conventionalized within the speech community. We are not in a position
to claim that a contact-induced change has occurred in NYC Spanish speakers’ collocational
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knowledge. Such a claim cannot be based on the evidence of an acceptability judgment task,
which measures receptive knowledge. To make such a claim, we would need to find evidence of
the use of collocations such as hacer una decisión in speech. Furthermore, while first generation
speakers showed evidence of variation, they did not accept hacer una decisión. Therefore, we
cannot show a pattern originating with the first generation, and continuing with the second.
What we can show, however, is that second generation bilinguals have very good reasons
for accepting hacer una decisión as a legitimate variant to tomar una decisión. If we do not
believe that hacer una decisión is commonly used in the Spanish of New York, then we can
attribute second generation bilinguals’ acceptance of such forms in the experiment to a cognitive
consequence of bilingualism, in which the speaker’s languages are integrated in the lexicon. The
psycholinguistic evidence and theoretical models outlined in the previous section provide a
convincing account of why such a result should have occurred.
On the other hand, if we do believe that there are two collocational variants in use in the
Spanish of New York, tomar una decisión and hacer una decisión, then we must assume that
hacer una decisión is the result of speakers having copied (Doğruöz & Backus, 2009) or
borrowed (Weinreich, 1953; Thomason & Kaufman, 2001) make and translated it into Spanish.
With regard to collocational knowledge, this could mean that our second generation speakers
have converged their knowledge, or employed optimization strategies (Bullock & Toribio, 2004;
Muysken, 2013; Otheguy, 2011), where one of two existing linguistic forms across languages
expressing the same meaning is chosen over the other.
Doğruöz and Backus (2009) distinguish between innovation, or the copying of an
element from the other language, and propagation, where the speaker makes a choice to use
either the new or the old variant. Copying can only occur if an equivalence is perceived between
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two structures across the languages in contact (Weinreich, 1953; Heine & Kuteva, 2005);
copying usually affects the lexicon (Thomason & Kaufman, 1988).
Studies show that collocations are copied from the majority language into the minority
language and often lead to change in collocational patterns (e.g., Ortigosa & Otheguy, 2007;
Doğruöz and Backus, 2009; Treffers-Daller, 2012; Verschick, 2007). Ortigosa and Otheguy
(2007) examined collocational use in first and second generation bilinguals in NYC using the
Otheguy Zentella (2007) corpus. They found that bilinguals of both generations, when speaking
Spanish, frequently borrow words from English like opening. When analyzing how these
loanwords (Weinreich, 1953; Otheguy 1993) are used in Spanish, it was observed that loanwords
that do not form collocations in English are integrated into phrases with Spanish words like el
opening del restaurante (‘the opening of the restaurant’), while words that do form collocations
are transferred as whole units, e.g., Ya tiene su bachelor’s degree (‘He already has his bachelor’s
degree’). Thus, bilingual speakers appear to have knowledge of collocational structures in
English and transfer them whole into Spanish.
One should point out Hoey’s (2005) claim that every word, including opening, is primed
for collocational use, e.g., grand opening, opening argument, etc., and that restaurant opening or
open a restaurant is a collocation. What Ortigosa and Otheguy (2007) in fact show, is not just
that speakers recognize what is or is not a collocation in English, but which English collocations
have very high MIs, and are thus used as whole units e.g., bachelor’s degree (MI=7.46 in
COCA), and which collocations have lower MIs, e.g., restaurant opening (MI=2.68), and are
integrated piecemeal into a Spanish phrase, opening del restaurante. With regard to our study,
the findings from Ortigosa and Otheguy (2007) show that firstly, there is evidence of crosslinguistic influence from English in first and second generation bilinguals’ Spanish collocational
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use and secondly, that second generation bilinguals use collocational patterns from English much
more frequently than first generation bilinguals.
Doğruöz and Backus (2009) outline four different types of unconventional use of
collocations: replacement, addition or omission of one of the elements of a collocation, or, the
appearance of a new expression that does not exist in either language. In their examination of
unconventional Turkish collocations (as judged by monolingual Turkish speakers) with different
syntactic structures used by Dutch-Turkish bilinguals in the Netherlands, they found that
replacement of one of the elements of the Turkish collocation with a loanword from Dutch, most
often the verb in verb-noun structures, was the most commonly occurring type (71.8% of the
data). The delexicalized verb do accounted for 39% of those cases. The researchers conclude that
use of unconventional collocations in Turkish as spoken in the Netherlands consists of a very
high percentage of collocations that are direct translations from Dutch. More recently, Backus et
al. (2013) reported that contact-induced changes to collocational patterns in this population have
been observed in third generation speakers.
Verschick (2007) analyzed a variety of innovations in Russian as spoken in Estonia by
Russian-Estonian bilinguals, including collocations, and found that speakers extend the semantic
meaning of highly frequent Estonian verbs to equivalent verbs in Russian. Similarly, TreffersDaller (2012) found abundant use of unconventional phrasal verbs that can be classified as
grammatical collocations in the French of French-Dutch bilinguals in Brussels and was able to
trace them back to Dutch equivalents.
Thus, while the body of evidence is still very small, it suggests that bilinguals in contact
settings frequently use unconventional collocations in the minority language that can be traced
back to influence from the majority language. In the case of verb-noun collocations, the
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conventionally used verb tends to be replaced by one that is a direct translation from the other
language. With regard to the results of our study, these findings offer some supporting evidence
that the alternative collocations we presented to our participants that are direct translations from
English, e.g., hacer una decisión, are likely used in the Spanish of NYC.
5. Limitations, avenues of future research, and conclusion
To summarize, our study has shown that all speakers, both mono- and bilinguals
overwhelmingly preferred collocations with higher levels of log frequency and MI. At the same
time, all speakers showed variability in their judgments, a result at odds with a widespread
assumption among researchers about the binary nature of collocational knowledge. Moreover, all
bilingual speakers showed evidence of cross-linguistic influence in their judgments of
collocations in both languages, adding to a large body of research which shows that the
bilingual’s lexicon is non-selective.
Among the different groups of bilingual speakers, second generation speakers exhibited
the highest amounts of variability and cross-linguistic influence from English in their judgments
of Spanish collocations. This leads us to conclude that for second generation bilinguals, the
degree of input from English in a contact setting like NYC, has had a unique influence on their
Spanish collocational knowledge, and possibly led to collocational changes in language use in
the form of English borrowings, such as hacer una decisión.
Our study had a number of limitations. Ideally, we would have liked to conduct a study
that tested participant judgments in both on- and offline tasks. A study of receptive language
using an offline task, i.e., an acceptability judgment task, is only one way to measure receptive
knowledge; using an online task such as eye-tracking would add another layer to the analysis.
However, the size and scope of our study did not allow for this. In addition, while we feel the
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study is stronger for being comprehensive in terms of the groups that were studied, a greater
number of participants per group is always desirable. Finally, in using the COCA and CDE, we
make the assumption that the language of those corpora adequately represents the language our
participants have been exposed to. This assumption is not necessarily accurate, although we do
believe that the great size of the corpora ensures that the language is, to a reasonable degree,
representative.
Despite existing for a number of decades, linguistic research on collocations is still in its
beginning stages. Researchers are still grappling with the definition of a collocation, and
methodologies are still being developed to adequately measure collocational knowledge in
speakers. The most important avenue of future inquiry is for researchers to develop a crossdisciplinary understanding of collocational knowledge in both mono- and bilinguals from a
usage-based theoretical perspective, tapping into empirical findings from research in
psycholinguistics and bilingualism, linguistic corpora, semantics, and especially, variation in
collocational knowledge in bilingual contact settings. In developing such an understanding, we
will gain a more accurate picture of the role of input in the acquisition and use of collocations by
different kinds of speakers.
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Appendix A: Participant Questionnaire
PARTICIPANT QUESTIONNAIRE
Date

Time/Location

Participant ID

Participant
Group

Sex

1. Date of birth and current age? __________________________________________
2. Place of birth? (city, state, country)? ____________________________________
3. If born in the U.S., were both parents born and raised in the U.S.? __________
4. If not born in the U.S., age of arrival?_________
6. Did you spend any significant amount of time (1 year or more) in childhood living outside the
home country? If yes, at what age, where and for how long?
_____________________________________________________________________________
7. Were you schooled in a language other than the home language, and if yes, which
language?_________________________________________________________________
8. Current profession? _______________________________________________________
9. Highest degree of education completed and where? _____________________
10. Mother’s profession? _____________________________________________________
11. Highest degree of education mother completed? _________________________
12. Father’s profession? ______________________________________________________
13. Highest degree of education father completed? __________________________
14. Which social class do you consider yourself belonging to?
Upper_____

Middle_______

Working_______

15. What is your mother’s first language(s)? _________________________
16. What is your father’s first language(s)? __________________________
17. What is the first language(s) you acquired at home as a child?
____________________________
18. a) On a scale of 1 to 4, what would you consider is your level of proficiency in
English/Spanish in speaking? E: _____ S: ______
1 poor
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2 fair
3 very good
4 excellent
b) in understanding? E: _____ S: ______
c) in reading? E: _____ S: ______
d) in writing?
E: _____ S: ______
19. Do you feel one of your languages is dominant? Yes, English or Spanish
No

20. Please rate to what extent the following factors contributed to your acquiring
English/Spanish:
1 did not contribute
2 contributed minimally
3 contributed moderately
4 most important contributor

Interacting with friends E: _____ S: ______
Interacting with family E: _____ S: ______
Watching TV E: _____ S: ______
Reading
E: _____ S: ______
Listening to the radio
E: _____ S: ______
Formal or self-instruction E: _____ S: ______

21. Please rate to what extent you are currently exposed to English/Spanish in the following
contexts:
1 never
2 almost never
3 part of the time
4 always
Interacting with friends E: _____ S: ______
Interacting with family E: _____ S: ______
Watching TV E: _____ S: ______
Reading
E: _____ S: ______
Listening to the radio
E: _____ S: ______
Formal or self-instruction E: _____ S: ______
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22. If you had (or have) a friend or family member who speaks both English and Spanish as
fluently as you do, what percentage of the time would you (or do you) choose to speak in each
language? (Percentages should add up to 100.)
English
Spanish
23. Please list any culture you identify with, for example: Anglo American, US –
Hispanic/Latino, African American, etc, and rate it:
1 I don’t identify with it at all
2 I identify with it a little bit
3 I partially identify with it
4 I completely identify with it
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
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Appendix B: Mean Ratings by Group, English and Spanish experiments
EM = English monolinguals
SM = Spanish monolinguals
Gen1BL = First Generation bilinguals
Gen2BL = Second Generation bilinguals
LABL = Latin American bilinguals

Mean Ratings by Group – English Experiment
CV or ALT
CV
CV
CV
CV
ALT
ALT
ALT
ALT

Group
EM
Gen1BL
Gen2BL
LABL
EM
Gen1BL
Gen2BL
LABL

N
435
464
609
290
435
464
609
290

Rating
5.72
5.70
5.51
5.83
1.87
1.96
2.11
2.20

sd
0.84
0.92
1.09
0.66
1.27
1.64
1.68
1.71

se
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.07
0.10

Mean Ratings by Group – Spanish Experiment
CV or ALT
CV
CV
CV
CV
ALT
ALT
ALT
ALT

Group
Gen1BL
Gen2BL
LABL
SM
Gen1BL
Gen2BL
LABL
SM

N
368
483
230
460
368
483
230
460

Rating
5.40
5.27
5.38
5.54
1.53
3.37
2.10
2.28

sd
1.38
1.40
1.46
1.10
1.20
2.05
1.63
1.65

se
0.07
0.06
0.10
0.05
0.06
0.09
0.11
0.08
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Appendix C: Correlations between main variables, English and Spanish experiments

Correlations, English Experiments

MI
LogFreq_PM
Overlap

MI
LogFreq_PM Overlap
1.00
--0.71
1.00
-0.09
-0.02
1.00

Correlations, Spanish Experiments

MI
LogFreq_PM
Overlap

MI
LogFreq_PM Overlap
1.00
--0.86
1.00
-0.01
0.00
1.00
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Appendix D: Mean Ratings by Participant, English and Spanish experiments
EM = English monolinguals
SM = Spanish monolinguals
Gen1BL = First Generation bilinguals
Gen2BL = Second Generation bilinguals
LABL = Latin American bilinguals
Experiment Language

Group

Participant ID

N

Rating

sd

se

English

EM

EM01

58

3.62

2.45

0.32

English

EM

EM02

58

3.74

2.14

0.28

English

EM

EM03

58

3.28

2.38

0.31

English

EM

EM04

58

3.81

2.09

0.27

English

EM

EM05

58

3.71

2.22

0.29

English

EM

EM06

58

4.16

2.18

0.29

English

EM

EM07

58

4.03

2.01

0.26

English

EM

EM08

58

3.55

2.34

0.31

English

EM

EM09

58

3.34

2.50

0.33

English

EM

EM10

58

3.55

2.33

0.31

English

EM

EM11

58

4.34

1.66

0.22

English

EM

EM12

58

3.62

2.33

0.31

English

EM

EM13

58

3.69

2.26

0.30

English

EM

EM14

58

4.47

1.78

0.23

English

EM

EM15

58

4.00

2.16

0.28

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL01

58

3.95

2.44

0.32

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL02

58

3.59

2.52

0.33

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL03

58

3.76

2.24

0.29

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL04

58

4.10

2.21

0.29

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL05

58

3.79

2.37

0.31

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL06

58

4.14

2.38

0.31

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL07

58

4.16

2.20

0.29

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL08

58

3.84

2.33

0.31

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL09

58

3.72

2.37

0.31

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL10

58

3.86

2.10

0.28

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL11

58

4.10

2.23

0.29

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL12

58

3.52

2.30

0.30

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL13

58

3.64

2.26

0.30

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL14

58

3.88

2.37

0.31

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL15

58

3.66

2.44

0.32

English

Gen1BL

Gen1BL16

58

3.62

2.11

0.28

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL1

58

3.98

2.31

0.30

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL10

58

3.97

2.09

0.27
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English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL11

58

4.29

1.91

0.25

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL12

58

3.16

2.11

0.28

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL13

58

3.74

2.29

0.30

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL14

58

3.84

2.50

0.33

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL15

58

3.26

2.22

0.29

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL16

58

3.45

2.41

0.32

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL17

58

3.88

1.81

0.24

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL18

58

3.90

2.42

0.32

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL19

58

4.52

1.98

0.26

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL2

58

3.55

2.19

0.29

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL20

58

3.69

2.17

0.28

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL21

58

3.86

2.07

0.27

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL3

58

3.69

1.91

0.25

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL4

58

3.66

2.37

0.31

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL5

58

4.02

2.27

0.30

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL6

58

3.84

1.69

0.22

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL7

58

3.93

2.48

0.33

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL8

58

3.59

2.52

0.33

English

Gen2BL

Gen2BL9

58

4.14

2.37

0.31

English

LABL

LABL1

58

3.71

2.30

0.30

English

LABL

LABL10

58

4.00

2.29

0.30

English

LABL

LABL11

58

3.95

2.41

0.32

English

LABL

LABL2

58

3.97

2.21

0.29

English

LABL

LABL3

58

3.79

2.35

0.31

English

LABL

LABL4

58

4.97

1.08

0.14

English

LABL

LABL5

58

3.84

2.39

0.31

English

LABL

LABL6

58

3.62

2.50

0.33

English

LABL

LABL7

58

4.07

2.29

0.30

English

LABL

LABL9

58

4.28

2.02

0.26

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL01

46

3.07

2.49

0.37

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL02

46

3.26

2.46

0.36

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL03

46

3.76

2.01

0.30

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL04

46

3.85

2.14

0.32

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL05

46

3.50

2.47

0.36

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL06

46

3.74

2.39

0.35

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL07

46

3.17

2.34

0.35

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL08

46

3.54

2.41

0.36

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL09

46

3.33

2.39

0.35

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL10

46

3.39

2.30

0.34

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL11

46

4.15

2.33

0.34

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL12

46

2.96

2.14

0.32

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL13

46

3.28

2.45

0.36

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL14

46

3.50

2.41

0.36
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Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL15

46

3.33

2.34

0.34

Spanish

Gen1BL

Gen1BL16

46

3.63

2.17

0.32

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL1

46

4.02

2.15

0.32

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL10

46

4.98

1.58

0.23

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL11

46

5.04

1.40

0.21

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL12

46

3.74

2.04

0.30

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL13

46

4.46

1.79

0.26

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL14

46

4.13

2.36

0.35

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL15

46

4.35

2.29

0.34

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL16

46

4.00

2.18

0.32

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL17

46

4.52

1.22

0.18

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL18

46

3.46

2.27

0.33

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL19

46

4.67

1.92

0.28

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL2

46

3.98

2.08

0.31

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL20

46

4.13

2.00

0.29

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL21

46

4.93

1.45

0.21

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL3

46

3.83

1.76

0.26

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL4

46

4.54

2.18

0.32

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL5

46

3.93

2.00

0.30

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL6

46

4.63

1.34

0.20

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL7

46

4.26

2.41

0.35

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL8

46

3.72

2.52

0.37

Spanish

Gen2BL

Gen2BL9

46

5.37

1.34

0.20

Spanish

LABL

LABL1

46

3.28

2.26

0.33

Spanish

LABL

LABL10

46

3.54

2.37

0.35

Spanish

LABL

LABL11

46

3.83

2.34

0.35

Spanish

LABL

LABL2

46

3.80

2.46

0.36

Spanish

LABL

LABL3

46

4.24

1.83

0.27

Spanish

LABL

LABL4

46

4.83

1.34

0.20

Spanish

LABL

LABL5

46

2.78

2.39

0.35

Spanish

LABL

LABL6

46

3.24

2.41

0.36

Spanish

LABL

LABL7

46

3.85

2.23

0.33

Spanish

LABL

LABL9

46

4.02

2.20

0.32

Spanish

SM

SM01

46

3.63

2.13

0.31

Spanish

SM

SM02

46

3.78

2.32

0.34

Spanish

SM

SM03

46

4.54

1.77

0.26

Spanish

SM

SM04

46

3.61

2.34

0.35

Spanish

SM

SM05

46

4.43

2.00

0.29

Spanish

SM

SM06

46

3.52

2.38

0.35

Spanish

SM

SM07

46

5.02

1.24

0.18

Spanish

SM

SM08

46

3.52

1.80

0.27

Spanish

SM

SM09

46

4.59

1.89

0.28

Spanish

SM

SM10

46

3.61

2.20

0.32
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Spanish

SM

SM11

46

4.17

2.17

0.32

Spanish

SM

SM14

46

4.50

1.70

0.25

Spanish

SM

SM15

46

3.57

2.27

0.33

Spanish

SM

SM16

46

3.98

2.12

0.31

Spanish

SM

SM17

46

2.76

2.12

0.31

Spanish

SM

SM18

46

3.22

2.30

0.34

Spanish

SM

SM19

46

3.83

2.40

0.35

Spanish

SM

SM20

46

4.02

2.21

0.33

Spanish

SM

SM21

46

3.93

2.12

0.31

Spanish

SM

SM22

46

4.00

2.30

0.34
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Appendix E: Mean Ratings by Item, English and Spanish experiments
Experiment Language

Item #

N

Rating

sd

se

English

1

62

5.82

0.50

0.06

English

3

62

5.56

0.92

0.12

English

5

62

5.87

0.42

0.05

English

7

62

1.19

0.57

0.07

English

9

62

5.37

1.33

0.17

English

11

62

1.19

0.70

0.09

English

13

62

1.45

0.99

0.13

English

15

62

5.21

1.40

0.18

English

17

62

2.92

1.91

0.24

English

19

62

5.61

0.84

0.11

English

21

62

2.21

1.67

0.21

English

25

62

5.71

1.00

0.13

English

27

62

5.89

0.45

0.06

English

29

62

1.56

1.14

0.14

English

31

62

2.53

2.07

0.26

English

33

62

2.18

1.72

0.22

English

35

62

5.84

0.58

0.07

English

37

62

5.44

1.39

0.18

English

39

62

1.44

1.03

0.13

English

41

62

5.68

0.88

0.11

English

43

62

1.73

1.12

0.14

English

45

62

1.82

1.26

0.16

English

47

62

2.21

1.93

0.25

English

49

62

1.71

1.15

0.15

English

51

62

5.87

0.46

0.06

English

53

62

2.60

1.86

0.24

English

55

62

5.84

0.49

0.06

English

57

62

1.73

1.24

0.16

English

59

62

3.11

2.07

0.26

English

61

62

1.48

1.21

0.15

English

63

62

3.48

1.99

0.25

English

65

62

1.66

1.31

0.17

English

67

62

5.68

0.97

0.12

English

69

62

2.94

1.84

0.23

English

71

62

5.89

0.37

0.05

English

73

62

5.90

0.35

0.04

English

75

62

2.16

1.44

0.18

English

77

62

5.27

1.31

0.17

English

79

62

2.79

1.68

0.21
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English

81

62

5.69

0.82

0.10

English

85

62

1.21

0.77

0.10

English

87

62

1.68

1.21

0.15

English

89

62

5.81

0.76

0.10

English

91

62

5.84

0.52

0.07

English

93

62

5.92

0.33

0.04

English

95

62

2.76

1.95

0.25

English

97

62

1.90

1.30

0.17

English

99

62

5.00

1.62

0.21

English

101

62

1.32

0.70

0.09

English

103

62

5.76

0.74

0.09

English

105

62

5.60

1.08

0.14

English

107

62

5.76

0.80

0.10

English

109

62

4.73

1.62

0.21

English

111

62

1.48

0.95

0.12

English

113

62

5.95

0.22

0.03

English

115

62

2.37

1.79

0.23

English

117

62

5.97

0.18

0.02

English

119

62

5.71

0.84

0.11

Spanish

1

67

5.31

1.26

0.15

Spanish

3

67

5.79

0.54

0.07

Spanish

7

67

2.57

1.84

0.22

Spanish

9

67

5.66

1.04

0.13

Spanish

11

67

2.12

1.68

0.21

Spanish

15

67

5.61

1.04

0.13

Spanish

17

67

1.46

1.08

0.13

Spanish

19

67

5.37

1.32

0.16

Spanish

21

67

1.69

1.18

0.14

Spanish

23

67

3.01

2.00

0.24

Spanish

25

67

5.16

1.51

0.18

Spanish

27

67

5.12

1.51

0.18

Spanish

33

67

1.76

1.47

0.18

Spanish

35

67

5.70

0.80

0.10

Spanish

37

67

5.81

0.74

0.09

Spanish

39

67

1.79

1.21

0.15

Spanish

43

67

1.82

1.48

0.18

Spanish

45

67

1.82

1.41

0.17

Spanish

47

67

2.00

1.64

0.20

Spanish

49

67

2.61

1.71

0.21

Spanish

53

67

2.39

1.82

0.22

Spanish

55

67

5.27

1.51

0.18

Spanish

57

67

2.27

1.75

0.21

Spanish

61

67

3.19

2.24

0.27
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Spanish

63

67

1.51

1.02

0.12

Spanish

67

67

5.24

1.50

0.18

Spanish

69

67

2.10

1.65

0.20

Spanish

71

67

5.69

0.87

0.11

Spanish

75

67

2.46

1.71

0.21

Spanish

77

67

5.00

1.65

0.20

Spanish

79

67

3.97

1.87

0.23

Spanish

81

67

5.22

1.36

0.17

Spanish

83

67

5.73

0.95

0.12

Spanish

85

67

2.27

1.90

0.23

Spanish

87

67

4.09

2.02

0.25

Spanish

93

67

5.75

0.75

0.09

Spanish

95

67

3.48

1.99

0.24

Spanish

97

67

3.16

2.02

0.25

Spanish

99

67

5.85

0.47

0.06

Spanish

103

67

5.51

1.36

0.17

Spanish

105

67

3.87

2.13

0.26

Spanish

107

67

5.75

0.93

0.11

Spanish

109

67

5.40

1.41

0.17

Spanish

113

67

5.58

1.12

0.14

Spanish

115

67

2.07

1.60

0.20

Spanish

117

67

4.73

1.71

0.21
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Appendix F: List of stimuli
Item
#
53
113
21
81
79
19
11
71
115
55
97
37
39
99
47
107
57
117
45
105
49
109
85
25
65
5

Sentence with underlined stimulus
The student made a question in class about
the reading.
The student asked a question in class about
the reading.
The bride switched her mind about
marrying at the last minute.
The bride changed her mind about marrying
at the last minute.
The board got a way around the problem of
hiring consultants.
The board found a way around the problem
of hiring consultants.
The princess brought birth to a boy after a
long labor.
The princess gave birth to a boy after a long
labor.
The president told a speech to leaders at the
summit.
The president gave a speech to leaders at
the summit.
The businessmen took a drink with their
clients after work.
The businessmen had a drink with their
clients after work.
The orchestra made the experience of
performing at the Vatican.
The orchestra had the experience of
performing at the Vatican.
The kids made fun on the swings in the
park.
The kids had fun on the swings in the park.
The girl took lunch with her aunt after the
show.
The girl had lunch with her aunt after the
show.
The boxer realized a lesson from his fight
in the ring.
The boxer learned a lesson from his fight in
the ring.
Europe missed jobs in the last quarter of
2012.
Europe lost jobs in the last quarter of 2012.
The children did fun of the teacher behind
his back.
The children made fun of the teacher
behind his back.
The tourists did a mistake by trusting the
driver.
The tourists made a mistake by trusting the
driver.

Log
Freq
PM

CV or
ALT

Translation

Overlap

ALT

hacer una pregunta

H

0.34

-2.52

CV

P

2

4.48

N

-2.04

-0.36

N

1.18

4.61

P

-1.34

-2.24

CV

hacer una pregunta
cambiar de opinión,
idea
cambiar de opinión,
idea
encontrar la manera,
el modo
encontrar la manera,
el modo

H

1.54

2.16

ALT

dar a la luz

N

-0.96

-0.54

CV

dar a la luz

N

0.94

4.73

ALT

dar un discurso

P

-0.66

-2.4

CV

H

1.16

3.99

H

-0.16

1.39

P

0.63

1.03

P

0

-0.68

CV

dar un discurso
tomar una copa/un
trago
tomar una copa/un
trago
tener una
experiencia
tener una
experiencia

H

1.53

1.29

ALT
CV

divertirse
divertirse

N
N

0.07
1.21

0.72
1.45

ALT

almorzar

N

-0.28

0.93

CV

almorzar
aprender una
lección
aprender una
lección

N

0.72

0.97

P

-1.44

1.17

H

1.07

7.2

P
H

-0.96
1.33

-1.94
4.14

N

-2.04

-9.99

CV

perder el trabajo
perder el trabajo
ridiculizar a algn,
burlarse de algn
ridiculizar a algn,
burlarse de algn

N

0.99

5.93

ALT

equivocarse

N

0.58

-0.98

CV

equivocarse

N

1.67

4.99

ALT
CV
ALT

ALT
CV
ALT

ALT
CV
ALT
CV
ALT

MI
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63
3
75
15
61
1
43
103
95
35
69
9
7
67
31
91
33
93
23
83
29
89
101
41
13
73
111

The magazine gained money by advertising
on the Internet.
The magazine made money by advertising
on the Internet.
The lawyer said a point in his argument to
the jury.
The lawyer made a point in his argument to
the jury.
The proposal had sense to the investors
after the presentation.
The proposal made sense to the investors
after the presentation.
The editor lent attention to the facts in the
article.
The editor paid attention to the facts in the
article.
The student lifted his hand in class with a
comment.
The student raised his hand in class with a
comment.
The dog salvaged the life of his owner in
the fire.
The dog saved the life of his owner in the
fire.
The actress gave hands with her fans at the
premiere.
The actress shook hands with her fans at the
premiere.
The mayor waved his head in response to
the question.
The mayor shook his head in response to
the question.
The couple passed the night at the hotel on
the beach.
The couple spent the night at the hotel on
the beach.
The president passed time with his advisers
after the event.
The president spent time with his advisers
after the event.
The government made action by sending
troops to the border.
The government took action by sending
troops to the border.
The airline made advantage of passengers
by overbooking.
The airline took advantage of passengers by
overbooking.
The teacher did a break after meeting with
her students.
The teacher took a break after meeting with
her students.
The nanny had care of the baby during the
day.

ALT

hacer dinero

P

-0.76

-0.05

CV

H

1.61

2.32

N

1.1

-1

CV

hacer dinero
observer, decir,
convencer
observer, decir,
convencer

N

1.63

1.95

ALT

tener sentido

H

-2.04

-11.4

CV

tener sentido

P

0.98

5.32

ALT

prestar atención

H

-2.04

0.05

CV

prestar atención

P

1.56

6.82

ALT

levantar la mano

H

-0.49

2.28

CV

levantar la mano

H

0.75

3.63

ALT

salvar la vida

P

-1.74

0.24

CV

H

1.39

5.11

H

-2.04

-6.36

CV

salvar la vida
estrechar la mano a
algn
estrechar la mano a
algn

P

0.93

6.64

ALT

negar con la cabeza

N

-1.74

-0.09

CV

negar con la cabeza

N

0.81

6.3

ALT

pasar la noche

H

-0.23

-0.11

CV

pasar la noche

P

0.81

2.72

ALT

pasar el tiempo

H

0.56

0.42

CV

pasar el tiempo

P

1.65

3.42

ALT

tomar acción

P

0.08

-1.01

CV

tomar acción

H

1.45

3.72

ALT

aprovechar

N

-0.74

-1.84

CV

aprovechar

N

1.26

4.95

ALT

tomar un descanso

P

0.53

-3.39

CV

tomar un descanso

H

1.77

2.45

ALT

cuidar a algn

N

1.03

-0.82

ALT

ALT
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51
17
77
87
27
59
119
115
55
75
15
13
73
61
1
65
5
31
91
7
67
101
41
23
83
43
103

The nanny took care of the baby during the
day.
The headhunter gave a look at the resumes
on her desk.
The headhunter took a look at the resumes
on her desk.
The girl made the test after studying for
three months.
The girl took the test after studying for
three months.
The singer made a song about love for her
album.
The singer wrote a song about love for her
album.
El atleta puso el riesgo de lastimarse
durante el partido.
El atleta corrió el riesgo de lastimarse
durante el partido.
La niña le hizo un golpe a su hermanita en
la cabeza.
La niña le dio un golpe a su hermanita en la
cabeza.
El general mandó la orden de disparar a los
saldados.
El general dio la orden de disparar a los
soldados.
El bebé tomó un paso por primera vez con
su abuela.
El bebé dio un paso por primera vez con su
abuela.
El hombre le hizo pena al amigo por sus
problemas.
El hombre le dio pena al amigo por sus
problemas.
El perro le hizo risa a su dueño por sus
brincos.
El perro le dio risa a su dueño por sus
brincos.
El niño tomó un salto para cruzar el charco
en el parque.
El niño dio un salto para cruzar el charco en
el parque.
El niño le hizo vergüenza a la mamá por su
berrinche.
El niño le dio vergüenza a la mamá por su
berrinche.
Las niñas tomaron una vuelta por el parque
después de la escuela.
Las niñas dieron una vuelta por el parque
después de la escuela.
El niño le puso la culpa de la ventana rota a
su hermano.
El niño le echó la culpa de la ventana rota a
su hermano.

CV

cuidar a algn

N

1.88

4.5

ALT

dar un vistazo

H

0.02

-0.89

CV

dar un vistazo

P

1.82

5.38

ALT

hacer la prueba

H

-0.08

-0.96

CV

hacer la prueba

P

0.78

1.44

ALT

hacer una canción

H

0.25

0.02

CV

hacer una canción

P

1.07

4.28

ALT

run the risk

P

0.07

-3.13

CV

run the risk

H

1.22

7.84

ALT

hit

N

-0.3

-1.83

CV

hit

N

0.88

3.26

ALT

give the order

P

-0.62

-3.63

CV

give the order

H

0.85

1.58

ALT

take a step

H

-0.15

0.22

CV

P

1.47

3.53

N

0.45

-0.68

CV

take a step
feel sorry (for s.o.),
to pity (s.o.)
feel sorry (for s.o.),
to pity (s.o.)

N

1.24

3.04

ALT

find funny

N

-0.05

-2.01

CV

find funny

N

0.73

1.61

ALT

take a leap, to jump

H

-0.62

-2.72

CV

P

0.73

3.9

N

-0.62

-5.64

CV

take a leap, to jump
to feel ashamed,
embarrassed
to feel ashamed,
embarrassed

N

0.84

4.45

ALT

take a walk

H

-0.62

-4.06

CV

take a walk
put the blame (on
s.o.)
put the blame (on
s.o.)

P

1.38

4.68

H

-0.62

-4.45

P

0.79

7.06

ALT

ALT

ALT
CV
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79
19
69
9
111
51
63
3
49
109
87
27
45
105
59
119
29
89
47
107
21
81
57
117
85
25
39
99

El partido colocó un candidato de Nueva
York para su campaña.
El partido eligió un candidato de Nueva
York para su campaña.
El jóven logró dinero como camarero
durante sus vacaciones.
El jóven ganó dinero como camarero
durante sus vacaciones.
La muchacha le dio falta a su novio durante
el verano.
La muchacha le hizo falta a su novio
durante el verano.
La mujer le dio un favor a su vecina
durante los feriados.
La mujer le hizo un favor a su vecina
durante los feriados.
Los alumnos cubrieron la tarea de la clase
por la mañana.
Los alumnos hicieron la tarea de la clase
por la mañana.
La pareja tomó un viaje a Europa después
de la boda.
La pareja hizo un viaje a Europa después de
la boda.
La actriz tocó el papel de Julieta en la obra.
La actriz jugó el papel de Julieta en la obra.
La muchacha gastó tiempo con su amiga
durante las vacaciones.
La muchacha pasó tiempo con su amiga
durante las vacaciones.
Los padres repararon el problema en la casa
con los hijos.
Los padres resolvieron el problema en la
casa con los hijos.
La muchacha sintió cuidado al cruzar la
calle con su hermana.
La muchacha tuvo cuidado al cruzar la calle
con su hermana.
Los empleados tomaron miedo del jefe
durante todo el año.
Los empleados tuvieron miedo del jefe
durante todo el año.
El hombre tomó prisa por llegar a la oficina
ayer.
El hombre tuvo prisa por llegar a la oficina
ayer.
Los científicos tomaron razón con la
hipótesis de su investigación.
Los científicos tuvieron razón con la
hipótesis de su investigación.
La madre cogió suerte con la niñera de sus
hijos.
La madre tuvo suerte con la niñera de sus
hijos.

CV

choose, elect a
candidate
choose, elect a
candidate

ALT

earn money

P

-0.62

-4.75

CV

earn money

H

1.01

4.21

ALT

need, lack s.t.

N

0.08

-1.66

CV

need, lack s.t.

N

1.93

3.43

ALT

do s.o. a favor

P

0.28

-0.62

CV

do s.o. a favor

H

1.06

0.91

ALT

do homework

P

-0.62

-0.94

CV

do homework

H

0.99

1.76

ALT

take a trip

H

-0.3

-0.65

CV
ALT
CV

take a trip
play a role
play a role

P
P
H

1.47
-0.15
1.08

2.17
1.1
5.82

ALT

spend time (with)

H

-0.3

0.2

CV

spend time (with)

P

1.51

1.62

ALT

solve the problem

P

-0.62

-2.43

CV

solve the problem

H

1.67

5.13

ALT

be careful

N

-0.62

-1.97

CV

be careful

N

0.79

2.02

ALT

be afraid

N

-0.62

-5.08

CV

be afraid

N

1.61

2.65

ALT

be in a rush, a hurry

N

-0.62

-2

CV

be in a rush, a hurry

N

0.73

2.81

ALT

be right

N

-0.62

-6.41

CV

be right

N

1.83

2.03

ALT

have luck

P

-0.62

-3.33

CV

have luck

H

1.64

2.82

ALT

P

-0.62

-3.34

H

1.2

5.75
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33
93
17
77
53
113
97
37
95
35
11
71

La filarmónica jugó música de Beethoven
durante la jira.
La filarmónica tocó música de Beethoven
durante la jira.
La niña le jugó el piano a los abuelos
durante la visita.
La niña le tocó el piano a los abuelos
durante la visita.
Los colegas tuvieron un café por la tarde
con su jefe.
Los colegas tomaron un café por la tarde
con su jefe.
El cirujano hizo una decisión sobre el
tratamiento del paciente.
El cirujano tomó una decisión sobre el
tratamiento del paciente.
El sindicato sacó medidas contra la ciudad
después de la reunión.
El sindicato tomó medidas contra la ciudad
después de la reunión.
La inversión costó la pena para planear el
retiro del matrimonio.
La inversión valió la pena para planear el
retiro del matrimonio.

ALT

play music

H

-0.62

-4.95

CV

play music

P

0.89

3.6

ALT

play the piano

H

-0.62

-2.73

CV

play the piano

P

1.05

6.34

ALT

have a coffee

H

0.08

-1.85

CV

have a coffee

P

1.24

5.88

ALT

make a decision

H

0.52

-1.22

CV

make a decision

P

1.9

6.52

ALT

take measures

P

-0.62

-3.93

CV

take measures

H

0.94

4.24

ALT

be worth s.t.

N

-0.62

-3.14

CV

be worth it s.t.

N

1.6

7.34

194
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